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1. Cruise Objectives 
The aim of this program is to characterize the megathrust, overriding and downgoing plates, and 
other fault systems associated with the Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone from the Shumagin gap, 
across the Semidi segment, to the western end of the Kodiak asperity. To achieve this, we will 
use multichannel seismic (MCS) reflection and wide-angle reflection/refraction (WARR) data, 
and relate the reflection and velocity images to the mechanical behavior of the megathrust and 
other faults based on the history of subduction earthquakes [Davies et al., 1981], historical 
intraslab and crustal earthquake hypocenter distribution, present-day locking of the plate 
boundary from GPS data [Fournier and Freymueller, 2007], and other available constraints. A 
secondary goal of the cruise is to conduct an oceanographic experiment to study the mixing 
processes in this area by acquiring hydrographic (XBT/XSV/XCTD/sea-surface salinity) data 
that are coincident in space and time with the collected MCS data. In support of the science 
objectives, we will collect the following coincident supplementary data: multibeam, sea bottom 
profiler (3.5 kHz Knudsen), magnetic, gravity, and navigation. 

Downdip limit of the seismogenic zone 
The largest and most destructive earthquakes, with magnitudes greater than 8-9, occur on 
subduction zone megathrusts. A great source of uncertainty in probabilistic seismic hazard maps 
for such earthquakes is the downdip limit of the seismogenic part of the megathrust. Competing 
models assert that the downdip limit is controlled by temperature (e.g., 300-450ºC; Scholz, 1998) 
or by the intersection of the plate boundary with the forearc mantle, which might be weak due to 
serpentinization [Tichealaar and Ruff, 1993; Peacock and Hyndman, 1999, Oleskevich et al., 
1999](Fig. 1.1).  Downdip of the locked zone, the 
megathrust transitions from stick-slip behavior to 
stable sliding.  In some subduction zones, slow 
slip events and tremor are associated with this 
downdip transition [e.g., Dragert et al., 2001; 
Rogers and Dragert, 2003].   
 
Figure 1.1: Illustration of possible controls on the plate 
boundary modified after Oleskevich et al., 1999 
 
Independent constraints are needed on the extent 
of the locked zone and the variations in properties 
at the plate boundary downdip from the locked to 
transition zone.  A study of the northern Cascadia 
subduction interface revealed an intriguing spatial correlation between the seismic reflection 
character of the megathrust and its mechanical behavior [Nedimović et al., 2003]. In the 
seismogenic, locked portion of the megathrust, which is located primarily offshore, the thrust is 
characterized by a single reflection event or a very thin reflection package. In the transition zone 
downdip of the locked zone, the megathrust reflection package thickens dramatically and 
exhibits a more complex signature (Fig. 1.2). Nedimović et al. [2003] proposed that this 
distinctive reflection signature might make it possible to directly image and map the location of 
the locked/transition zone boundary. Deep reflection images from Alaska [Fisher et al., 1989; 
Moore et al., 1991], Chile [Groß et al., 2008] and SW Japan [Kodaira et al., 2002; Kodaira et al., 
2004] show a megathrust signature much like the one observed at northern Cascadia, suggesting 
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that reflectivity patterns similar to those in Cascadia are widespread.  
 
The eastern Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone is an ideal place to examine the downdip edge of 
the seismogenic zone and assess its characteristics in active-source seismic data for several 
reasons. It is one of the few places where the locked/transition zone boundary lies completely 
offshore and is fully accessible to marine profiling. The downdip limit of coseismic slip in our 
study area is known from large subduction zone earthquakes in 1938 and 1964. During the 20th 
century, virtually the entire Alaska-Aleutian subduction interface has ruptured in large to great 
earthquakes with rupture areas, seismic moments, and magnitudes of several of these shocks 
among the largest known anywhere in the world [Davies et al., 1981]. The 1938 rupture area and 
surrounding regions on which we are focusing also broke in 1788 and 1847, and may have 
broken between 1899 and 1903 [Sykes et al., 1971]. This region is of great topical interest 
because 73 years have passed since the 1938 earthquake, and average megathrust repeat times 
for this zone appear to be 50 to 75 years. The seismic reflection results can also be compared to 
estimates of the downdip limit that are based on geodetic post-seismic uplift data [Fournier et al., 
2007] and thermal modeling (e.g., Hyndman and Wang, 1993, 1995).  
 
Figure 1.2: Two details 
from MCS data from the 
Cascadia subduction 
zone showing (a) Thin 
(<2 km) reflection 
package from the 
interpreted locked 
portion of the thrust, and 
(b) Thick (>4 km wide) 
band of reflections 
overlying the subducted 
oceanic crust in an area 
where aseismic (stable) 
slip regime has been 
observed (Nedimović et 
al., 2003).  
 
Ongoing work suggests that tremor and slow slip are common at the downdip edge of the 
Alaska/Aleutian subduction zone [Petersen and Christensen, 2009; Brown et al., 2010]. Our new 
dataset will provide key constraints on the depth, nature and geometry of the megathrust, which 
can be integrated with information on ETS events as they become available in order to better 
constrain the origin of these events and the processes that are responsible for them.  
 
Along-strike variations in locking 
Coupling and slip behavior vary substantially at subduction zones around the world. This 
variability in megathrust behavior has been attributed to many factors such as the speed and 
direction of plate convergence, stress state in the overriding plate, age and thermal structure, the 
abundance and nature of sediment entering the trench, and to seamounts or other heterogeneities 
on the overriding or downgoing plate (e.g., Ruff and Kanamori, 1980, 1983; Uyeda and 
Kanamori, 1979; Cloos, 1992; Hyndman and Wang, 1995, Kodaira et al., 2004), although it is 
possible that the incompleteness of the historic record leads to much of the variability 
(McCaffrey, 1997, 2007).  It is difficult to untangle possible controlling factors by comparing 
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different subduction systems because too many parameters vary between them.   
 
The Alaska/Aleutian subduction zone offers a unique window into controls on locking and 
seismogenesis because large changes in locking appear to occur over relatively short distances 
within this individual system. The coupling between the Pacific and North America plates varies 
from no or weak coupling in the Shumagin gap to strong or full coupling for the northeastern 
part of the 1938 earthquake rupture area and southwestern part of the 1964 earthquake rupture 
area [Freymueller and Beavan, 1999; Zweck et al., 2002; Fournier et al., 2007](Fig. 1.3). By 
surveying across the variably coupled parts of the megathrust, we hope to determine what 
aspects of the subduction zone vary along strike, such as roughness and hydration of the 
downgoing plate, incoming and subducted sediment thickness, and structure of the overriding 
plate. We also hope to establish if lateral variations in coupling are observable in the megathrust 
reflection signature. Establishing a link between slip behavior and attributes in seismic reflection 
data is important because it can provide information on the dominant type of deformation for the 
areas of the megathrust that have slipped seismically during subduction earthquakes but 

presently appear to be 
weakly coupled because of 
long recurrence intervals 
[McCaffrey, 2007]. 
 
Figure 1.3:  Map of seismicity 
from the AEIC catalogue colored 
by depth and sized by magnitude. 
Yellow polygons and numbers 
denote modeled coupling from 
geodetic data (Fournier and 
Freymueller, 2007). Green dashed 
lines are estimated rupture zones 
from Davies et al. 1981. Note the 
apparently greater abundance of 
events in the creeping Shumagin 
gap than in the locked Semidi 
segment.  
 
Hydration of downgoing 
plate  
Water stored in pore space 
and as hydrous minerals in 
the sediments, crust and 
upper mantle of the 
subducting plate is later 
released landward of the 

trench through dewatering and dehydration processes. The volume of water brought into the 
subduction zone, the distribution of water in the sediments, crust and upper mantle, and the 
depths at which it is released have a profound impact on a wide variety of magmatic and 
deformational processes in subduction zones. The amount of water and thermal structure of the 
subduction zone control when and how much water is released in the forearc versus the arc, 
which may effect the availability of water beneath arcs and thus their magmatic productivity 
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[Wada and Wang, 2009]. The volume of water exerts a strong control on the crystallization 
sequence of arc magmas [Müntener et al., 2001]. The presence of water also strongly affects the 
physical properties of rocks and can significantly reduce the temperature at which the transition 
from brittle to ductile deformation occurs (e.g., Scholz, 2002), which may be responsible for the 
changes in the megathrust slip nature at the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone. The 
introduction of fluids can lead to the development of pore fluid overpressures at the plate 
interface (Kodaira et al., 2004) and/or within the downgoing plate [Audet et al., 2009], which 
strongly influence the mode of deformation. At greater depths, dehydration embrittlement is the 
most plausible earthquake mechanism for intraslab events at intermediate depths of 50-300 km 
(e.g., Green and Houston, 1995; Peacock, 2001).  
 
Hydration of oceanic lithosphere begins near the ridge axis due to faulting and hydrothermal 
circulation, but is mostly constrained to the top several kilometers of the oceanic lithosphere due 
to high temperatures. Significant additional hydration occurs as the plate bends at the trench axis 
(Fig. 1.4).  Seawater can percolate into the crust and mantle along normal faults formed in the 
downgoing plate during bending [Ranero et al., 2003]. The degree of hydration that occurs 
during bending is controlled by a range of parameters, including the age and temperature regime 
of the downgoing plate, the 
thickness of sediments, and the 
amount and style of bending related 
deformation (e.g., Nedimović et al., 
2009). The ease with which pre-
existing faults in the oceanic crust 
can be reactivated, such as inherited 
trench-parallel fabric, may be 
important for controlling the extent 
of mantle serpentinization.  
 
Figure 1.4: Velocity model of the 
downgoing plate in the Central American 
subduction zone showing reduced velocities 
in the mantle associated with plate 
bending, interpreted to arise from 
serpentinization (Ivandic et al., 2008) 
 
The Alaska/Aleutian subduction system provides a useful comparison to well-studied hydration 
in the Central American slab because anticipated oceanic fabrics are expected to be both nearly 
orthogonal to the trench in some areas and parallel to the trench in other areas based on 
spreading directions inferred from magnetic anomalies. Intermediate-depth seismicity is well 
documented in the area of our study (e.g., Abers, 1992). Intriguingly, the Semidi segment is 
characterized by much lower historical intraslab seismicity rate than the Shumagin gap and 
Kodiak asperity www.giseis.alaska.edu/Seis/html_docs/regional_seismicity.html). Relating the 
change in depth and extent of oceanic plate hydration at the outer trench wall, to the change in 
density and distribution of intraslab events may provide insight into the maximum magnitude for 
these events. We can also compare any along strike variations in hydration and bending with 
variations in rupture history and present-day coupling of the megathrust (Fournier and 
Freymuller, 2007). 
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Seismic Oceanography 

Seismic Oceanography (SO) is a recent discipline that is based on using the MCS data, 
traditionally collected for geological prospection to image the oceanic water column. Oceans 
have inner coherence structures of salt and temperature contrasts such as fronts, currents, and 
eddies generated by mixing processes that determine the energy and material transport. In SO, 
the reflections recorded in the MCS data result from sound speed and density changes in the 
water column that are caused by variations in temperature and salinity. The MCS data and 
imaging technique provide the potential of realizing long sections of near-synoptic 2D and swath 
3D images of ocean fine structure (Mirshak et al., 2010). With this method, the internal water 
column structure is imaged with a resolution on the order of 10 m, both horizontally and 
vertically, which is ~100 times higher horizontal resolution than the one provided by classical 
oceanographic instrumentation (Holbrook et al., 2003). The high horizontal resolution and 
synopticity of SO data provide new information about the lateral coherence and horizontal 
characteristics of the fine structure and its interaction with mesoscale structures that are analyzed 
in order to better understand the mixing processes involved.  	  

Figure 1.5: Map of the Alaska Stream and Alaska Coastal Current (Ladd et al 2005). 

Circulation in the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) is dominated by two current systems, the cyclonic 
subartic gyre in the basin and the Alaska Coastal Current (ACC) on the continental shelf. At the 
head of the GOA, the ACC turns southwestward following the shelf-break and forms the Alaska 
Stream (Fig. 1.5). The GOA supports a rich ecosystem, including numerous species of fish, 
marine mammals and seabirds. The significant amount of nutrients in the GOA is supplied by 
strong mechanisms of cross-shelf exchange and mixing, which include episodic upwelling, 
eddies and tidal mixing combined with bathymetric steering (Ladd et al, 2005, Cummis et al, 
2001). The priority of this SO experiment is to image the fine structure generated by these 
mixing processes along the shelf-break and upper slope. Particularly strong internal tides 
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radiating into the North Pacific are produced near the Amutka Pass, which is located along the 
Aleutian islands (Cummins et al., 2001) but west from our study area. Nevertheless, strong 
internal tides, or gravity waves propagating at tidal frequencies, especially the semidiurnal (M2) 
internal tides, are still present in our study area and will be the focus of our SO add-on 
experiment. The seismic data and corresponding reflection images of the water column will be 
compared with coincident and simultaneously recorded temperature, sound speed and salinity 
profiles acquired with XBT, XSV and XCTD probes. 
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2. Survey Plan 
Our original survey plan consisted of five ~350-km-long MCS dip profiles and two OBS profiles 
coincident with two of the MCS profiles. The MCS profiles were designed to image the 
reflection and/or velocity structure of greatest importance for understanding and constraining the 
seismic hazards in the study area: the entire locked zone on the megathrust, as indicated by GPS 
data and estimated rupture zones of past earthquakes (Davies et al., 1981; Fournier and 
Freymuller, 2007). They also encompass the updip and downdip transitions to stable sliding, 
structures in the overriding plate such as splay faults and forearc basins, and structures in the 
downgoing plate such as bending related normal faulting and associated hydration of the oceanic 
crust and mantle. We extended the profiles as close as possible to the coast to image as far 
downdip as possible.  At the south end, we also extended the profiles at least 80 km onto the 
downgoing oceanic plate to image deformation and hydration associated with plate bending 
[Ranero et al., 2003; Ivandic et al., 2008].  

We planned to acquire the data with the full 6600 cu. in. source of the Langseth and two 8-km 
streamers. The source and one of the streamers would be towed at a depth of 12 m to maximize 
low frequencies (and deep imaging) while the second streamer would be towed at 9 m for better 
imaging the sediments and upper crust. Using long streamers would enable deeper and better 
reflection imaging and velocity constraints. In addition to expanding our range of frequencies 
and improving the signal-to-noise ratio, employing two streamers would allow for more 
sophisticated processing (e.g., swath processing (Nedimović et al., 2003) as well as very high 
precision streamer navigation using the acoustic network. 

Figure 2.1: Map of 
planned survey 

The most easterly 
profile (Line 1 in 
Fig. 2.1) lies east of 
Kodiak and crosses 
part of the 1964 
M9.2 rupture zone. 
This line is in the 
region of the 
existing EDGE 
profile [Moore et 
al., 1991], between 
the two highly-
locked asperities of 
the subduction zone 
based on GPS data 
[Zweck et al., 
2002]. We 
positioned this line 
here when we 
learned that we 
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could not shoot a profile immediately west of Kodiak through Sitkinak Strait, which passes 
through a locked zone, because of the shallow seafloor. Three of the planned profiles focus on 
the Semidi segment, which last ruptured in a M8.2 earthquake in 1938.  One profiles is located in 
the center of the segment and two are near the edges (Lines 2-4 on Fig. 2.1). Finally, the fifth 
profile is positioned in the Shumagin gap, which has not had a historic great earthquake (Davies 
et al., 1981) and is thought to be freely slipping based on GPS data (Fournier and Freymuller, 
2007). All of the lines were adjusted in coordination with the Marine Office to avoid overly 
shallow water depths and sensitive seal lion rookeries. 

We planned to acquire the wide-angle seismic reflection/refraction data along two of the MCS 
profiles: Lines 3 and 5. These data should enable us to constrain deep crustal structure along the 
profile in the center of the Semidi segment and in the Shumagin gap. In particular, these data 
could constrain the deep geometry of the overriding and downgoing plates, hydration of the 
downgoing plate, wide-angle reflectivity of the megathrust, as well as provide us with velocities 
needed to depth migrate the deeper sections of the reflection profiles. We planned to place short-
period, 4-channel ocean bottom seismometers spaced at ~13-16 km along these profiles and 
shoot to them with the full 6600 cu in source towed at 12 m to maximize low frequencies with 
long shot intervals (120 s, 310 m) to prevent previous shot noise. 
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3. Cruise Summary 
MGL1110 achieved all of the core data acquisition objectives and was a complete success.  As 
planned, we divided the cruise into two parts. During the first part (June 29 – July 12), we 
scouted selected portions of the planned MCS program and acquired OBS data. Wide-angle 
reflection/refraction data were acquired using the full 6600 cu. in. airgun array towed at 12 m 
and short-period 4-component Scripps OBS spaced at ~13-16 km along two ~400-km-long 
profiles coincident with MCS profiles across the Shumagin Gap (OBS Line 5) and Semidi 
segment (OBS Line 3)(Fig. 3.1). During the second part (July 12 – August 5), we acquired MCS 
data along ~3700 line-km, which included six dip lines (two in Shumagin Gap, three across the 
Semidi segment, and one over the Kodiak asperity within the 1964 rupture patch), a strike line 
that crossed from the locked Semidi segment to the freely slipping Shumagin gap, and a series of 
grid lines primarily targeting the structure of the downgoing oceanic plate. This was much more 
data than we expected to acquire (~2000 km). Most of the MCS data were acquired with two 8-
km-long streamers and the full 6600 cu in source.  The source and one streamer were towed at 12 
m, while the second streamer was towed at 9 m.  Problems with telemetry and the lead-in on the 
starboard streamer ultimately rendered it inoperable, so a portion of the MCS program was 
acquired with only one streamer (at 12 m). More details on both parts of the cruise are below. 

 
Figure 3.1: Map of offshore acquisition during MGL1110. Estimate rupture areas from Davies et al. (1981). 
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Scouting 
During the first ~1.5 days of the cruise, we scouted the following parts of our planned MCS 
program (Fig. 2.1): 1) northern end of planned MCS line 1 and Shelikof Strait, where we were 
concerned about strong currents, fresh water from glacial runoff and marine mammals, 2) the 
northern end of Line 2, where we were concerned about shallow water depths, and 3) a shallow 
basement ridge on Line 2 between Tugidak and Chirkof islands. As we anticipated, we observed 
a large number of whales and low salinity water at northern end of Line 1 and in Shelikof Strait. 
Exposed rocks and shallow water were also observed at the northern end of Line 2. The 
basement ridge on the center of the shelf along Line 2 reached a minimum depth of 35 m, which 
was considered passable. The information gleaned during scouting strongly influenced our 
ultimate MCS shooting plan. We moved the northern end of Line 2 slightly to the east by adding 
a gentle dog-leg north of the basement ridge in the middle of the shelf (between Tugidak and 
Chirnof islands). After the MCS program was underway, we decided not to shoot Shelikof Strait 
and Line 1 because of the likely difficulty of acquiring data due to mammals and the long trip to 
get to this line. 
 
OBS data acquisition 
Following scouting, we began the OBS program on July 1. We deployed 21 OBS along Line 3 
spaced at ~15.8 km. There is a slightly larger gap between OBS 306 and 307 to avoid deploying 
OBS in water depths greater than 5500 m (maximum depth allowed by the glass spheres of the 
Scripps instruments). We placed OBS as close as possible to the 5500-m isobath using 
centerbeam bathymetry values from the Langseth. We then shot the line away from the coast 
with the full 6600 cu in source towed at 12 m and a shot spacing of 310 m (~120 s). Two marine 
mammal powerdowns occurred near both ends of the line (between OBS 321 and 320, and 
between OBS 301 and 302). All 21 OBS were recovered in 43 hours (finishing on July 7); faster 
rise times were observed than expected (~48 m/min).  

We then proceeded to Line 5, and deployed 21 OBS at a spacing of ~12.75 km.  A larger gap 
(~40 km) was required over the deeper trench on this line to avoid water depths greater than 
5500 m. Again, we placed the OBS as close as possible to 5500 m on either side of the trench. 
We shot the line away from the coastline using the same parameters as Line 3. A marine 
mammal powerdown occurred near OBS 521. All 21 OBS were recovered in 40 hours (again 
with relatively quick rise times). Following the completion of recoveries on July 12, the 
Langseth steamed into Popof Strait for a boat transfer at Sand Point. The Scripps OBS team and 
a mammal observer disembarked, and we were joined by eight new science party members, 
including 5 undergraduate students from Columbia, a postdoc from Dalhousie (Berta Biescas), 
and two science technicians. 
 
MCS acquisition 
Following the boat transfer, we began deploying the two 8-km streamers. This process ultimately 
required 73 hours. Many sections and modules needed be replaced, and parts of the streamers 
needed to be retrimmed during deployment. The failure of the slip ring on reel 1 and the lead-in 
on streamer 3 added considerable time to deployment. Following full deployment of the 
streamers and the 6600 cu in airgun array (76 hours after we began deployment), problems 
occurred with acquisition system (communication issues between navigation and acquisition 
systems), which required 7 hours to troubleshoot. Acquisition finally began in earnest near the 
end of the day on July 15.  
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We acquired MCS data on the four major dip lines west of Kodiak (MGL1110MCS02-05) as 
planned working from west to east. Only minor modifications were made to this portion of the 
survey plan. A grid of profiles orthogonal and parallel to the spreading direction of downgoing 
oceanic crust was shot between Lines MGL1110MCS02 and 03 in place of the planned, 
obliquely oriented connecting profile.  We decided not to shoot our originally planned profile 
east of Kodiak due to the long round-trip transit and the poor likelihood of acquiring data on the 
landward portion of the line due to abundant marine mammals. Instead, we were able to acquire 
a two-part profile just east of Kodiak Island within the Kodiak asperity (and the western edge of 
the 1964 rupture), a strike line extending from the locked Semidi segment to the freely slipping 
Shumagin gap on the shelf and a westerly dip line within the freely slipping Shumagin gap. 
Revisions to our cruise plan were strongly limited by the bounds of our Incidental Harassment 
Authorization (IHA), which did not allow us to go west of 161ºW or south of 52.5ºN.  The 
Marine Office strongly advised us not to seek permission to expand our box from the IHA 
because it would require a reassessment of all our revised profiles and could lead to the IHA 
being taken away and an early end to our program. 

Occasional powerdowns (and rare shutdowns) were required throughout the MCS program for 
marine mammals. We only opted to reshoot two key portions: the landward end of Line 5 and a 
section of Line 2 near the estimated downdip end of the locked zone.  Marine mammals were 
most commonly observed at the northern (landward) edges of the lines and west of Kodiak. 
However, on the whole, we experienced less downtime from marine mammals than anticipated. 

We continued to have some difficulties with the streamers intermittently throughout acquisition. 
The starboard streamer began to have telemetry issues and stopped recording towards the end of 
profile MGL1110MCS04. Troubleshooting was undertaken during MGL1110MCS34. Both the 
slip ring and lead-in appeared to have problems. The slip ring was replaced, and the lead-in was 
diagnosed to be near its demise. By towing the starboard streamer off the stern (instead of off the 
paravane), it was possible to power it up, so we towed in tDhis configuration for the rest of the 
cruise. The starboard streamer ultimately stopped working near the beginning of 
MGL1110MCS12F, and we acquired data for the rest of the survey on the deeper port streamer.  
However, we could still use acoustic net to provide more accurate navigation for the single port 
streamer than would have been possible otherwise.  

Densely spaced XBT and XSV deployments were conducted on the continental slopes of the 
major dip lines (Fig 3.2). On MGL1110MCS03-05, XBT’s, XSV’s and XCTD’s were deployed 
at water depths from 300 to ~5000 m, but on profiles MGL1110MCS01A/B, 02 and 06, they 
were focused on upper part of slope above water depths of ~2000 m, where there appeared to be 
more fine-scaled structure.  During the first couple of lines, nearly all the wires on the 
oceanographic probes broke, but greater success rates were achieved on later lines. The 
paravanes, height of the PVC pipe above the water and the wind had a large impact on likelihood 
of breaking wires (see appendix G for more details).  

The quality of both the OBS and MCS data acquired during MGL1110 is exceptionally high. We 
undertook a range of onboard processing activities (see Section 6), which allowed us to evaluate 
the data. As described in Section 7, these data contain clear arrivals throughout the sediments, 
crust and upper mantle and will certainly enable us to address our scientific questions. 
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Figure 3.2:  Location of the seismic lines and the oceanographic probes that were simultaneously acquired. 
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4. Daily Narrative 
June 29:  Everyone on board by 1430. Transferred from Pier 2 in Kodiak to the fuel dock at 
USCG at 1720. 

June 30: Departed Kodiak at 0145 and began scouting two of our planned profiles: Lines 1 and 
2. Steamed by the entrance to Cook Inlet (at northern end of Line 1) and began trip through 
Shelikof Strait (along Line 12). We observed a lot of marine mammals, mostly whales 
throughout this scouting, particularly near Cook Inlet. Several areas of particularly shallow water 

were noted. Low salinity areas were identified 
near glaciers. 

Figure 4.1. Views of the Alaska Peninsula from Shelikof 
Strait 

July 1:  Continued scouting along Line 12 until 
0500. Very shallow water and rocks identified at 
eastern end of Line 12 and northern end of Line 
2. We will shift northern end of Line 2 to the 
east. Turned south on Line 2 and scouted shallow 
ridge between Chirkof and Tugidak Islands. 
Mapped a 6-km-wide ridge with depths of ~35 m 
of water. Finished scouting at 12:30. Steamed 

towards the southern end of Line 3. Stopped along the way in deep water (>5000 m) near the 
trench to do a rosette test with acoustics for OBS work. This required 5 hours and involved 
lowering the rosette to several depths between 50 and 4500 m and communicating with 
acoustics. Very calm weather. 

July 2: Transited to southern end of Line 3 and began deploying OBS at 0835. Deployed OBS 
301-315. 

July 3: Continued deploying OBS along Line 3 
OBS, finishing with OBS 321 at 0500. Started 
deploying gun strings at 0545. Began firing 
mitigation gun, finished deploying the full array, 
ramped up guns by 1000. Began shooting 
MGL1110OBS03 at 1100. One power down for 
marine mammal between OBS 320 and 321 from 
1515-1605. Ramped up guns and resumed full 
power shooting at 1640.  

Figure 4.2 Mladen, Mark, Ron and Tom deploy OBS 

July 4: Continued shooting MGL1110OBS3. Two 
brief (<9 min) power downs between OBS 301 and 302 at midnight. 

July 5: Finished shooting MGL1110OBS3 at 0346. Retrieved air guns (which required one hour) 
and transited back to first OBS 301. Began OBS recoveries at 0600 and recovered OBS 301-307. 
Rise times faster than expected (average of ~48 m/min instead of 45 m/min). 
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July 6: Recovered OBS 308-320. 

July 7: Finished recovering OBS at 0100. Transited to 
southern end of MGL1110OBS05. Relatively rough weather 
for part of the day (~8-9 ft seas during part of the transit) 
forced us to shut down multibeam and bring in 
magnetometer. 

Figure 4.3 Ernie reaches to recover OBS. 

July 8: Began deploying OBS on Line 5 at 0008. Finished 
deploying all OBS by ~1900. Began deploying guns and 
turned on mitigation gun at 1920, but had to stop almost 
immediately because many marine mammals were close to 
the vessel. But by 2030, we were able to ramp up guns and 

start shooting MGL1110OBS05T. Started shooting MGL1110OBS05 at 2200. We powered 
down for marine mammal near beginning of the line. Ramped up the guns while passing OBS 
521 and resumed normal shooting at 2323. 

July 9: Continued shooting MGL1110OBS05. Intermittent fog. Maggie accumulated a lot of 
kelp and then became tangled with gun string 2. Both were recovered at 0315. Gun string 2 
redeployed 0330. Magnetometer needs a new tow lead, and left onboard until MCS shooting. 

July 10: Continued shooting MGL1110OBS05 and finished at 0837. Retrieved the air gun array 
and transited back to OBS 501, arriving at 10:40. Recovered OBS 501-505. 

July 11: Continued recovering OBS on Line 5. Weather began to turn rougher around 0800, with 
~8-9 ft swells, but calmed as we went up onto the 
shelf. Recovered OBS 506-518. 

Figure 4.4. Boat transfer in Sand Point using work boat. 

July 12: Finished recovering OBS on Line 5 at 
0310. Steamed up Popof strait to Sand Point for 
personnel swap via boat transfer. OBS engineers 
and an NSF marine mammal observer departed. 
Columbia undergraduates, Dalhousie postdoc and 
two science techs joined. Arrived at 0610 and 
departed at 0937. Steamed back out of Popof 
strait onto shelf and started deploying streamers at 
1145. Started by deploying 2 km from Reel 2, then transferred it to Streamer 1 (to obtain 8-km-
long cable).  Significant time spent replacing bad sections and modules and removing weight 
from the streamer (which was last used in Costa Rica). 

July 13. Continued deploying starboard streamer. Once streamer deployed to bird 4, discovered 
problem back near connection between Streamers 1 and 2. Recovered streamer to that section, 
but replacing modules did not solve the problem. Diagnosed as failed slip ring. Began replacing 
at ~1515. Continued with streamer deployment. Many further sections and modules replaced to 
correct communications problems. 
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Figure 4.5. Jiyao and Andrew attach bird to streamer. 

July 14:  Continued deploying starboard streamer, replacing 
more sections and modules. Streamer completely powered up 
and completely deployed by ~0600. Deployed head floats and 
starboard paravane. Deployment of port streamer began 
thereafter at 0730. Started with streamer 4, then transferred to 
Streamer 3.  Changed some modules and sections near join 
between two streamers because of telemetry and power issues, 
but there were only a few other changes thereafter. Finished 
deployment of port streamer and deployed the port paravane at 
2330.  

July 15: Shortly after full deployment of the streamers, there 
was a ground fault in the port streamer. Recovered it from paravane at 0030 to troubleshoot, and 
discovered that the lead-in failed. Reeled in Streamer 3 by 4 km and transferred to reel 4 by 
0445, and deployed 4 km of Streamer 4, retrimming the streamer and replacing sections as 
needed along the way. Headfloat and port paravane were deployed by 1250. Gun deployment 
began at 1330 with the mitigation gun beginning at 1426 and deployment finished by 1530.  
Transited to the beginning of MGL1110MCS05 while ramping up and then firing at full volume. 
Turned onto MGL1110MCS05 at 1800 and attempted to start acquisition, but communication 
problem occurred between navigation and recording systems. Troubleshooting of acquisition 
system for ensuing 7 hours (into July 16) while steaming 
down the line and turning back to steam to the beginning of 
the line. Continued shooting throughout troubleshooting 
with many powerdowns for whales and for a fur seal (at 
1930). IHA has zero takes for fur seal, so process with 
NMFS and NSF initiated. Began shooting test line at 2250 
while heading north to start of MGL1110MCS05. 

Figure 4.6 Deploying starboard paravane. 

July 16: Continued shooting test line.  Turned onto 
MGL1110MCS05R and begin acquisition at 0240. Many 
powerdowns for whales on the line meant that we hardly 
shot any of the line at full power. Decided to circle back 
and make one more attempt at shooting. Turned breathlessly close to the coast with all of the 
gear out one more time, and began acquisition on MGL1110MCS05B at 0722 (sun down local 
time). Acquisition continued smoothly throughout the day.  Began launching XBT and XSV 
probes every 30 minutes starting at 1840 (water depth of ~300 m) to characterize oceanography 
from the continental slope to the trench. 
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July 17: Continued acquisition on MGL1110MCS05B and launching of XBT and XSV every 30 
minutes.  Powered down for a porpoise at 0100, began ramp up at 0126 and were back at full 
power by 0146. Continued with XBT’s and XSV’s until 0452 (water depth of 5650 m). Powered 
down for a humpback at 1810 and resumed full 
volume shooting at 1903. Finished 
MGL1110MCS05B and began MGL1110MCS45 at 
around 2100. 

Figure 4.7. Navigation screen showing close approach to Unga 
island at northern end of Line 5. 

July 18: Continued acquisition on MGL1110MCS45. 
One powerdown for marine mammal at 0200.  One of 
guns stopped working at 1120, reducing volume to 
6560 cu in. Finished MGL1110MCS45 at 1430 and 
performed gun maintenance and brief multibeam maintenance while making an outside turn onto 
MGL1110MCS04.  MGL1110MCS04 began at 1733.  

July 19: Continued shooting on MGL1110MCS04. At 0230, air gun/spectra problem meant that 
we did not record 35 shots over Pacific oceanic crust. Started acquiring XBT’s and XSV’s at 
1040 (water depth of ~5000 m). At 1430, recovered PAM, Maggie and portside gun strings. 
XBT wires became wrapped around PAM which then became tangled in gun strings. Shot with 
half a source for ~9 km until portside guns were redeployed at 1530. A 7-min-long shot gap 
occurred again at 1830 due to acquisition system problem. Continued with XBTs until 1928 

(water depth of 340 m). 

Figure 4.8 Work boat returning from recovering 
exploded SRD. 

July 20: Continued shooting on 
MGL1110MCS04. At 0837, Streamer 1 
stopped recording. We decided to finish 
shooting MGL1110MCS04 recording 
only on Streamer 2, and attempt to fix 
Streamer 1 during tie line between 
MGL1110MCS04 and MGL1110MCS03.  

Following completion of the line around 1050, the ship experienced engine problems (likely due 
to kelp in the intake). Starboard engine went offline and other systems were under serious stress 
and close to failure. Ship speed slowed to <1 kt/h and streamers sank, causing one SRD to go off 
on Streamer 1. Gun strings retrieved. Starboard engine back online at 1150.  Meanwhile, 
recovered starboard door, head float and lead-in for Streamer 1 to diagnose problems.  Several 
recovery ropes broke on starboard door. Began troubleshot Streamer 1 by by-passing lead-in 
and/or slip ring. This ultimately revealed that lead-in is close to failure but still working and that 
slip ring failed.  Decided to tow Streamer 1 off the stern (rather than the door). FRC launched at 
~1615 to replace SRD on Streamer 1, which was completed by 1750. Afterwards fixed tow point 
on Streamer 1, and deployed with bypass of slip ring (which will be replaced while we are 
underway shooting and reconnected between lines).  Deployment and ramp up of gun strings 
began at 2030. Beginning of line MGL1110MCS34 at 2345.  
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July 21: Finished shooting MGL1110MCS34 at 0300 and turned to MGL1110MCS03T, the 
transition to the northern end of Line 3. Ended line MGL1110MCS03T and started 
MGL1110MCS03 at 0700 following turn at entrance to Chignik Bay that brought port door 
within 2 miles of Castle Rocks. Continued shooting MGL1110MCS03 throughout the day. 
Multibeam failed a BIST test, mostly likely because of increased ship noise from engines 
running at high speed, which is not necessary when only one paravane is deployed. 

July 22. Continued shooting MGL1110MCS03. Switched over engines to low speed (600 
RPMs) because only towing one paravane. This will reduce ship noise (which is particularly 
detrimental to the bathymetry data). Multibeam then passed BIST test. Began with more XBT 
and XSV launches at 0210 (water depth of 330 m). Weather worsened as we left the shelf, and 
began to experience ~12 ft seas. Several shots missed due to crash of Syntrak at 0630.  
XBT/XSV continued until 1023 (depth of 4013 m). Started to lose data on Streamer 1 at 1230, 
possibly due to stress on lead-in from rough seas, but it returned at 2045 following reconfiguring 

after Syntrak crash. 

Figure 4.9. Andrew, Hannah and Mike keep watch. 

July 23: Completed MGL1110MCS03 at 0232. 
Acquired MGL1110MCS23A from 0338 to 1314.  
Began MGL1110MCS23B at 1345. Three species 
of whales were observed from 1550 to 1845, 
requiring powerdowns and a shut down. Notably, 
these included a rare sighting of a North  Pacific 
Right whale, which was documented and sent to 
NMFS. We decided not to attempt to reshoot this 
part of the line and recommenced shooting at 

1945. MGL1110MCS23B completed at 2214, and MGL1110MCS23C started shortly thereafter.  
Significant swell caused streamer 1 to surface at 2338. 

July 24: Continued acquisition of MGL1110MCS23C.  Dead beaked whale observed at 0132, 
which was significant decomposed and thus assumed to have been long dead. PSO’s will prepare 
report for NMFS. Gun string 1 experiencing electrical problems, and attempted to bring in 
strings 1 and 2 at 0330, but aborted due to significant swells and conditions on the slip way. 
Postponed until the end of the line. Gun strings became tangled with lead in on Streamer 1 at 

~2100 and required 30 min to untangle. 

Figure 4.10 Fluke of humpback whale 

July 25: Finished MGL1110MCS23C 
at 0045 and pulled in gun strings 1 and 
2 for maintenance and repair. Began 
MGL1110MCS23D at 0523 after 
maintenance completed. Finished 
MGL1110MCS23D and began 
MGL1110MCS02 at ~1120.  

July 26: Continued acquisition on MGL1110MCS02. Acquired densely spaced XBT and XSV 
(<1 km between deployments) on upper part of slope (<2000 m) starting at 0200 and finishing at 
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0633.  Calmer seas on the shelf. Power down for a seal at 0500, but ramped up again by 0538. 
Powered down for a humpback at 1723. It did not immediately leave the radius, and we were in a 
critical section of the line near downdip end of locked zone, so circled back to fill in. Ended 
MGL1110MCS02 at 1800, made turns, and came back on the line at 2200 to start 

MGL1110MCS02R.   

Figure 4.11 Guns towed behind Langseth 

July 27: Continued acquisition on 
MGL1110MCS02R. Two more power downs 
for whales on the shelf at 0312 (returned to full 
power at 0418) and at 0613 (back at full power 
at 0622). For the first power down, so many 
whales were in the area that we decided it 
would not make sense to circle back. Finished 

line at 1055, and turned to MGL1110MCS12A. Several power downs required for marine 
mammals: 1420 for purpoise (back to full power by 1501) and 1550 for whale (back to full 
power at 1622). Finished MGL1110MCS12A at 1849 (originally named 12M in the acquisition 
system, but corrected), and began MGL1110MCS1A at 1909.  Powered down for whale at 2331. 
Originally decided to turn around and reshoot, and thus ended MGL1110MCS1A, but then 
whales cleared out, and we decided to continue and started MGL1110MCS1B at 2349. 

July 28: Continued on MGL1110MCS1B. Completed it at 0538, and began MGL1110MCS12B 
at 0557.  Stopped MGL1110MCS12B at 11:48 short of the line end due to tail currents; ship 
making too fast of speed over ground such that times between shots were shorter than the 
recording length, and starting skipping shots. Turned onto MGL1110MCS12C and started 
acquisition again at 1431 with shorter record length (18 s).  Made several course adjustments (at 
1443, 1544 and 1816) to cross shallow ridge in exact same location as before.  Completed 
MGL1110MCS12C at 2025 and began line MGL1110MCS12D at 2043. Powerdown for 
mammal at 2343. 

Figure 4.12 Large amounts of kelp accumulated on port paravane lines 

July 29: Continued on MGL1110MCS12D. Ramp up 
following power down started at 0015 and completed at 0039.  
Powered down for pair of whales at 0144. Whales continued 
to be in safety radius for extended period of time (so just 
firing mitigation gun), and decided to do gun maintenance. 
Brought in gun strings 1 and 2 for maintenance starting at 
0305. Started ramp up with half of the source at 0415. 
Redeployed strings 1 and 2 at 0435, and had to power down 
for another mammal shortly thereafter at 0506. Started ramp 
up near the end of the line. Completed MGL1110MCS12D at 
0554, and immediately started MGL1110MCS01C. Ramp up 
completed shortly thereafter at 0602. Started deploying 
XBT’s, XSV’s and XCTD’s every ~5 minutes once we came 
to slope at 1231 and continued until we reached depths of ~2000 m at 1542. At 1748, problems 
with telemetry on streamer 1 caused acquisition system to crash (not receiving ‘end of file’ 
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before next shot), resulting in a loss of ~40 shots while system came back online.  The problem 
recurred repeatedly until 2040 while troubleshooting. Ultimately turned off streamer 1 at 2040 
shortly before the line end at 2104, and started recording only on Streamer 2 (although acoustics 
still working on streamer 1). Pulled in gun strings 3 and 4 for maintenance during and 
immediately after turn. Started line MGL1110MCS12E at 2124 with half the source. Both gun 
strings 3 and 4 back in the water and full array firing by 2340. 

July 30: Continued on MGL1110MCS12E. Powerdown for porpoise at 0150 and completed 
ramp up at 0221. Powered down for whale at 0548 and ramped up to full power at 0623. 
Acquisition system locked up at 1048, missing shots 2838-2843. Completed MGL1110MCS12E 
at 1244, and relicensed Spectra during turn. MGL1110MCS12F started at 1310. Powered down 
for whale at 1529 and completed ramp up by 1621.  

July 31: Completed MGL1110MCS12F at 0249. Simultaneously powered down for a marine 
mammal, and back to full power by 0341. Started line MGL1110MCS07 at 0342. Powered down 
for another mammal at 0714 and ramped up again by 0824.  Record length changed back to 22 s 
from 18 s at 0803 (had been shorter due to tail currents and need to maintain high enough speed 
through the water for streamer). Record length changed back to 18 s at 1826. Powered down for 
a mammal at 1949 and back to full power by 2110. 

August 1: Continued on MGL1110MCS07. Finished it at 1723, and began line 
MGL1110MCS56 at 1737.   

August 2: Completed MGL1110MCS56 at 0131, shortly after powering down for whales at 
0113. Remained powered down or shut down until 0501 (when we returned to full power). Many 
whales near northern end of lines MGL1110MCS56 and MGL1110MCS06.  Some came close 
enough to the ship that we shut down completely at 0200 before resuming mitigation gun 12 
minutes later. Started line MGL1110MCS06 at 0502 following completion of ramp up. Began 
deploying XBT’s at 1305 (water depth of 352 m) and continued until 1340 (depth of 605 m). 

August 3: Completed line MGL1110MCS06 at 1211 and began line MGL1110MCS67A at 
1239. At 1515, finished line MGL1110MCS67A and began line MGL1110MCS67B at 1530. 
Completed MGL1110MCS67B at 2258.  Ship turned east, and recovery of gun strings 

commenced at 2330. 

Figure 4.13. The R/V Langseth in port in Dutch Harbor. 

August 4: All gun strings on board by 0020, 
and recovery of streamer 1 began at 0040. Port 
door onboard by 0329.  Recovery of streamer 4 
began at 0400 (both streamers being recovered 
at the same time).  Transferred from Streamer 
reel 1 to streamer reel 2 at 0620, and from 
streamer reel 4 to streamer reel 3 at 0642. All 
gear onboard at 0757 and began transit to 
Dutch Harbor. 

August 5: Continued transit to Dutch Harbor. Turned off ADCP, multibeam and Knudsen at 
1357.  Meet pilot around 1~430, and were along side by ~1530. 
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5. Summary of acquisition parameters 
Here we briefly summarize the acquisition parameters for the survey. Further detail is given in 
Appendix B (MCS and OBS specifications) 

OBS acquisition 

• We used the full 6600 cu in array of the Langseth towed at 12 m for all OBS shooting.  
The array was towed 222.7 m behind the ship’s navigational reference point (NRP). 

• The shot interval was 310 m (~120 s) for all OBS shooting 
• Four-component OBS from Scripps (“LC4x4”) recorded continuously during ~3 day 

deployments at a sampling rate of 5 ms. The sensors used in these OBS are a L28 
gimbaled 3-component geophone, and a hydrophone.  

• OBS were deployed at spacings of ~15.8 km on Line 3 and ~12.75 km on Line 5. 

MCS acquisition 

• We used the full 6600 cu in array of the Langseth towed at 12 m for all MCS shooting.  
The array was towed 222.7 m behind the ship’s navigational reference point (NRP). 

• The shot interval was 62.5 m for all MCS shooting 
• A sampling interval of 2 ms was used for all MCS shooting.  The record length was 

22.528 s on all but two profiles. On parts of both MGL1110MCS07 and 
MGL1110MCS012C, record lengths were shortened to 18.430 s because of surface 
currents. The ship needs to maintain a minimum speed through the water when towing 
the streamers; when tail currents are present, the speed over the ground can be too fast 
such that the time between shots is too short for the specified record length. 

• Several different streamer configurations were used throughout MGL1110, each of which 
are described below 
o July 15 – July 20 (MGL1110MCS05, 45, 04): Two 8-km-long streamers were used 

to acquire data. The starboard streamer (Streamer 1) was towed at 9 m and the port 
streamer (Streamer 2) was towed at 12 m. Streamers were towed from paravanes 
with nominal separation of 450 m. The distance from the center of the source to the 
nearest groups on each streamer (channels 636 and 1272, respectively) was 325.84 
m.  

o July 20 – July 29 (MGL1110MCS034, 03, 23A, 23B, 23C, 23D, 02, 02R, 12A, 12B, 
12C, 12D): Two 8-km-long streamers were used to acquire data. The starboard 
streamer (Streamer 1) was towed at 9 m and the port streamer (Streamer 2) was 
towed at 12 m. The port streamer was towed off of a paravane, while the starboard 
streamer was towed off the stern, resulting in a nominal streamer separation of 225 
m. The distance from the center of the source to the nearest groups on the port 
streamer was 325.84 m and on the starboard streamer was 235.68 m. 

o July 29 – August 3 (MGL1110MCS12E, 12F, 07, 56, 06, 67A, 67B). One 8-km-long 
streamer (Streamer 2) towed off the port paravane at a depth of 12 m was used to 
acquire data.  The starboard streamer was in the water (in same configuration as 
above) and provided navigational information, but did not record data. The distance 
from the center of the source to the nearest groups (channel 636) was 325.84 m. 
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6. Summary of onboard processing 
During MGL1110, we undertook a range on onboard processing activities that are briefly 
described here and are presented in detail in the appendices. 

OBS data (Appendix C): We examined both receiver gathers (segy files) and continuous 
data (miniseed files) from all instruments to check for any problems (e.g., timing errors, 
mistakes in headers, etc) and to assess data quality.  Plots of receiver gathers were 
generated for all channels on all instruments. We also created spectrograms for all 
instruments, which illustrate the presence of intermittent 6 Hz noise on some stations as 
well as increased noise in shallow waters on the shelf.  Finally, we picked water wave 
arrivals and relocated the instruments using a least squares grid search assuming constant 
water velocity and water depth. A new set of segy files with updated receiver positions 
and source-receiver offsets were created. 

MCS data (Appendix D): Brute stacks were generated for all lines using Sioseis on one 
of the Langseth’s workstations (proc1). Sioseis allows the user to vary the velocity 
function to be used for NMO with water depth. RMS velocity functions were based on a 
velocity model produced from wide-angle reflection refraction data near Unimak pass 
(Lizarralde et al., 2002) from the 1994 experiment.  

We used Paradigm’s Echos to check all of the navigation files (P-190s) and merge them 
with the raw SEG-D files. The most common problems in the navigation files were near 
the beginnings and ends, where turns created complications for the acoustic net, and 
David Martinson reconstructed the streamer location using just the compasses and the 
GPS. The merged files were written out as Echos DSK files, which can be more readily 
used for post-cruise processing. Note: At the time of the cruise, Echos only runs properly 
in the KDE environment. 

Multibeam bathymetry data (Appendix E): We used MB-system (Caress and Chayes, 
2006) on one of the Langseth’s workstations (proc2) to perform both automatic data 
cleaning of spikes and excessive slopes and manual ping editing. Relatively conservative 
parameters were chosen for automatic cleaning to avoid deleting real arrivals. We 
focused manual editing efforts on the deep portions of the main MCS dip profiles, where 
we anticipated interesting targets for imaging, including deformation in the accretionary 
prism and bending of the downgoing plate. Note: At the time of the cruise, mbsystem 
only ran properly on the Redhat environment. 

Oceanographic data (Appendix G) ???? XBT’s? looking for reflections in MCS? (put 
that above?) 
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7. Initial Results 
The high quality of the OBS and MCS data acquired during MGL1110 and our onboard 
processing efforts (see Section 6) enabled us to observe a remarkable spectrum of exciting 
features in our new data during the cruise. Below, we briefly summarize some of the exciting 
preliminary findings based on OBS and MCS data.  

Deep reflections off the megathrust and other faults in the overriding plate 
Shipboard brute stacks of MCS data from all of the dip profiles and some strike profiles reveal 
reflections over the length of the megathrust, including it’s updip extent near the trench, the 

locked region, and the 
estimated downdip transition to 
stable sliding. We also observe 
prominent reflections within the 
overriding plate (e.g., Fig 7.1).  

Figure 7.1. Brute stack on landward 
portion of MGL1110MCS05 showing 
reflections that are interpreted to 
originate within the crust and from 
the megathrust. 

Just landward of the trench, one 
or more bands of reflections 
appear to be associated with the 

subducting plate, which may arise from subducting sediments, the top of oceanic crust and/or the 
oceanic Moho. Farther seaward in the portion of the megathrust thought to be locked based on 
geodetic data, the character of reflections interpreted to originate from megathrust is highly 
variable along and across strike. Bright reflections over limited distances are observed in some 
places while other areas are characterized by weak or absent megathrust reflectivity. Farther 
downdip, high amplitude bands of reflections are common on the portions of the megathrust near 
the downdip edge of the locked zone and transition to stable sliding based on geodetic data (Fig. 
7.2). Initial inspection indicates that these bands appear to be as wide as ~2 s two-way travel 
time (twtt) in brute stacks, and are commonly observed to at least 14-17 s twtt on all dip profiles.  
We also observe bright wide-angle reflections at source-receiver offsets of ~60-120 km in OBS 

receiver gathers (Fig. 
7.3) 

Figure 7.2. Example of deep 
bright reflections 
interpreted to arise from the 
megathrust on Lines 
MGL1110MCS02 and 02R 
(joined at shot 4800).  

Many other bright 
reflections are observed 

within the overriding plate. Some of the most continuous and bright intracrustal reflections in 
brute stacks appear to delineate one or more large splay faults (Fig. 7.1). On some profiles, these 
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splay faults are clearly associated with basins with fanning sediments, possibly imply large 
amounts of cumulative deformation 
over long periods of time (Fig. 7.1).  
Many of these features can be 
observed to connect to the 
interpreted megathrust in brute 
stacks. Their location with respect to 
the continental shelf changes (some 
are within the shelf, others at the 
edge).  

Figure 7.3 Receiver gather from OBS 319 
(near landward end of Line 3 OBS). Note 
bright reflections at offsets of 60-120 km 
that we tentatively interpret as arising from 
the megathrust. 

Bending and hydration of the downgoing plate 
Farther seaward, reflection data reveal remarkable variations in the structure of the downgoing 
plate from one profile to another. Abundant normal faulting is observed on the western dip 
profiles MGL1110MCS04, 05 and 06, where the plate is subducting in the weakly coupled 
Shumagin Gap (Fig. 7.4). Brute stacks from MGL1110MCS04 and 05 reveal clear faulting of the 
sediments and upper oceanic crust with fault offsets of ~0.1-0.2 s twtt (Fig. 7.4). Bending-related 

faulting is also apparent in multibeam 
bathymetry data (Fig. 7.5). Less bending-
related deformation appears to be 
associated with MGL1110MCS03, which 
images the subducting plate in the center of 
the Semidi segment.  Basement topography 
(possibly associated with deformation of 
the basement) is observed on this profile, 
but the overlying sediments usually appear 
to drape this topography suggesting it was 
not active during bending (and instead 
created by spreading processes). At the 
eastern end of the Semidi segment on 
MGL1110MCS02, high-amplitude 
basement topography is apparent (0.5-1.0 s 
twtt), possibly associated with seamounts 
that are also observed in multibeam 
bathymetry data; it is unclear to what 
extent this basement has been deformed 
during bending. 

Figure 7.4 Comparison of bending-related faulting 
on brute stacks of MGL1110MCS03 and 04. 
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The profiles also vary in the distribution and thickness of sediments.  Sediments overlying 
oceanic basement on MGL1110MCS04, 05 and 06 reach a maximum thickness of 0.5 s twtt, 
while on MGL1110MCS03, sediment thicknesses exceed 1 s twtt.  Very little sediment locally 
overlies basement on MGL1110MCS02 owing to the rugged topography sampled by this line. 

Figure 7.5 Multibeam bathymetry data over seaward 
ends of MGL1110MCS04 and 05 in areas where 
significant bending related faulting is apparent in MCS 
data. The trench is the deepest area (dark blue) on both 
profiles. Farther south, features with orientations 
parallel to the trench (WSW-ENE) and parallel to the 
fabric of incoming oceanic crust (E-W) are apparent, 
particularly on Line 5. 

Finally, other aspects of the crustal structure 
appear to vary between profiles in Shumagin 
Gap and the Semidi segment. 
MGL1110MCS05 exhibits a bright, 
continuous oceanic Moho reflection in both 
MCS and OBS data (e.g., Fig. 7.6).  Moho is 
weak to absent on MGL1110MCS03. There 
also appear to be changes in the velocity structure of the downgoing plate based on initial 
inspection of wide-angle data; for example, there are large changes in moho reflectivity (Fig. 
7.6). These velocity patterns could be explained by variable hydration.  

Figure 7.6 Comparison of OBS data from Line 5 in 
the Shumagin gap and Line 3 in the Semidi segment 
showing variations in Moho reflectivity and 
apparent velocities of crust and mantle. Also note 
the apparent low velocity zone near base of crust on 
Line 5. 

There are a number of possible 
explanations for preliminary observations 
of along-strike variability of the downgoing 
plate.  One is the orientation of pre-existing 
fabrics in the downgoing oceanic crust. Due 
to complexities in the spreading history of 
subducting Pacific crust associated with 
Kula and Farallon plates (e.g., Lonsdale, 
1988), there is nearly a 90º change in the 
spreading direction that emplaced 
downgoing oceanic crust with respect to the 
trench between the Shumagins and the 
Semidi segments.  The spreading direction 
(and presumably faults created by spreading 
processes) parallel the trench in the 
Shumagin Gap and are perpendicular to the 

trench in the Semidi segment (as illustrated by maps of magnetic anomalies, Fig. 7.7). Crust with 
favorably oriented pre-existing faults might be more readily deformed and serpentinized during 
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bending south of the trench. The dip of the subducting oceanic plate also increases to the 
southwest, which may account for enhanced bending-related deformation here. Our data also 
reveal other apparent variations in the structure of the downgoing plate, such as variations in 
thickness, moho reflectivity, sills in the crust and mantle, etc. Some of these variations may be 
associated with a failed triple junction (see next section) that may also influence subduction 
processes. More work is required to characterize variations in the structure of the downgoing 
plate and differentiate between possible contributing factors. But the combined preliminary 
observations of variations in the structure of the downgoing plate between areas with different 
coupling described above may imply an important role for the properties of the downgoing plate 
in slip behavior and seismogenesis at subduction zones.  

Imaging of failed triple junction 
Serendipitously, we also acquired data over a 
fossil ridge-ridge-ridge triple junction that once 
separated the Pacific, Kula and Farallon plates. 
Reflections are captured from depths as great as 
some ~15 km into the lithosphere surrounding 
this fossil triple junction. These reflections could 
possibly be caused by gabbroic melts that were 
once percolating upward but froze in the crust 
and mantle lithosphere when the triple junction 
was abandoned during a plate reorganization in 
Early Tertiary. We plan to use our reflection data 
to characterize crustal and upper mantle structure 
around this feature and extract new insight into 
the deep structure of triple junctions, how they 
operate, and what happens when they fail.  

Figure 7.8 Above: Magnetic anomalies overlain by 
locations of profiles (black lines), OBS (black triangles) 
and temporary onshore stations (white triangles) and 
existing seismometer locations (grey triangles). Triple 
junction is manifest by T-shaped magnetic high centered at 
53.25ºN, 158ºW. Red line: location of MCS profile below. 
Below: Brute stack from MGL1110MCS04 crossing the 
fossil triple juction. 

Shallow fine scale structure in the water column 

XBT/XSV data acquired throughout the cruise and initial processing of MCS data also provide 
some early insights in ocean structure. Oceanographic data show a warm temperature layer 
below the mixing layer and above 400 m depth that was attached to the continental slope. An 
example of single profile acquired in the survey is shown in Figure 7.9, which shows some fine 
structure above 400 m depth and smooth profiles at deeper water. The seismic data that were 
processed on board show very weak reflections above 400 m depth, strongly affected by the 
direct wave. Better processing must be done in order to remove the direct wave and to enhance 
the weak reflectivity of the water to better illuminate ocean structure. 
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Figure 7.9: Example of salinity profile acquired on Line 1C using an XCTD. 

	  

Figure 7.10: Stacked seismic section of Line 1C.	  
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8. Performance of the Langseth 
Overall, we found the Langseth to be in great condition, and the technical staff and crew are 
excellent. Below we summarize our experience with different aspects of operations and facilities. 

MCS equipment 

The Langseth has vastly superior seismic capabilities to any other academic vessel in the world.  
The data that we were able to acquire using the large, tuned air-gun array and multiple 8-km-
long streamers are tremendous and essential for addressing our scientific objectives. However, 
all of this equipment is relatively old and aging.  A disproportionate number of components 
failed during our program, including many streamer sections and modules, two lead-in’s and two 
slip rings.  Spares were available to replace modules and streamer sections, but fixing these 
issues required a considerable amount of time and brawn on the part of the technical staff and 
science party. Likewise, spare slip rings were also available, but required some downtime to 
replace.  However, there were no spare lead-in’s except for those on the streamer reels that were 
not being used. We were able to address the failure of the lead-in on Reel 3 by shifting the port 
streamer from Reel 3 to Reel 4, which required the time to bring in part of one streamer, move it 
to Reel 4, and deploy streamer from the new reel, and retrim and replace of sections on this part 
of the streamer. However, the failure of the second lead-in meant that we were only able to 
acquire data on one streamer for the later part of the program. We understand that the Langseth 
does not currently possess spares for lead-in’s. To the extent that it is possible, we recommend 
that the Langseth acquire and carry spares for lead-in’s and other components of streamers in 
addition to spare sections and modules. We also suggest that an annual maintenance cruise (akin 
to MGL1104 off San Diego in March 2011) would allow more assessment and maintenance of 
the MCS equipment. 

The acquisition system is relatively clunky – problems with it caused to a significant amount of 
downtime at the beginning of MCS acquisition (~7 hours), and it crashed several times during 
operations, leading to lost data.  It is not clear that there is an immediate solution to this problem, 
other than the acquisition of new streamer (which is an expensive prospect). 

Lab facilities and onboard computing 

Overall, the computational facilities on the Langseth are excellent and met our purposes. The 
Langseth possesses two fast workstations and ample disk space that can be used by the science 
party for onboard processing. We only experienced a few minor obstacles, which are described 
below. 

Based on the information received before the cruise, we decided to use these workstations (plus 
our Mac laptops) for our onboard processing rather than bring our own workstations. We were 
able to use the Langseth’s machines to complete a range of important onboard processing jobs, 
including merging navigation and seg-d file, generating brute stacks and editing bathymetry data. 
A number of processing packages are nominally installed on these stations, but some time was 
required at the beginning of the cruise to get them working. Echos (focus) worked very well for 
us during MGL1110 (following trouble shooting that was apparently done during MGL1109). 
However, neither sioseis nor MB-system were operational when we arrived on this ship, so this 
required a little bit of time and effort to solve (with the help of Paul Henkart).  We reinstalled 
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Sioseis, and discovered that MB-system only worked in the Gnome environment after some 
trouble shooting. Based on information received before the cruise from the Marine Office, we 
expected all of these (relatively) standard packages to be installed and fully functional.  
However, the technical staff on the ship do not have time to maintain these machines and/or 
install and troubleshoot any software/programs that the science party might want to use. This 
needs to be clearly communicated to the science party before the cruise so that they can prepare 
accordingly. 

Although nearly every cruise aboard the Langseth must involve copying a large volume of 
seismic data from the Langseth’s system to portable disks, there was not a well-developed 
system for doing this.  We had to try many approaches to copy the ~6 Tb of raw and shipboard 
processed data generated during MGL1110 to the USB disks brought by the science party, so 
that a couple of days were needed to arrive at an effective system. Some USB ports and network 
connections were too slow to complete the copy job by the end of the cruise, even though we 
started early. We recommend that one or more ‘standard’ procedures be developed for copying 
data and that more advice could be supplied to the science party before the cruise.  For example, 
some of the technical staff told us that using networked drives rather than USB drives would 
facilitate copying data (although these might be more complicated and time intensive to mount 
and set up).  Another solution is that the science party could bring a laptop dedicated to data 
backup that permitted writing/reading disks for any file system. Alternatively, there could be a 
machine on the Langseth with good USB connectivity that permitted writing disks for any file 
system. If there is a particular type of media that should be brought to efficiently copy data, 
which should be clearly communicated to the science party before the cruise. 

Technical staff 

The technical staff aboard MGL1110 are uniformly dedicated and capable, and did an excellent 
job in the challenging circumstances of our cruise.  Robert Steinhaus and David Martinson, in 
particular, are the heart of the operation. They know the ship’s systems inside and out, and 
worked brutally long hours to make the cruise a success. Their excellence highlights a weakness: 
there does not appear to be anyone else who possesses comparable experience or knowledge of 
the entire operation who can fill their roles, so the entire operation is really dependent on them. 
We recommend training of current staff or hiring of new staff to begin to address this issue if it is 
not being done already. The other permanent staff were also extremely good - familiar with 
many aspects of the ship’s systems and capable of solving problems that arose. Although the 
contractors were good and dedicated, they were naturally much less familiar with many of the 
ship’s systems and less able to solve problems that arose during the cruise.  We recommend that 
the Langseth would opt for hiring permanent employees over using contractors to the extent that 
this is possible. The Langseth is an extremely complicated platform, so its not possible for new 
people to operate at anything close to the same level as trained, experienced permanent 
employees. 

Living conditions 

The accommodation spaces, galley and other leisure spaces (movie room) were in excellent 
shape. Those in our science party who had participated on previous Langseth cruises prior to the 
most recent renovations were especially impressed by the improvements. The gym was in 
excellent shape and in a nice location. The cooks did an excellent job of preparing varied food in 
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an attempt to satisfy everyone’s desires, but we would still request more healthy food, 
particularly at lunch (where a large portion of food was fried). Stocking more whole wheat bread 
and healthy snacks would also be great. Over the course of the cruise, many of the healthier food 
options were quickly depleted (yogurts, V8’s, etc). As the ship’s staff are already aware, Hi-Seas 
net is very slow and did not seem very reliable. It regularly crashed for short periods of time 
(requiring multiple reboots per day), and we had about 2 days total during which we had not 
internet connectivity. We recommend that other options be explored. 
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Appendix A: Cruise participants 

 
Scientific and Ship Crew 

Ship Crew 
James O’Loughlin, Master 
Stanley Zeigler, Chief Mate 
David Wolford, 2nd Mate 
West Wilson, 3rd Mate 
Ricardo Redito, Bosun 
Matthew Ursin, AB 
George Cereno, AB 
Inocencio Rimando, AB 
Jeromiel Webster, OS 
Nicky Applewhite, OS 
Albert Karlyn, Chief Engineer 
Ryan Vetting, 2nd Engineer 
Trevor Lapham, 3rd Engineer 
Clayton Busenga, 3rd Engineer 
Philip Neis, Electrician 
Rodolfo Florendo, Oiler 
Jerald Chase, Oiler 
Stephen Graves, Oiler 
Hervin McLean Fuller, Steward 
Leoncio Martires, Cook 
 

 
Scientific Party, OBS Leg 1 
Donna Shillington, Chief Scientist 
Mladen Nedimović, Co-chief Scientist 
Spahr Webb, Co-chief Scientist 
Anne Bécel, LDEO research scientist 
Matthias Deleschluse, ENS professor 
Jiyao Li, LDEO PhD student 
Harold Kuehn, PhD student 
Aaron Farkas, Dalhousie McS student 
Ernie Aaron, OBS Engineer 
Mark Gibaud, OBS Engineer 
Phil Thai, OBS Engineer 
Ron Kao, OBS Engineer 
 
Shipboard Technical Staff, OBS Leg 1 
Robert Steinhaus, Chief Science Officer 
Michael Martello, Navigation/IT 
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Ryan Eaton, Acquisition Leader 
Thomas Spoto, Chief Source 
Weston Groves, Source Mechanic 
Jamee Johnson, Source Mechanic 
Michael Tatro, Source Mechanic 
Meagan Cummings, PSO 
Kendra Davis, PSO 
Olivia Lee, PSO 
Stephanie Milne, PSO 
Christine Voigtlander, PSO 
Meghan Wood, PSO 
 

 
Scientific Party, MCS Leg 2 
Donna Shillington, Chief Scientist 
Mladen Nedimović, Co-chief Scientist 
Spahr Webb, Co-chief Scientist 
Anne Bécel, LDEO research scientist 
Matthias Deleschluse, ENS professor 
Berta Biescas Gorriz, Dalhousie postdoc 
Jiyao Li, LDEO PhD student 
Harold Kuehn, PhD student 
Aaron Farkas, Dalhousie McS student 
Celia Eddy, Columbia undergrad 
Kelly Hostetler, Columbia undergrad 
Hannah Perls, Columbia undergrad 
Andrew Wessbecher, Columbia undergrad 
Jack Zietman, Columbia undergrad 
 
Shipboard Technical Staff, MCS Leg 2 
Robert Steinhaus, Chief Science Officer 
David Martinson, Chief Navigation 
Michael Martello, Navigation/IT 
Ryan Eaton, Acquisition Leader 
Charles (Gram) Erwin, Acquisition Leader 
Thomas Spoto, Chief Source 
Weston Groves, Source Mechanic 
Jamee Johnson, Source Mechanic 
Michael Tatro, Source Mechanic 
Meagan Cummings, PSO 
Kendra Davis, PSO 
Stephanie Milne, PSO 
Christine Voigtlander, PSO 
Meghan Wood, PSO 
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Scientific Party Contact Information 
 
Donna Shillington 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
djs@ldeo.columbia.edu 
work: +1 845-365-8818 
mobile: +1 646-678-0081 
 
Mladen Nedimovic 
Dalhousie University, Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
mladen@dal.ca 
902-494-4524 
 
Spahr Webb 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
scw@ldeo.columbia.edu 
845-365-8439 
 
Anne Bécel 
Collège de France, Aix-en-Provence, France (current) 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University (after September 1, 2011) 
annebcl@gmail.com 
+33 760 361240 
 
Berta Biescas 
Unitat de Tecnologia Marina CSIC (current) 
Dalhousie University (after September 1, 2011) 
biescas@cmima.csic.es 
34 65033006 
 
Matthias Deleschluse 
Laboratoire de Géologle de l’Ecole normale supérieure 
delescluse@geologie.ens.fr 
+33 01 44322262 
 
Aaron Farkas 
Dalhousie University 
aaron.farkas@unb.ca 
506-471-3643 
 
Harold Kuehn 
Dalhousie University 
hkuehn82@googlemail.com 
 
Jiyao Li 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
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jiyao.lee@gmail.com 
718-536-4011 
 
Celia Eddy 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
celialeddy@gmail.com 
917-656-6965 
 
Kelly Hostetler 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
Krh2114@columbia.edu 
509-521-1857 
 
Hannah Perls 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
hnperls@gmail.com 
617-733-7894 
 
Andrew Wessbecher 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
wessbecher@gmail.com 
951-375-9875 
 
Jack Zietman 
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University 
jzietman@gmail.com 
978-979-4135 
 
Ernie Aaron 
Scripps 
eaaron@ucsd.edu 
858-534-8229 
 
Phil Thai 
Scripps 
pthai@ucsd.edu 
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Group photo of MGL1110

*some people who could not be in the original photo have been added digitally
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Scientific Watch Schedule 
 
OBS Leg 1 
 
Shipboard Technical Staff 
Day watch (12pm-12am) 
Ryan Eaton (Watch Leader), Weston Groves, Tom Spoto 
 

Night Watch (12am-12pm) 
Mike Martello (Watch Leader), Mike Tatro, Jamee Johnson 
 
OBS Team 
Day watch (12pm – 12am) 
Matt Gibaud, Phil Thia 
 

Night Watch (12am – 12pm) 
Ernie Aaron, Ron Kao 
 
Science party 
12am – 6am 
Anne Bécel, Matthias Deleschluse 
6am – 12pm 
Donna Shillington, Jiyao Li 
12pm – 6pm 
Mladen Nedimović, Harold Kuehn 
6pm – 12am 
Spahr Webb, Aaron Farkas 
 

 
MCS Leg 2 
 
Shipboard Technical Staff 
Day watch (12pm-12am) 
David Martinson, Ryan Eaton, Tom Spoto, Weston Groves 
 

Night Watch (12am-12pm) 
Mike Martello, Gram Erwin, Mike Tatro, Jamee Johnson 
 
Science party 
12am – 6am 
Anne Bécel, Matthias Deleschluse, Jack Zietman 
6am – 12pm 
Donna Shillington, Jiyao Li, Hannah Perls, Andrew Wessbecher 
12pm – 6pm 
Mladen Nedimović, Harold Kuehn, Kelly Hostetler, Berta Biescas* 
6pm – 12am 
Spahr Webb, Aaron Farkas, Celia Eddy 
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NRP-CNG 463.38 m CNG Centre of Near Group (Trace # 468)
COS-CNG 235.68 m CMP Common Mid-Point
NRP-CMP 345.54 m MSL Mean Sea Level
NRP-MAG 130 m

NRP-PAM 150 m

R/V Marcus Langseth
2 x 8000
4 Gunstrings

NOT to Scale

450m

X = 20m

Layback

Nav Reference Point

R/V Marcus G. Langseth "tow" configuratiion

 
       *** Offsets used for acquisition ***

X = -20m

Float	  3000L	  

   8m 

magnetometer 

p
am 

   8m    8m 

222.7m 

235.68m 

463.38 m 

Float	  3000L	  



Towing Configuration from July 20-August 3
Remainder of MCS lines

NRP-Stern 29.50 m NRP
NRP-COS 222.70 m COS Centre of Source
NRP-CNG 463.38 m CNG Centre of Near Group (Trace # 468)
COS-CNG 235.68 m CMP Common Mid-Point
NRP-CMP 345.54 m MSL Mean Sea Level
NRP-MAG 130 m

NRP-PAM 150 m

R/V Marcus Langseth
2 x 8000
4 Gunstrings

NOT to Scale

225m

X = 20m

Layback

Nav Reference Point

R/V Marcus G. Langseth "tow" configuratiion

 
       *** Offsets used for acquisition ***

X = -20m

Float 30Float	  
3000L	  

   8m 

magnetometer 

p
am 

   8m    8m 

222.7m 

235.68m 

463.38 m 

Float 30Float	  
3000L	  



 Sonardyne HGPS Transciever 7887
 Pressure Sensor
 Depth Sensor

      9m

Guns1-2
Gun3 40cu in.
Guns4-5 180cu in. each
Gun6 90 cu in.
Gun7 120 cu in.
Gun8 60 cu in.
Gun9-10 220 cu in. each

Array total volume (without spares) is 6600 cubic inches. Total volume per string (without spare) 1650 cubic inches.
String 1 has guns 9 & 10 in a horizontal cluster; Strings 2, 3, 4, have all clusters hanging vertically. NOTE: drawing not to scale
Gun clusters have 0.75m between guns and hang 0.95m from center of hanger Single guns hang from hanger 1.15m

All measurements in meters
All gun volumes, numbering, locations, and offsets were inspected and verified by Chief Source Mechanic.

R/V Marcus G. Langseth   -   Gun Array Offsets

360cu in. each
    Gun volumes  by number

CENTER OF GUN STRING 

SEA 
LEVEL 

POSNET rGPS height 
1.2m 

Cluster Guns are  1m apart. 

SEA 
LEVEL 

= SPARE GUN 

Acoustic 
Transducer 

4.50m 

0.23m 

control unit 

3.23m 2.36m 2.64m 

8.00m 

2.46m 2.31m 

3.00m 

7.77m 

2.5m 

1 

2 

6 7 
9 

10 
0.75m 

0.95m 
1.15m 

3 
5 

4 

0.75m 0.75m 

0.95m 1.15m 

8 

1.15m 
0.95m 



NRP NAVIGATION REFERENCE POINT

V1G1 C-Nav 3050

V1G2 SeaPath 200

V1G3 C-Nav 2000

V1G4 Pos MV

V1R1 PosNet

EM122 Multibeam Transducer Array

R/V Marcus G. Langseth   -   Vessel Sensor Offsets

AFT 
NRP 

Y- 

Y+ 

  X- 

   X+ 

PORT 

STBD 

NRP 

V1G1 
V1G2   
V1G4 



HGPS Transciever 7887 & Shock Mounted Transducer 7660
XSRS 8005 Acoustic Transceiver (Longlife Battery)

All measurements in meters     

R/V Marcus G. Langseth   -   Acoustic Offsets

Sonardyne SIPS 1

204m 300m 300m 

8175m 

169m 7202m 



DT = Depth Transducer
A = Acoustic  
P = Pressure Sensor - located 
in front of gun's 1 & 2

          Center of Source 1 & 2

          Spare Gun

Cluster Guns are mounted 1m apart
String 1 cluster 9 & 10 mounted 
horizontally 
String 2, 3, & 4 all clusters mounted 
vertically.

 

All measurements in meters

 

r/v Marcus G. Langseth - Gun Configuration

GUNSTRING 4 GUNSTRING 1 

120 

90 
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8.0m 

rGPS         

m 
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2.36m 

 m 

2.64m 

2.46m 

40 

180 180 

60 

220 220 

  A A   A 

120 

90 

40 

180 180 

60 
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2.31m 

3.0m 

360 360 360 360 

rGPS         

  A 

DT DT 

DT 

DT DT 
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90 

40 
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60 
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360 360 

rGPS         DT 

DT 

DT 

GUNSTRING 3 

120 

90 

40 

180 180 

60 

220 220 

360 360 

rGPS         DT 

DT 

DT DT 

8.0m 
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Lead-in:
  Outer = 505m
  Inner = 465m

R/V Marcus G. Langseth   -   Streamer Front End

Radial Head Stretch RVIM STU Active Cable Section # 54 

BIRD-1 Acoustic 1 

30 m 0.4 m 37.5 m 75 m 37.5 m 

CNG is 
75m from head of section 



R/V Marcus G. Langseth SPECTRA TIMING

10ms 

120ms 

-160ms 

-170ms 

TO Shot Predict 

DigiShot 

SonarDyne 

SynTrak 

250ms 

150ms 

10ms 
TB - RTNu2 



Spectra timing for r/v Marcus G. Langseth







B.4 OBS Specifications 
 
SIO LC4X4, SP-OBS (Short Period) 
The Ocean Bottom Seismograph Instrument Pool (OBSIP) provided 21 short 
period LC4X4s for this experiment. The sensors used in these OBS are a L28 
gimbaled 3-component geophone, and a hydrophone.  Each instrument is 
comprised of a 100-pound anchor grate, a four ball McLane glass float assembly 
on which the lifting bail is attached, two syntactic foam blocks are added for 
additional floatation to aid positive buoyancy, and a polyethylene (HDPE) frame 
holding the sensors, an acoustic release transponder, an LC4X4 data logger, and 
a central mechanical release system.   
 
The SP-OBS float and frame components are typically stored separately in a 
custom rack system, and are 
assembled and tested prior to 
deployment.  The complete 
instrument weighs approximately 
400 pounds in air.  This is 
inclusive of the 100-pound iron 
anchor grate held to the base of 
the poly frame by a single 2” 
oval quick-link.  When the 
anchor is released for recovery, 
the four 12” glass spherical 
floats, as well as the syntactic 
foam blocks provide sufficient 
buoyancy to lift the instrument at 
about 45 m/min to the sea 
surface.  To increase visibility at 
the surface, an orange flag on a 48” fiberglass-resin staff is attached to the side 
of the lift bale along with a Novatech low-pressure activated strobe-beacon and 
radio. The radio provides one-second pulses every two-seconds at 160.725 MHz. 
 
The acoustic release transponder developed in conjunction with ORE/EdgeTech 
is comprised of a main circuit board, an alkaline battery pack, and an ITC-3013 
transducer manufactured by International Transducer Corp.  All SIO 
transponders are interrogated at 11kHz and respond at 13kHz.  The alkaline 
battery pack provides ~18 volts power for the burn, ~12 volts power for the 
transponder, and ~9 volts power for the circuit board logic.  The release 
mechanism includes two burn-wire elements, and when activated, it takes an 
average of 7-minutes to trigger anchor drop.  
 



HOME
Science Instruments
Accessing Data
Data Formats
MCS Data Flow
Computing Resources
Online Reference Library
Old ISM
New ISM
FAQ
Shipboard Webmail
Shipboard Phone List
Ship Map (under construction)
Quality Control
Tech Chart
Cruise Facebook
ELOG

LDEO
CU HOME

Hardware and Software systems
Systems and Specifications

Category System ID Status Installed
Location Model Description Manufacturer

Sonar n/a On hold n/a SBP-120 2.5 kHz - 7 kHz Sub-bottom profiler Simrad/Kongsberg
Sonar FE700 Operational Bridge FE700 Fathometer Furuno

FE700 Operational Pod FE700 50 kHz Transducer Furuno
FE700 Operational Pod FE700 200 kHz Transducer Furuno
FE700 Operational Bridge FE-700 FE-702 Distribution Panel Furuno

Sonar BATHY Mounted Dlab Bathy2000P Chirp Sub-bottom Profiler -- BATHY2000 ODEC
Sonar 12k Installed Pod ?? 12 kHz Transducer EDO

12k Installed Dlab ?? 12 kHz Transreceiver
Sonar 3_5K Installed Pod ?? 3.5 kHz Transducer EDO

3_5K Installed Dlab ?? 3.5 kHz Transreceiver

Sonar EM120 Operational Pod EM-120 12 kHz 150 beams/191 degree multibeam
echosounder Simrad/Kongsberg

EM120 Operational Dlab EM 120 Transceiver unit Simrad/Kongsberg
EM120 Operational Dlab EM-120 EM 120 Preamp Simrad/Kongsberg
EM120 Operational Mlab EM-120 EM 120 SIS Simrad/Kongsberg
n/a On hold n/a EM-122 Multibeam Upgrade Simrad/Kongsberg

Sonar SV1 On board ?? MicroSV Sound Velocity Applied
Microsystems

Sonar PINGER Installed Pod 12 kHz Broadband Pinger
Sonar DS50 Operational Pod DS-50 Speedlog Transducer Furuno

DS50 Operational Dlab DS-50 Speedlog Processing Unit Furuno
DS50 Operational Bridge DS-50 Speedlog Display Unit Furuno

Met CTD Operational Wet Lab CTD
Met XBT Operational Racks MK21-ISA XBT MK21 ISA card Sippican

XBT Operational S Deck XBT launcher Sippican
Met SBE38 Installed? Pod SBE-38 Thermometer Seabird
Met SBE-48 Storage ET Shop SBE-48 magnetic mount temp sensor Seabird
Met WX1 Operational Bridge Mast 5103 Integrated Metereological instrument RM Young Industries

WX1 Operational Bridge 26700 26700 Translator RM Young Industries
Met WX2 Installed Fwd Mast 5103 Integrated Meteorological instrument RM Young Industries

WX2 On board Fwd Stores 26700 26700 Translator RM Young Industries

Met TSG Installed WetLab SBE-21
SEACAT Thermosalinograph Seabird

TSG On board WetLab 90158 TSG Electronics Box Seabird
TSG On board Bow Thruster 3-01/s TSG Remote thermometer Seabird
TSG On board WetLab ?? O2 Sensor Seabird

Met Flouro ?? WetLab 10-AU-005-CE Flourometer Turner Designs
Met CO2 On board WetLab CO2
Met PCO2 Installed WetLab pCO2 Lamont
GPS GP500 nonop Bridge GP 500 Furuno GP500 GPS Furuno
GPS CNAV Operational OdeckFarm C-NAV Globally corrected DGPS C&C Technologies

CNAV Operational Main Lab Cnav Display C&C Technologies
GPS Trimble On board Bridge NT-300D DGPS Trimble
GPS TANSMON At Lamont At Lamont Tansmon P-Code Trimble
GPS WAAS At Lamont At Lamont 17HVS WAAS Garmin
Geo MAG On board n/a 882 Magnetometer Geometrics
Geo BGM Installed Lab BGM-3 marine Gravity Meter System Bell Aerospace
Gyro GYRO1 Installed Lab MK-27 Gyrocompass Sperry
Gyro GYRO On board Bridge MK-27 Gyrocompass Sperry

GYRO1 On board Lab AD100 Step-NMEA converter Furuno
GYRO?? On board Bridge MK-37 Step repeater Sperry

Operational Bridge GC-80 Gyrocompass Compact Control Unit Simrad
Gyro GYRO2 Operational Bridge GC-80 Gyrocompass Master Compass Simrad

GYRO2 Operational Bridge AD100 Step-NMEA converter Furuno
On board Spares AD100 Step-NMEA converter Furuno

IMU POSMV Operational Main Lab POS/MV 320 POSMV Inertial Navigation System Applanix
POSMV Operational Main Lab POS/MV IMU Applanix

IMU SEAPATH Operational Rack SeaPath 200 SeaPath Inertial Navigation System Simrad/Kongsberg
IMU SEAPATH Operational Rack SeaPath 200 SeaPath Intertial Navigation System Simrad/Kongsberg

SEAPATH Operational Dlab SeaPath IMU (fwd) Simrad/Kongsberg
SEAPATH Operational Dlab SeaPath IMU junction box(aft) Simrad/Kongsberg

Clock TIME1 Operational Main Lab 1520-S250 GPS Network Time Server Symmetricom
Clock TIME2 Installed Main Lab TS2100-GPS GPS Network Time Server Symmetricom

Hardware and Software systems http://www/instruments.html
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Clock ATT Operational Main Lab na Joe's Advanced Time Tagger LDEO
TBgps Storage n/a Tailbuouy GPS receivers Aries
TBgps Storage n/a Tailbuoy GPS receivers Aries
TBgps Storage n/a Tailbouy GPS receivers Aries
TBgps Storage n/a Tailbouy GPS receivers Aries
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? Compressor manifold pressure ??
AIS AIS Installed Bridge R4-AIS Shipborne Class A

Copyright � 2009 by The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, Lamont -Doherty Earth Observatory.

R/V Marcus G. Langseth. All rights reserved.

Hardware and Software systems http://www/instruments.html
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Line 3 OBS

Deployment Recovery Nearest Shot
Julian Latitude Longitude Depth Julian Latitude Longitude OBS MCS

OBS Date Time N W (m) Date Time N W SP SP
301 183 8:28 53 40.528 155 30.406 4488* 186 7:40 53 40.528 155 30.406 2096 6434
302 183 9:31 53 48.066 155 37.0734 4577 186 10:30 53 48.270 155 36.707 2045 6182
303 183 10:34 53 55.627 155 43.790 4693 186 13:30 53 55.431 155 43.769 1994 5927
304 183 11:49 54 03.173 155 50.610 4915 186 16:33 54 3.36 155 50.792 1943 5673
305 183 12:40 54 10.734 155 57.435 5150 186 19:18 54 10.940 155 57.2713 1892 5420
306 183 13:59 54 16.541 156 2.855 5484 186 22:07 54 16.841 156 02.412 1852 5223
307 183 15:35 54 27.1936 156 12.424 5509 187 1:45 54 27.514 156 12.644 1780 4866
308 183 16:35 54 34.997 156 19.792 4151 187 4:47 54.35.133 156 20.881 1727 4601
309 183 17:40 54 42.509 156 26.816 3023 187 7:01 54 42.807 156 27.108 1676 4348
310 183 18:44 54 50.006 156 33.875 1771 187 9:09 54 49.693 156 33.771 1625 4094
311 183 19:58 54 57.505 156 41.024 1366 187 11:08 54 57.038 156 42.365 1573 3840
312 183 20:58 55 05.0191 156 48.203 461 187 12:50 55 05.440 156 49.170 1522 3587
313 183 21:54 55 12.521 156 55.323 116 187 14:08 55 12.827 156 55.326 1471 3333
314 183 22:48 55 20.025 157 02.550 97 187 15:26 55 20.281 157 02.172 1422 3079
315 183 23:46 55 27.490 157 09.834 91 187 16:59 55 27.526 157 09.363 1369 2825
316 184 0:47 55 34.942 157 17.171 94 187 18:25 55 34.955 157 16.972 1318 2572
317 184 1:37 55 42.4 157 24.545 97 187 19:52 55 42.467 157 24.604 1266 2318
318 184 2:39 55 49.841 157 31.991 98 187 21:13 55 49.873 157 32.140 1215 2064
319 184 3:35 55 57.292 157 39.495 76 187 22:19 55 57.389 157 39.499 1164 1810
320 184 4:33 56 04.7301 157 47.0469 162 187 23:46 56 5.752 157 46.977 1113 1557
321 184 5:37 56 12.1634 157 54.531 143 188 1:04 56 12.373 157 54.610 1062 1303

* last known depth

183 - 7/03/11 186 - 7/06/11
184 - 7/04/11 187 - 7/07/11

187 - 7/08/11
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Line 5 OBS

Deployment Recovery Nearest Shot
Julian Latitude Longitude Depth Julian Latitude Longitude OBS MCS

OBS Date Time N W (m) Date Time N W SP SP
501 189 0:10 52 38.037 159 33.619 4696 191 12:18 52 38.113 159 33.154 1917 5542
502 189 1:03 52 44.693 159 36.615 4690 191 14:48 52 44.746 159 36.166 1876 5339
503 189 2:00 52 51.293 159 39.638 4695 191 17:10 52 51.463 159 39.382 1834 5135
504 189 2:52 52 57.9151 159 42.738 4745 191 19:44 52 58.024 159 42.906 1793 4931
505 189 3:42 53 04.5411 159 45.757 4785 191 22:16 53 04.454 159 45.888 1752 4726
506 189 4:35 53 11.190 159 48.882 4875 192 0:53 53 11.369 159 49.320 1711 4522
507 189 5:29 53 17.799 159 51.946 5122 192 3:32 53 18.018 159 52.274 1670 4318
508 189 6:29 53 24.448 159 55.071 5504 192 6.22 53 24.595 159 55.301 1629 4115
509 189 8:56 53 43.864 160 04.242 5400 192 10.25 53 44.185 160 04.845 1508 3515
510 189 9:50 53 50.990 160 07.667 3964 192 12.42 53 51.277 160 08.029 1463 3295
511 189 10:47 53 57.628 160 10.893 3017 192 14.46 53 57.948 160 10.775 1423 3091
512 189 11:32 54 04.216 160 14.100 1988 192 16.29 54 04.423 160 14.634 1380 2886
513 189 12:18 54 10.837 160 17.365 1135 192 17.5 54 10.950 160 18.309 1340 2682
514 189 13:02 54 17.446 160 20.552 297 192 18:56 54 17.596 160 20.962 1299 2478
515 189 13:47 54 24.066 160 23.811 133 192 20:34 54 24.129 160 23.733 1258 2274
516 189 14:31 54 30.676 160 27.1055 148 192 21:38 54 30.721 160 27.108 1217 2070
517 189 15:13 54 37.283 160 30.372 117 192 22:44 54 37.379 160 30.361 1175 1866
518 189 16:03 54 43.942 160 33.729 117 192 11.49 54 44.013 160 33.702 1134 1661
519 189 16:58 54 50.497 160 37.048 97 193 12.56 54 50.595 160 36.946 1093 1458
520 189 17:47 54 57.1143 160 40.413 81 193 2.04 54 57.155 160 40.356 1052 1253
521 189 18:46 55 03.690 160 43.765 108 193 3.1 55 03.710 160 43.638 1011 1049

189 – 07/08/2011 191 – 07/10/11
192 – 07/11/11
193 – 07/12/11
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C.3 Cross-sections of OBS positions on bathymetry



 
C.4 OBS data quality 
 
The OBS dataset consists of data from 21 Scripps Institution of Oceanography short-
period instruments each with a three-component ocean bottom seismometer and a 
wide-band hydrophone (or DPG – Differential Pressure Gauge). These instruments 
were deployed on both Lines 3 and 5, and recorded for 2-3 days shots from the R/V 
Langseth’s 6600 cu. in. source during each deployment. On each line, ~1000-1150 
shots were fired at a regular time interval (2 min). Along both refraction profiles, the 
water depth varied significantly from 76 m to 5509 m. 
 
The dataset is of good quality with some stations recording signal with offsets greater 
than 130 km (Figure C.4.1). 
 

 
Figure C.4.1: Wide-angle reflection/refraction data example from OBH 320. Data have been reduced 
at 8 km/s. A minimum pahse 4-15 Hz bandpass filter has been applied to the data. Traces have been 
debiased by subtracting the mean.  
  
All of the deployed stations (100%) recorded data on the hydrophone (see Tables 
C.4.1 and C.4.2). On Line 3, 17 of the 21 (80%) seismometers recorded data on all 
three components, while all seismometers provided useful data on all channels on 
Line 5. Only one of the deployed seismometers (OBS 306) did not have any data on 
any of the 3 components of the seismometer. The follwoing channels failed on 3 other 
instruments: OBS 301 (vertical channel), 302 (vertical and one horizontal channels) 
and 319 (one horizontal channel). The reasons for failure are uncertain. Seismometers 
that failed on Line 3 were not redeployed on Line 5. At the end of the cruise, data 
files from several instruments still had timing issues that were not yet resolved (314, 
511, 518) making it impossible  to finalize common receiver gathers for these 
stations, but we anticipate that these can be fixed following the cruise. 
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 Hydrophone Vertical Horizontal 1 Horizontal 2 
OBS 301        
OBS 302       
OBS 303         
OBS 304         
OBS 305         
OBS 306      
OBS 307         
OBS 308         
OBS 309         
OBS 310         
OBS 311         
OBS 312         
OBS 313         
OBS 314 (timing error?) (timing error?) (timing error?) (timing error?) 
OBS 315         
OBS 316         
OBS 317         
OBS 318         
OBS 319         
OBS 320         
OBS 321         
 
Table C.4.1 : Data quality for each of the four channels of the stations deployed on Line 3.   Green 
marks indicate channels that worked properly whereas red marks indicate channels with no data.  
 
 
On the OBS seismic sections, we can clearly see that the ambient background noise 
level varies with time and seabed conditions. This noise can contaminate large parts 
of the seismic sections in the frequency range of interest for this refraction study (2-
20Hz).  
 
There are a multitude of ambient background noise sources in the ocean. Some 
sources can be external sources, such as noise due to boats or earthquakes. Some 
sources can be related to the sensor and recording package (flag, wire/cable, etc) or to 
the environmental conditions such as wind-generated ocean waves (local 
microseism), water current induced noise, or sholte waves (which are solid-to-fluid 
interface-Stoneley waves). 
 
In order to analyze the ambient background noise on the OBS and hydrophone data 
from Line 3, we computed 1-day spectrograms using Matlab software. From the 
spectrograms and the seismic section plots, we clearly see that the 3-component 
seismometer data are noisier than the hydrophone channel (Fig. C.4.2), which is the 
case for the whole dataset. The horizontal components are always noisier than the 
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vertical channel. All the components of the same seismometer show the same type of 
noise.   
 
 
  Hydrophone  Vertical  Horizontal 1  Horizontal 2 
OBS 501             
OBS 502             
OBS 503             
OBS 504             
OBS 505             
OBS 506             
OBS 507             
OBS 508             
OBS 509             
OBS 510             
OBS 511   (timing error?)  (timing error?)  (timing error?)  (timing error?) 
OBS 512             
OBS 513             
OBS 514             
OBS 515             
OBS 516             
OBS 517             
OBS 518  (timing error?)  (timing error?)  (timing error?)  (timing error?) 
OBS 519             
OBS 520             
OBS 521             
 
Table C.4.2 : Data quality for each of the four channels of the Line 5 deployed stations. Green marks 
indicate channels that worked properly whereas red marks indicate channels with no data.  
 
Figure C.4.2 shows an example of a 1-day spectrogram. On this spectrogram, we see 
that the energy of the background noise in the frequency domain changes with time. 
Thinned red vertical lines represent the active seismic shots from the airgun fired 
during this survey. The shots fired at near offsets from the OBS can be easily detected 
on the spectrograms; they have energy at lower frequencies (here, around 20 hr). 
Thicker red vertical lines around 4 and 21 hr are related to local and regional 
earthquakes. The lower end of the hydrophone spectrum is dominated by ocean 
gravity waves related to the local wind and called “local microseism“. A very narrow 
frequency peak around 6 Hz noise appears on the three components of the 
seismometers but not on the hydrophone. This noise appears two times during the 
day. There is also an additional noise seen on all the components between 6-8:30 hr, 
12-17 hr, and 22 to 23:30 hr, horizontal lines, noise due to boat (perhaps from sources 
that contain machinery/propellers emitting energy in certain narrow frequency bands). 
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Figure C.4.2: 1-day spectrogram for station 304, which shows how the energy of 
varies with time and frequency. Channel 0 and 1 are the horizontal components, 
channel 2 is the vertical component, and channel 3 is the hydrophone.  
 
 
When present, the 6 to 7 Hz noise can significantly blur/mask the useful signal 
coming from the shots (Figs. C.4.3, C.4.4 and C.4.5). This 6-7 Hz noise is only 
recorded on the 3-comp seismometer but not on the hydrophone. In only a few cases, 
there is a higher frequency harmonic around 13-14 Hz (Figs. C.4.3 and C.4.4). This 
noise may last from 30 min to hours and is not synchronous from one station to 
another one. This type of noise has been already interpreted on LCheapo broadband 
sensor data deployed offshore Norway as being due to flagpole vibrations, which 
induced resonances. Resonances are triggered and upheld by water currents 
(Olofsson, Leading Edge, 2010).  However, these resonances are not picked up by the 
hydrophone and it is possible that they may be caused by the components in the 
electrical circuit (personal communication with Spahr Webb, 2011). 
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Figure C.4.3: Spectrogram and corresponding vertical seismic section of station 303. Additional 
background noise between 11 and 18 hr with a frequency content around 3 and 10-13 Hz.  
 

 
Figure C.4.4: Spectrogram and corresponding vertical seismic section of station 305. Additional 
background noise between 1 and 4.5 hr, 12 and 17 hr, and 22 and 24 hr with frequency content at 5, 10 
and 15 Hz. This additional background noise is probably related to tidal currents. 
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Figure C.4.5: Spectrogram and corresponding vertical seismic section of station 308.  

 
Figure C.4.6: Vertical channel spectrogram of OBS 309 (top), 30 8(middle), 307 (bottom). Black 
arrows indicate the near offset shots for each OBS. Black squares circle the 6 Hz noise.  Although it is 
not synchronous, this noise occurs around the same period of the day for these three OBS.   
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Figure C.4.7: Spectrogram and corresponding vertical seismic section of station 309. This station is 
located on the slope of the overriding plate. Additional background noise is mainly observed between 1 
to 4 hr and 12 to 16 hr and is probably related to currents.  

 
Figure C.4. 8 : Spectrogram and corresponding vertical seismic section of station 320. This station is 
located on the shelf (162 m depth). 
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OBS deployed in deep ocean (OBS 301 to 308, water depth from 5509 to 4693 m) 
seem less noisy than the ones deployed on the slope (309 to 311, water depth from 
4151 to 1366 m) or on the shelf (312 to 321, water depth 461 to 76 m).  Similar is true 
for OBS Line 5. There are a number of possible contributions to noise at shallow 
water depths, including 1) Strumming/wobbling of the instruments by the currents; 2) 
resonances that can be exacerbated by presumably strong water currents in the survey 
area; 3) soft seabed sediments giving rise to resonances. 
 
Since the hydrophones were wide-band sensors, we estimated a 3-day spectrogram 
between 0.015 Hz (66 s period) and 5 Hz for station 304 (Fig C.4.9). At long period 
(0.015 to 0.04 Hz), the recorded signal can be attributed to infragravity waves 
modulated by the tides and/or to tidal currents. The signal recorded between 0.1 to 
0.45 Hz is related to the secondary microseism, the first peak around 0.15 Hz is the 
secondary microseism generated by distant storms whereas the peak around 0.25 Hz 
is related to local storms. The signal above 0.5 Hz is related to the local wind waves.  
 
 

 
Figure C.4.9 : 3-day spectrogram of the station 304 hydrophone (depth: 4915 m).   
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Figure C.4.10: Amplitude spectrum of hydrophone 304. Between 0.15 to 0.3 Hz, the two peaks with 
the strongest amplitude are attributed to the secondary microseism. The peak around 0.07 Hz can be 
related to the primary microseism. Below 0.03 Hz is the infragravity wave domain.   
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C.5 Summary of onboard OBS relocation procedure 
 
The following describes the procedure used to relocate ocean-bottom seismometers 
(OBS) and update the OBS position and source-receiver offsets in the segy header file.  
 
Travel times of direct-arrivals 

• For OBS in deep water (>1000 m), we used suxpicker (Seismic Unix) for picking. 
No filters and velocity reduction were applied. We picked the water wave where it 
was the first arrival, yielding ~30 picks for each OBS.  

• For OBS in shallow water (<1000 m), refracted waves traveling in crust will arrive 
earlier than waves in the water for shot-receiver offsets less than ~2 km, such that 
the water wave is only the first arrival for about 10 shots. This makes picking the 
water wave more challenging. We used zplot (fortran code by Colin A. Zelt) for 
picking because the visualization options are better. First arrival water phases are 
usually very close to or overlapped with refraction phases at small offsets. So it is 
easier to pick the water wave arrivals at larger offsets as they contain more high-
frequency energy than waves traveling in the crust.  

• Travel time files (output from suxpicker or zplot) include travel time and trace 
number. 

 
Relocation 

• The algorithm used builds a 2D grid centered on a given location and calculates 
sum of the squared differences between expected travel times and observed travel 
times at each location in grid. The location that has the smallest sum of squared 
value is taken to be the location of OBS.  This code assumes a constant water 
velocity and flat seafloor. 

• We used the location of each OBS deployment as starting point (grid center) and 
water depth at the deployment location as the assumed constant water depth. 120 × 
120 grids with spacing of 50 m, 
which is enough to cover all 
recovered and relocated positions. 
We used a water velocity of 1.48 
km/s based on XBT measurements. 
 
Figure C.5.1 Example of relocation from 
Line 3. Colors and contours show least 
squares over grid. Blue triangle is 
deployed position, green diamond is 
recovered position and star is relocated 
position. Black circles and numbers are 
shot points. 
 

• The inputs for relocation include 
travel time file (UTM x and UTM 
y of shot location, travel time in milliseconds), deployment position in UTM, and 
water depth. We converted the trace number in the original travel time file to shot 
point number in order to link travel time picks to shot locations.  
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• The outputs are relocated locations in UTM, and a grid of least squared values.  
 

Check Result 
• Calculate the expected travel time from the nearest shot to the OBS and compare it 

with observation to check whether the relocated position is reasonable, meaning 
within the pick time error for direct arrivals (e.g., ~20 ms). Review shows that all 
of the picked direct wave arrival times are in good agreement with the computed 
direct wave arrival times assuming the relocated position of OBS, except for OBS 
314. For this OBS the picked direct wave arrivals through the water are much 
longer than expected based on the OBS location (~1 s instead of ~0.15 s) 
considering the water depth of 97 m) This may due to a timing problem on OBS 
314. 

• Plot the deployed, recovered and relocated positions of OBS. Relocated position 
should not be far away from deployed and recovered position (often its in between 
the two). For line 3, relocated position is mostly within 500 m from deployed 
position. Deployed position of OBS 302 was wrong in file.   

         
Change header file 

• Correct OBS position and offset in header file. Calculate offset between shot 
position and the relocated OBS position, which should be in UTM format, using 
offset. Then, rewrite segy header file using sushw and segywrite (commands from 
Seismic Unix). The relocated position in header are arc second of latitude and 
longitude. And shot-receiver offsets are in meters. 

• Recheck OBS position by replotting the segy files with updated headers.  Check 
for symmetry of arrivals about new minimum offset. 
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C.6 Relocated OBS positions 
 

 

 

OBS # Line3 Reloc LAT Reloc LON OBS # Line5 Reloc LAT Reloc LON

301 53.67503 -155.50629 501 52.63435 -159.56075

302 53.80061 -155.61761 502 52.74489 -159.61148

303 53.92621 -155.73007 503 52.85490 -159.66174

304 54.05152 -155.84258 504 52.96575 -159.71201

305 54.17666 -155.95717 505 53.07525 -159.76299

306 54.27520 -156.04573 506 53.18695 -159.81577

307 54.45232 -156.20782 507 53.29705 -159.86676

308 54.58204 -156.33395 508 53.40751 -159.91800

309 54.70759 -156.44629 509 53.73154 -160.07176

310 54.83110 -156.56203 510 53.85070 -160.12804

311 54.95792 -156.68246 511 #

312 55.08323 -156.80145 512 54.07076 -160.23502

313 55.20780 -156.92204 513 54.18155 -160.28444

314 # 514 54.29036 -160.34222

315 55.45726 -157.16089 515 54.40065 -160.39775

316 55.58102 -157.28368 516 54.51085 -160.45198

317 55.70490 -157.40828 517 54.62095 -160.50676

318 55.82845 -157.53229 518 #

319 55.95263 -157.65569 519 54.84159 -160.61778

320 56.07741 -157.77922 520 54.95192 -160.67244

321 56.20088 -157.90663 521 55.06052 -160.73523

# something wrong with the recorded travel time# something wrong with the recorded travel time# something wrong with the recorded travel time# something wrong with the recorded travel time
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Figure C.7.1: Comparison of OBS receiver gathers over downgoing oceanic crust on Line 5 in the Shumagin 
gap (above) and Line 3 in the Semidi segment (below). Both located in similar position with respect to trench.
Note differences in amplitude of PmP and in apparent velocities in the crust and mantle.
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Figure C.7.2: Comparison of OBS receiver gathers from just north of the trench on Line 5 in the Shumagin 
gap (below) and Line 3 in the Semidi segment (above). 
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Figure C.7.3: Vertical component of seismometer (above) and hydrophone (below) from OBS 319. Note
bright reflections at offsets of 70-120 km, which may be from the megathrust.
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Figure C.7.4: Comparison of OBS receiver gathers on Line 5 from different places on the shelf, both with
bright reflections at offsets of 60-100 km, possibly from the megathrust. 
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C.8 Earthquake examples
Many local and regional earthquakes were recorded by OBS during both short deployments. 
Below are examples from two OBS on Line 5.
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Figure C.8.1: Earthquake on Julian Day 190 at ~0739
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Figure C.8.2: Earthquake on Julian Day 191 at ~2209
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B15

Page 1

D.1 Line Tables

JDAY: 

Line # Seq # Date Time (UTC) Latitude* Latitude* Longitude* Longitude* Date Time (UTC) Latitude* Latitude* Longitude* Longitude*
whole degrees decimal minuteswhole degrees decimal minutes whole degrees decimal minutes whole degrees decimal minutes

MGL1110_OBS03 001 2011-07-03 11:17 56 20.52908 158 03.26452 2011-07-05 3:46 53 53.20980 155 21.32750
MGL1110_OBS05T 002 2011-07-08 20:56 55 03.19767 160 52.82138 2011-07-08 21:58 55 06.58027 160 46.58822
MGL1110_OBS05 003 2011-07-08 21:59 55 06.56500 160 45.84300 2011-07-10 8:37 52 27.04773 159 28.63612
MGL1110_MCS05 004
MGL1110_MCS05A 005
MGL1110_MCSHOPE 006
MGL1110_MCS05R 007
MGL1110_MCS05B 008 2011-07-16 7:22 55 05.73327 160 45.29672 2011-07-17 20:57 52 35.94782 159 31.56337
MGL1110_MCS45 009 2011-07-17 21:01 53 35.89958 159 30.97670 2011-07-17 14:27 53 00.08432 157 38.26697
MGL1110_MCS04 010 2011-07-18 17:33 52 55.00388 157 37.94490 2011-07-20 10:48 55 38.91617 159 13.27743
MGL1110_MCS34 011 2011-07-20 0:00 55 56.52052 158 16.77310 2011-07-21 3:09 56 05.86670 157 55.00952
MGL1110_MCS03T 012 2011-07-21 3:40 56 07.92835 157 56.31398 2011-07-21 6:23 56 17.36755 158 05.20377
MGL1110_MCS03 013 2011-07-21 7:12 56 17.80032 158 00.36442 2011-07-23 2:32 53 39.20885 155 29.23185
MGL1110_MCS23A 014 2011-07-23 3:38 53 35.86653 153 33.92907 2011-07-23 13:14 53 14.27843 156 27.40010
MGL1110_MCS23B 015 2011-07-23 13:45 55 15.21078 156 29.87548 2011-07-23 22:14 53 47.65785 156 29.38265
MGL1110_MCS23C 016 2011-07-23 22:16 53 47.77077 156 29.19513 2011-07-25 0:45 55 48.13430 153 23.36060
MGL1110_MCS23D 017 2011-07-25 5:23 54 05.95642 153 21.52550 2011-07-25 11:15 54 30.34923 153 21.63513
MGL1110_MCS02 018 2011-07-25 11:23 54 30.94082 153 22.06310 2011-07-26 18:00 56 21.12302 155 36.98883
MGL1110_MCS02R 019 2011-07-26 22:05 56 14.10467 155 28.71187 2011-07-27 10:55 57 00.87238 156 20.73883
MGL1110_MCS12M 020 2011-07-27 11:16 57 02.10712 156 19.91518 2011-07-27 18:49 57 24.60373 155 39.50783
MGL1110_MCS01A 021 2011-07-27 19:09 57 24.55202 155 36.91347 2011-07-27 23:47 57 08.78442 155 15.74052
MGL1110_MCS01B 022 2011-07-27 23:49 57 07.52293 155 14.08633 2011-07-28 5:38 56 47.33452 154 48.51857
MGL1110_MCS12B 023 2011-07-28 5:57 56 46.21035 154 49.55228 2011-07-28 11:48 56 25.31780 155 14.52438
MGL1110_MCS12C 024 2011-07-28 14:31 56 11.75178 155 27.29920 2011-07-28 20:25 55 55.24925 155 05.20153
MGL1110_MCS12D 025 2011-07-28 20:43 55 55.51558 155 03.26482 2011-07-29 5:54 56 18.81053 154 15.38378
MGL1110_MCS01C 026 2011-07-29 5:57 56 18.79112 154 15.07685 2011-07-29 21:04 55 23.83880 153 12.99697
MGL1110_MCS12E 027 2011-07-29 21:23 55 22.81332 153 14.94747 2011-07-30 12:44 54 42.92940 154 51.91195
MGL1110_MCS12F 028 2011-07-30 13:10 54 43.11298 154 55.20362 2011-07-31 2:51 55 35.44022 155 53.54765
MGL1110_MCS07 029 2011-07-31 3:41 55 34.06953 156 01.25745 2011-07-31 8:02 55 24.38738 156 36.90708
MGL1110_MCS07 029 2011-07-31 8:03 55 24.34362 156 37.06707 2011-07-31 18:24 55 04.03953 157 49.12923
MGL1110_MCS07 029 2011-07-31 18:26 55 03.96350 157 49.39095 2011-08-01 2:05 54 40.23392 158 42.70822
MGL1110_MCS07 029 2011-08-01 2:07 54 48.17187 158 42.91500 2011-08-01 17:23 54 27.29690 160 37.92600
MGL1110_MCS56 030 2011-08-01 17:30 54 27.82093 160 39.26080 2011-08-02 1:31 55 04.33242 160 54.60187
MGL1110_MCS06 031 2011-08-02 5:02 54 54.04985 161 00.00123 2011-08-03 12:11 52 31.09195 160 59.88463
MGL1110_MCS67A 032 2011-08-03 12:39 52 30.01047 160 57.01810 2011-08-03 15:15 52 30.06752 160 38.44165
MGL1110_MCS67B 033 2011-08-03 15:30 52 37.12470 160 37.20345 2011-08-03 22:56 53 03.12530 160 36.99502

Start of line End of line

Log sheet Completed By: Ignore columns that are not applicable to your program
Log sheet Completion date:      * If preferred, use decimal degrees with five or six decimal places
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B15

Page 3

3590 Sample Sample Contact
Line # shot # file # shot # file # tape #s Rate Length # Channels person Comments

ms seconds

MGL1110_OBS03 1004 na 2166 na na na na na M. Martello OBS line - no streamer - Distance interval of 310m
MGL1110_OBS05T 1010 na 1039 na na na na na M. Martello OBS line - no streamer - Distance interval of 310m
MGL1110_OBS05 992 na 1985 na na na na na M. Martello OBS line - no streamer - Distance interval of 310m
MGL1110_MCS05 D. Martinson not to be processed - troubleshooting spectra/guns timing
MGL1110_MCS05A D. Martinson not to be processed - troubleshooting spectra/guns timing
MGL1110_MCSHOPE D. Martinson not to be processed - troubleshooting spectra/guns timing
MGL1110_MCS05R D. Martinson not to be processed - troubleshooting spectra/guns timing
MGL1110_MCS05B 983 1 5613 4631 5-31 2 22 1272 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS45 1031 1 3180 2152 32-44 2 22 1272 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS04 857 1 5996 5085 45-74 2 22 1272 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS34 1846 1 2302 456 75-77 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS03T 1089 1 1395 306 78-79 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS03 1110 1 6478 738 80-113 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS23A 1121 1 2265 1145 114-120 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS23B 1066 1 2029 964 121-126 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS23C 1015 1 4280 3264 127-145 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS23D 1534 1 2258 725 146 - 150 2 22 1272 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS02 1018 1 5005 3982 151 - 173 2 22 1272 M. Martello Incomplete
MGL1110_MCS02R 4756 1 6385 1630 174 - 183 2 22 1272 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS12M 1036 1 1972 935 184 - 189 2 22 1272 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS01A 1034 1 1613 580 190 - 193 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS01B 1617 1 2388 771 194 - 198 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS12B 1047 1 1790 745 199  - 203 2 22 1272 M. Martello Incomplete d/t to currents - no streamer control
MGL1110_MCS12C 1051 1 1659 609 204 - 206 2 18 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS12D 1065 1 2118 1054 207 - 213 2 22 1272 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS01C 1018 1 2951 1709 214 - 229 2 22 636 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS12E 1062 2 3095 1729 230 - 237 2 22 636 M. Martello Incomplete d/t Syntrak / streamer 1 lock-ups
MGL1110_MCS12F 1040 1 2885 1824 238 - 243 2 18 636 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS07 1136 1 1802 668 244 - 245 2 18 636 M. Martello Stop recording 18sec - change to 22sec records
MGL1110_MCS07 1805 1 3168 1367 246 - 249 2 22 636 M. Martello Stop recording 22sec - change to 18sec records
MGL1110_MCS07 3173 1 4197 2387 250 - 252 2 18 636 M. Martello Stop recording 18sec - change to 22sec records
MGL1110_MCS07 4201 1 6291 4475 253 - 258 2 22 636 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS56 1029 1 2132 1072 259 - 262 2 22 636 R.Eaton line complete
MGL1110_MCS06 1386 1 5629 4241 263 - 275 2 22 636 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS67A 1055 1 1395 342 276 2 22 636 M. Martello line complete
MGL1110_MCS67B 1028 1 1984 1056 277 - 279 2 22 636 M. Martello line complete

Start End
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#!/bin/csh -f

#script for generating brute stacks during MGL1110

set LINENO = line6mcs

set reel1 = 263 #first reel in line
set reel2 = 275 #last reel in line

#make list of segd files to include in brute stack

set reel = `echo $reel1 | awk '{print $1+1}'`
set reel1_f = `echo $reel1 | awk '{printf "%04.0f", $1}'`

ls -al /remote/fserve/MGL1110-segd/TAPE${reel1_f}.REEL/R*RAW | awk '{print 
$9}' >! list

while ($reel <= $reel2)

set reel_f = `echo $reel | awk '{printf "%04.0f", $1}'`

ls -al /remote/fserve/MGL1110-segd/TAPE${reel_f}.REEL/R*RAW | awk '{print 
$9}' >> list

set reel = `echo $reel | awk '{print $1+1}'`
end

/lhome/pgadmin/sioseis/sioseis-2011.2.20/sioseis << eof
procs segddin prout geom wbt gather nmo stack avenor filter gains diskoa  
end
#procs segddin prout geom wbt gather nmo stack diskoa end
#
segddin
   ftr 450 ltr 636
   fcset 1 lcset 1
   listpath list
   logpath ./$LINENO-stack.log
   end
end

prout
 fno 0 lno 9999999 ftr 1 ltr 1 noinc 10  end
end

geom
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  type 1 # Fixed marine geometry
  fs 1 ls 999999  # all shot have the same parameters (preset)
  gxp 636 -250   # RESET the closest group only.
  ggx -12.5         # Used to extrapolate gxp!
  dfls 62.5   # ignored with type 9 
  dbrps 6.25 mindfls 60 maxdfls 65
  rpadd 1000 end
end

wbt
    vel 1500 track .1 end
end

gather
   maxtrs 64  maxrps 656 END
end

nmo
# real time nmo, replace interpolation by RP to WB depth in Meters.
# If water depth changes by > 500 m, use previous value. Water-depth
# velocity functions derived from ESP5, interpolation by iso-velocity 
layering
 vtrkwb 500 stretc 1
 vintpl 1

#fno 100 lno 100
#vtp 1500 0.1
#1900 1.1
#3000 2.1
#4000 3.7
#5300 7.0
#6000 10.0
#6500 13.0
#6750 16 
#7000 18 end

fno 600 lno 600
vtp 1500 0.8
1750 2.4
4000 6.0 
5000 8.0
6250 13.5
6500 16 
6800 18 end

fno 2000 lno 2000
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vtp 1500 2.75
1700 4.0
2400 5.8
4000 8.2
5000 10.5
5800 15
6000 16 
6200 18 end

fno 3300 lno 3300
vtp 1500 4.4
1600 5.3
2250 7.3
3500 9.5
4750 12.5
5600 16 
5800 18 end

fno 5300 lno 5300
vtp 1500 7.3
1800 8
3500 10
4500 11.8
5600 16 
5800 18 end
   
end

diskoa   # Write out disk file
  opath $OUTDIR/$LINENO-stack_12m.segy
end end

avenor
  hold 300
  addwb yes sets 0 1 2 5 6 8 14 22 end
end

filter
  pass 3 40 ftype 0 dbdrop 48 minpha yes end
end

gains
  type 3 alpha 1.25 end
end
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plot 
  dir $DIR
  scalar -1
  tlines 0.5 1 nibs 7225 ann gmtint anninc 5 ann2 shotno
  def 0.04 trpin 125 wiggle 0 
  vscale 1.25 clip .03
  opath $OUTDIR/$LINENO-stack.atlantek srpath $OUTDIR/$LINENO-stack.sunfil
  end 
end

end
eof
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D.4 Velocity functions for brute stacks
Stacking velocities for brute stack taken from velocity model produced from wide-angle seismic
refraction profile near Unimak pass (Lizarralde et al., 2002).  Profiles below extracted from model
at offsets of 20 km (blue), 135 km (turquoise), 150 km (green), 165 km (orange) and 190 km (red)
and converted to RMS velocity. Dots are points used to define velocity functions in sioseis script 
(see D.3). Each velocity function assigned for different water depth range, and Sioseis interpolates
in between: red (100 m), orange (600 m), green (2000 m), turquoise (3300 m), blue (5300 m).
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D5-1 Checking the SEGD raw data files 
 
Raw data directory and naming structure: 
 
 Raw MCS data are organized in tapes. Each tape generally includes 175 SEGD files but this quantity may vary so 
that the memory space of a tape is below 10 GB. When a new line is starting, the acquisition system increments the tape 
number even if only a few files are written in the current tape. Tape numbers are sequential. The RAW file names include 
the FFID number (e.g., R000002_1310774253.RAW, 0002 is the FFID number, 1310774253 is time in seconds). The FFID 
number can be reset and has no strict correlation to the shot point (SP) number, although each file only contains one shot 
gather.  
 
Raw data file structure: 
 
 The MCS data are acquired with a 500 Hz sample-rate and a trace length of 22.528 s. The trace length, however, 
was shortened for a couple of lines or line segments when surface water currents force the ship to a higher speed over 
ground. The streamers require a minimum speed in the water to be maintained at their specified depth. Because shots are 
triggered every 62.5 m, the trace length will be shorter than 22.528 s if the speed over ground is too high to maintain a 23 s 
listening period. 
 A SEGD .RAW file contains data from both streamers, which are each composed of 636 receivers. Streamer 1, at 9 
m depth, corresponds to receiver numbers 1 to 636. Streamer 2, at 12 m depth, corresponds to receiver numbers 637 to 
1272. Thus, 1272 traces are recorded with 11264 (22.528 s / 0.002 s) samples each. Every sample is written with 4 bytes, 
which lead to a file size of 54.65 MB + the size of the headers. For the last part of the survey, starting from lines 1c and 12e, 
where streamer 1 was partially operational, the data recording was done only on streamer 2. However, both streamers were 
still out and navigational equipment was operational and used on both streamers to achieve the same accuracy in shot and 
receiver positioning. For these lines, the channel numbers were changed so that streamer 2 has channels from 1 to 636. 
 Each SEGD .RAW file starts with an ASCII header. This header includes important information, some of particular 
interest like the SP number, the corresponding vessel and guns LAT/LON positions, the time of the shot, the seafloor depth. 
The following combination of Unix commands allow the display of the header: “strings FILE.RAW | head” 
 
Checking for acquisition errors: 
 
 SP positions are prepared in advance in the ship's navigation system. When the ship reaches the next SP 
coordinates, the shot is triggered and the pre-defined shot number and location is written in the SEGD file header. However, 
all kinds of possible errors can occur: 
 - The shot is triggered but without any file being written 

- A .RAW file can be written but with a bad header, which does not allow a proper identification of the seismic 
data. 

 - A shot can be triggered at an undefined location 
 - A shot can fail being triggered with or without being recorded 
 - same SP numbers can be used several times for different locations 
 
 All these errors can produce two kinds of problems to read the data correctly: 
 - A crash of the program reading the SEGD file (i.e. Focus trying to read a bad header) 
 - A collection of shot gathers with non-sequential SP numbers, for example in the case of a missing file or shot.  
 
This second problem can be minor, but it is important for further processing to know which shot gathers are missing. In 
some cases, SP numbers will have to be renumbered because of resets or because of the use of two or more identical SP 
numbers in the same line.  
 
 Finding all these errors is a very tedious process and is practically impossible to do manually because of the huge 
number of RAW files. Many errors are also not reported in the watch-keeper's logs because they can hardly be detected 
during the acquisition. To perform this task, a bash script was written to prepare the lists of files to be read for each line. 
The script also outputs a list of errors based on several criteria like the sequential increment of SPs and FFIDs, the 
correctness of headers, etc.  
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Table D.5.1: Summary of the SEGD read information for each line 
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D5-2 Reading the SEGD raw data  
 
Preparing lists of SEGD files to read for each line 
 
 For reasons explained in the previous section, a careful selection of SEGD files has to be carried out in order to 
read the data correctly and merge them in a unique file for each line.  Using the script make_list.sh, we produce two kinds 
of files: 
 
- list_lineXXmcs: This is the list of SEGD file to be read in Focus software for line XX. They are obtained using the script 
make_list.sh (./make_list.sh TAPEMIN TAPEMAX XX) 
- lineXXmcs_errorlist.xls: These are summaries of missing shots, missing files, bad headers for each line. A description of 
the errorlist files follows: 
 
Column 1 :  FFID 
Column 2 :  TAPE 
Column 3 :  SHOT 
Column 4 :  BAD HEADER if marked "1". In this case, the SHOT column indicates the last valid SP 
Column 5 :  MISSING FILE if marked "1". The FFID and SHOT columns are then the next valid file FFID and SHOT. 
Column 6 :  MISSING SHOT. If marked "1", this error leads to one or several missing shots.  
Column 7 :  NUMBER OF MISSING SHOTS. Note that after BAD HEADER lines, the next line is usually 

accounting for the skipped shots. This is why Column 7 is empty (0) for BAD HEADER lines, to avoid 
counting them twice. 

Column 8 :  Comments 
 
The comments can give information on FFID resets, SP resets, SPs to renumber, change in trace length, streamer failure... 
In the case of FFID resets, the script make_list.sh has to be run in several parts because it cannot process decreasing FFIDs.  
 
The control line calculates the number of files read with the formula (SHOTMAX-SHOTMIN)+1-SUM OF COLUMN 7. 
This has to correspond to the number of lines in the focus list, otherwise, it means that there might be several identical SPs 
in the SEGD files, as in line 45. 
 
Reading SEGD files with Focus software 
 
 Our final goal onboard is to merge the geometry of the streamers with the RAW seismic data. A first step is then to 
write a temporary file with the raw data for each line. The raw data for each line will be stored in the Focus database and 
will eventually be deleted once the final merged product is obtained. 
 
 The first part of the job is to load the raw format information, for every seismic line of the Focus project. The 
SEGD format, as SEGY, has different “flavors”. The job read_segd_file_Part1.dat will read any .RAW SEGD file and 
extract the SEGD format, and store it in the database. The SEGD file to read in that job is always a file with a 22.528 s trace 
length and 2 streamers. When reading files with a shorter trace length (18.430 s), it will add zeros for undefined samples, 
which has the advantage of keeping a uniform trace length of 22.528 s for the entire dataset. 
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Figure D.5.1: read_segd_file_part1.dat. Read the SEGD format from a SEGD file 
 

	  
Figure D.5.2: format_raw SEGD format in the SeisDB application 
 
 Once the format_raw information is loaded in the database, the job read_segd_file_part2_lineXX.dat can be run. In 
this job, the user has to provide the path to the list file prepared in the previous subsection as well as the first line and last 
line of the file (not the FFIDs, as we can miss or repeat some). An output name to be used in the Focus database (it won't be 
a file) has to be given too. The SEGD format saved in Part 1 also has to be provided. 
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Figure D.5.3: read_segd_file_part2_lineXX.dat. Reading a list of SEGD files with the format_raw SEGD format 
 
This job also reads character strings in the SEGD headers to report them in the Focus trace headers (SP LAT/LON, TIME, 
Julian Day, SP...). There are no changes to make from line to line in this part of the job as the header information is always 
at the same place in the SEGD ASCII headers.  
 
 

	  
Figure D.5.4: DSOUT database output of the shots read from the SEGD files 
 
What can be improved with more time and effort 
 
 Regarding the bad header files, some additional verification was not performed onboard but could be useful in the 
future. Some lines include a large number of consecutive bad header files that where not read onboard. Although it is not 
sure that this data can be used, there is a possibility to avoid losing such a significant number of shots by rebuilding the 
header from the p190 navigation files. In some cases, there might however be a doubt on the association of the file to a 
navigation SP number.  
 
 Renumbering of SPs. SP resets sometimes occur in the middle of a line (see .xls error files). Shot point 
renumbering still has to be done. In line 45, 4 SPs (1499 to 1502) are repeted twice but their second occurrences clearly 
have a different shot time and location.   
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Figure D.5.5: Trace headers for shot 2797 gather of line 2. RAW data from streamers 1 and 2 are displayed 
 
D5-3 Importing and checking the .p190 navigation files  
 
Using DGPS on the ship and tail buoys, acoustic pods and bird compasses attached to the streamers, David Martinson 
computed UKOOA90 formatted .p190 navigation files for us. These files describe for every shot the projected XY position 
of all the receivers. Below is a part of a .p190 ASCII file:  
 
VMGL1110MCS03   1    1110561747.94N1580021.87W-179528.56293664.8 232.5202071207  
SMGL1110MCS03   11   1110561754.17N1580028.34W-179608.06293874.0 232.5202071207  
CMGL1110MCS03   111  1110561757.05N1580032.72W-179668.56293974.6 232.5202071207  
CMGL1110MCS03   112  1110561759.41N1580026.68W-179553.76294030.4 232.5202071207  
R0636-179729.36294075.4 9.50635-179736.46294085.6 9.40634-179743.76294095.8 9.41 
R0633-179751.06294105.9 9.40632-179758.46294116.0 9.40631-179765.96294126.0 9.41 
R0630-179772.86294135.1 9.40629-179780.46294145.1 9.30628-179788.16294154.9 9.31 
R0627-179795.96294164.7 9.30626-179803.76294174.4 9.30625-179811.66294184.1 9.31 
R0624-179819.66294193.7 9.30623-179827.66294203.3 9.20622-179835.76294212.8 9.21 
R0621-179843.96294222.3 9.20620-179852.26294231.6 9.20619-179860.56294241.0 9.21 
 
The first four lines describe the latitude and longitude of the vessel, of the gun array, and the positions of the first two CMPs 
(one for each streamer, but these two lines are optional). The SP number is highlighted in light blue. 
After the shot information, the receivers (numbers in pink) of the first streamer are listed with their positions (three per 
line). The second streamer (not shown) is then listed, after which the next shot is appended with the same format. 
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Figure D.5.6: Reading the .p190 navigation file with navdisk_XX.dat 
 
 The next step is to load this .p190 file into Focus to build the proprietary .fmt file. The job navdisk_lineXX.dat will 
do that. 
 

	  
Figure D.5.7: Writing the .fmt navigation file with navdisk_XX.dat 
 
 This very simple job only needs input and output files and the number of channels per shots. 
 
 Once the .fmt geometry file is prepared, it can be loaded into the 3D geometry application in Focus. QC mode has 
to be selected, then the .fmt file has to be opened. 2 cables/shot are needed, in single cable mode. Clicking “marine display” 
will open a new window with a list of SP numbers. The apply button will display the receivers and guns positions (see 
Figure). The range of SPs can slightly differ from those read in the SEGD as turns are not always available. 
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Figure D.5.8: 3D geometry application: streamer geometry QC 
 
 The green arrow button can make the streamer move on the screen. The apply button has to be activated to re-
frame the display from time to time. The geometry has been checked shot by shot for potential problems in the geometry of 
the streamer. Below is an example of a bad compass value creating an artifact in the streamer geometry. 
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Figure D.5.9: An example of bad geometry of the streamers (line 5) 
 
 
D5-4 Pseudo-3D binning of the Mid-points scatter. 
 
 Once the geometry file is validated, the next step is to prepare the CDP-binning to allow the ultimate Focus 
merging job to attribute CDP numbers to traces. In the 3D geometry application, the Binning Mode displays the mid-points 
(by clicking on “CDP”, even if it is already selected). It clearly appears, as one would expect, that the mid-points do not 
form a straight line, especially at the ends of the line. CDP bins have to be defined. The nominal 6.25 m DXLINE value is 
chosen as well as a large enough DSLINE value to encompass feathering of the streamers and turns at the ends of the lines 
(for example 5000 m).  
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Figure D.5.10: mid-points scatter (black) in binning mode 
 
 
 
 
 After clicking on “set bin size”, the “Auto Fit” Button can be activated. With the mouse, it is then possible to point 
the start of the line, and then to right click on the other end of the line. A rectangular box composed of many 6.25x5000 m 
rectangles is created. The DSLINE width has to be sufficient enough so that no mid points fall outside of the box. 
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Figure D.5.11: CDP grid after Auto Fit 
 
The shift and rotate buttons can adjust the grid on the line. Zooming on the edges is usefull to check the good fit of the grid. 
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Figure D.5.12: zoom on one edge of the line. No mid-point is out of the first CDP line 
 
The best grid will not include empty bin on the edges, but will also not miss any mid-point. The goal is to minimize the 
number of CDPs. Because we will use a 3D job to merge the geometry with the seismic data in the next section, we have to 
define a pseudo-3D geometry. It consists in a second line juxtaposed to the first one. No mid-point must be in this line, it 
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must remain empty and it is present only for the purpose of mimicking a 3D situation although we are in 2D. Once the grid 
is correct, save the CDP model, the fold and the scatter in the “File” menu. 
 
 

	  
Figure D.5.13: The CDP model in the SeisDataDB application 
 
In the SeisDataDB application, the TEXT.REGULAR CDP entry must be present. Duplicate it into REGULAR.TEXT 
STATION. Without the stations, the geometry merging job will not run. 
 

	  
Figure D.5.14: Duplicating the CDP model into a STATION model 
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The geometry used for each line has been saved in text files so that identical grids can be re-created later. Here is an 
example of a CDP grid (line 2): 
 
First CDP           1 
Last  CDP       81040 
Ntr SL(NXL)     40520 
Ntr XL(NSL)         2 
XORI            89155.6016 
YORI          6055559.0000 
XINC               -3.0157 
YINC                5.4743 
XSUBINC         -4379.4297 
YSUBINC         -2412.5911 
 
81040 CDPs are defined but only half of it (40520) is used as a result of the pseudo-3D strategy. The origin of the grid is 
defined as well as the DXLINE (XINC, YINC) AND DSLINE (XSUBINC,YSUBINC) increments. 
 
D5-5 Merging the seismic data with the navigation geometry 
 
In the production window, load the merge_lineXXmcs.dat job. With the 4th button from the left just below the file menu, 
select the file created at section D5-2. Do not include any shot that would not be present in the p190 navigation file. 
 

	  
Figure D.5.15: Input of the merge_lineXXmcs.dat job 
 
The PROTAPE module is the main module associating traces with positioning of receivers and CDPs. The 
TEXT.REGULAR CDP and TEXT.REGULAR STATION entries in the database are mandatory, although there is no 
mention of these in the module itself. The .fmt file path is also needed. 
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Figure D.5.16: PROTAPE module. Associates geometry in .fmt file with seismic data using CDP and STATION models 

  
 
 
The PROTAPE module will associate traces to the receiver and CDP position based on the shot time with a 5s tolerance. 
This makes sure that there is no mismatch in case of different shot number in the geometry file when compared to the 
SEGD shot numbers. It also works correctly in the case of different shot gathers recorded with the same SP number (line 
45). 
 

	  
Figure D.5.17: .DSK output file to export merged data 

 
The output file is a .dsk file that can be exported in another computer where Focus is installed. This file is the final product 
of the onboard processing. A database file is also written with the DSOUT module for the sole purpose of checking if the 
DSK file is correct. If it is, then the database file is deleted to save some disk space. 
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Figure D.5.18: Example of merged data with offset, CDP, REC-X and REC-Y  header words. 
 
D5-6 Remaining navigation issues  
 
Line 5  bad compass from SP 1086 to 1113 
Line 4  bad geometry at the end of the line (turn) 
Line 34 No p190 file onboard 
Line 3T No p190 file onboard 
Line 12C Small problem SP 1051-1116  
Line 67A SP 1029 - 1077 + 1649-1650 (jump) 
Line 67B SP 1055 - 1078 
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D.6  MCS Data Examples

D.6.1 Bending of the downgoing oceanic plate on Lines 4 and 5
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D.6.2 Bending of the downgoing oceanic plate on Lines 2 and 3
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D.6.3 Deep reflections on Lines 2 and 2r (merged at cdp 49000)
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D.6.4 Deep reflectivity on the seaward end of Line 4 near failed triple junction. 
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D.6.5 Possible reflections from splay fault and megathrust on Line 5.
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E.1 Brief description of processing routine 
We undertook a series of shipboard analyses to process bathymetry data using MB-system 
(Caress and Chayes, 2006). Our processing comprised the steps below: 

• Format conversion. The data from the Langseth’s EM122 are written out in a format 
interpreted by MB-System as 58.  This is a ‘read-only’ format, so the files must be 
converted to another format before edits can be applied using mbcopy (mb59 for EM 
sonars).  
When we first started processing data, we did not realize that mb58 was a read-only 
format and attempted to apply edits from automatic cleaning and ping editing to the data 
files with the original format for some data from June 30 and July 16-19. When the 
mistake was realized, we converted the data files from mb58 to mb59 and changed the 
names of the files with the edits (e.g. from *.mb58.esf to *mb59.esf, *mb58.esf.stream to 
*mb59.esf.stream, and from *mb58.par to *mb59.par). We had to open the files and 
make a small edit with mbedit to update the par file, then everything worked perfectly. 
 

• Automatic cleaning. An automatic cleaning routine was applied that flags spikes and 
excessive slopes with mbclean.  Spikes were defined as individual pings with slopes on 
either side of 75º either in the alongtrack or acrosstrack directions, and excessive slopes 
were defined as being greater than 80º. These parameters were chosen to be conservative 
so that we did not remove any real features. Some sharp topography might be present in 
this tectonically active region. Automatic edits were applied to the data with mbprocess. 
 

• Manual ping editing. Following automatic cleaning, a subset of files were manually 
edited (see list later in this appendix). The chief source of noise in the data was 
interference with the Knudsen subbottom profiler, which operates at similar frequencies 
and was not synced with multibeam because that would degrade the subbottom profiler 
data. The outer beams often yielded noisy picks and occasional spikes were observed 
elsewhere.  Editing was done using mbedit. Watchstanders typically took turns editing 
during their shifts when time allowed. Pings flagged by manual editing were also applied 
using mbprocess.  
 

• Gridding. The cleaned data were then gridded using mbgrid. For now, a grid spacing of 
100 m chosen, which is most appropriate for deep water. But a smaller spacing should be 
employed for shallow water areas of interest in the future. 

  



#!/bin/csh -f

#this script converts formats of multibeam files for one day and applies autocleaning

set day = "July_21"

#makes a list of data files and copies them to format for editing (from 58 to 59)

ls -al ./data_files/${day}/*all | awk '{print $9}' >! list_files_orig_${day}

set i = 1
set ndat = `wc -l list_files_orig_${day} | awk '{print $1}'`

while ($i <= $ndat)

set input = `awk '(NR==i){print $1}' i=$i list_files_orig_${day}`
set name = `awk -F".all" '(NR==i){print $1}' i=$i list_files_orig_${day}`
set output = ${name}.mb59
echo $name

mbcopy -I $input -F58/59 -O $output

set i = `echo $i | awk '{print $1+1}'`
end

#removes pings associated with slopes >80, or spikes 
#with sides with slopes of >75

ls -al ./data_files/${day}/*mb59 | awk '{print $9}' >! temp2
mbdatalist -I temp2 -F-1 >! list_files_format_${day}
mbclean -C80/2 -S75/3/2 -F-1 -I list_files_format_${day} -M2 
mbprocess -I list_files_format_${day} -F-1

rm temp2
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#!/bin/csh -f

#this script applies edits from manual ping editing and grids the data.

ls -al ./data_files/*/*hp.mb59.esf | awk '{print $9}' | \
awk -F".esf" '{print $1}' >! temp

mbdatalist -I temp -F-1 >! \
list_files_man_proc

mbprocess -I list_files_man_proc -F-1

ls -al ./data_files/*/*hpp.mb59 | awk '{print $9}' >! temp2
mbdatalist -I temp2 -F-1 >! list_files_for_grid

mbgrid -I list_files_for_grid -E100/100 -R-162/-149/52.5/59 -O grid_all -N
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Appendix E.3

Figure E.3.1: All multibeam bathymetry data acquired during MGL1110 through August 3,
including data with manual ping-editing and automatic cleaning.
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Figure E.3.2: Multibeam bathymetry data acquired during MGL1110 with manual ping-editing.
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Figure E.3.3: All multibeam bathymetry data acquired during MGL1110 through August 3,
including data with manual ping-editing and automatic cleaning merged with bathymetry
data in GeoMapApp.
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Figure E.4.2.  Example between shelf break and trench on Line 5 (acquired during MCS 
shooting). Illuminated from the south/southeast. Gridded at 50 m.
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E5. Files with manual editing

July 30
0001_20110630_030225_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0002_20110630_033225_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0003_20110630_040226_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0004_20110630_043225_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0005_20110630_050225_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0006_20110630_053225_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0007_20110630_060225_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0008_20110630_063226_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0042_20110630_233225_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete

July 16
0613_20110716_173332_Langsethpp.mb59
0614_20110716_180331_Langsethpp.mb59
0615_20110716_183332_Langsethpp.mb59
0616_20110716_190332_Langsethpp.mb59
0617_20110716_193331_Langsethpp.mb59
0618_20110716_200331_Langsethpp.mb59
0619_20110716_203337_Langsethpp.mb59
0620_20110716_210336_Langsethpp.mb59
0621_20110716_213338_Langsethpp.mb59
0622_20110716_220334_Langsethpp.mb59
0623_20110716_223338_Langsethpp.mb59
0624_20110716_230331_Langsethpp.mb59
0625_20110716_233336_Langsethpp.mb59

July 17
0626_20110717_000344_Langsethpp.mb59
0627_20110717_003335_Langsethpp.mb59
0628_20110717_010339_Langsethpp.mb59
0629_20110717_013332_Langsethpp.mb59
0630_20110717_020339_Langsethpp.mb59
0631_20110717_023343_Langsethpp.mb59
0632_20110717_030343_Langsethpp.mb59
0633_20110717_033332_Langsethpp.mb59
0634_20110717_040339_Langsethpp.mb59
0635_20110717_043331_Langsethpp.mb59
0636_20110717_050333_Langsethpp.mb59
0637_20110717_053343_Langsethpp.mb59
0638_20110717_060332_Langsethpp.mb59
0639_20110717_063331_Langsethpp.mb59
0640_20110717_070338_Langsethpp.mb59
0641_20110717_073345_Langsethpp.mb59
0642_20110717_080340_Langsethpp.mb59
0643_20110717_083336_Langsethpp.mb59
0644_20110717_090336_Langsethpp.mb59
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0645_20110717_093337_Langsethpp.mb59
0646_20110717_100337_Langsethpp.mb59
0647_20110717_103344_Langsethpp.mb59
0648_20110717_110332_Langsethpp.mb59
0649_20110717_113338_Langsethpp.mb59
0650_20110717_120336_Langsethpp.mb59
0651_20110717_123330_Langsethpp.mb59
0652_20110717_130342_Langsethpp.mb59
0653_20110717_133331_Langsethpp.mb59
0654_20110717_140342_Langsethpp.mb59
0655_20110717_143332_Langsethpp.mb59
0656_20110717_150342_Langsethpp.mb59
0657_20110717_153333_Langsethpp.mb59
0658_20110717_160339_Langsethpp.mb59
0659_20110717_163331_Langsethpp.mb59
0660_20110717_170331_Langsethpp.mb59
0661_20110717_173331_Langsethpp.mb59
0662_20110717_180343_Langsethpp.mb59
0663_20110717_183341_Langsethpp.mb59
0664_20110717_190336_Langsethpp.mb59
0665_20110717_193337_Langsethpp.mb59
0666_20110717_200342_Langsethpp.mb59
0667_20110717_203340_Langsethpp.mb59
0668_20110717_210340_Langsethpp.mb59
0669_20110717_213338_Langsethpp.mb59

July 18
0709_20110718_173538_Langsethpp.mb59
0710_20110718_180537_Langsethpp.mb59
0711_20110718_183543_Langsethpp.mb59
0712_20110718_190537_Langsethpp.mb59
0713_20110718_193549_Langsethpp.mb59
0714_20110718_200539_Langsethpp.mb59
0715_20110718_203537_Langsethpp.mb59
0716_20110718_210549_Langsethpp.mb59
0717_20110718_213545_Langsethpp.mb59
0718_20110718_220543_Langsethpp.mb59
0719_20110718_223547_Langsethpp.mb59
0720_20110718_230541_Langsethpp.mb59
0721_20110718_233545_Langsethpp.mb59

July 19
0722_20110719_000549_Langsethpp.mb59
0723_20110719_003544_Langsethpp.mb59
0724_20110719_010549_Langsethpp.mb59
0725_20110719_013548_Langsethpp.mb59
0726_20110719_020536_Langsethpp.mb59
0727_20110719_023540_Langsethpp.mb59
0728_20110719_030546_Langsethpp.mb59
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0729_20110719_033549_Langsethpp.mb59
0730_20110719_040545_Langsethpp.mb59
0731_20110719_043544_Langsethpp.mb59
0732_20110719_050548_Langsethpp.mb59
0733_20110719_053549_Langsethpp.mb59
0734_20110719_060546_Langsethpp.mb59
0735_20110719_063539_Langsethpp.mb59
0736_20110719_070539_Langsethpp.mb59
0737_20110719_073537_Langsethpp.mb59
0738_20110719_080544_Langsethpp.mb59
0739_20110719_083535_Langsethpp.mb59
0740_20110719_090551_Langsethpp.mb59
0741_20110719_093551_Langsethpp.mb59
0742_20110719_100544_Langsethpp.mb59
0743_20110719_103542_Langsethpp.mb59
0744_20110719_110539_Langsethpp.mb59
0745_20110719_113545_Langsethpp.mb59
0746_20110719_120540_Langsethpp.mb59
0747_20110719_123544_Langsethpp.mb59
0748_20110719_130541_Langsethpp.mb59
0749_20110719_133536_Langsethpp.mb59
0750_20110719_140542_Langsethpp.mb59
0751_20110719_143542_Langsethpp.mb59
0752_20110719_150537_Langsethpp.mb59
0753_20110719_153535_Langsethpp.mb59
0754_20110719_160542_Langsethpp.mb59
0755_20110719_163543_Langsethpp.mb59
0756_20110719_170538_Langsethpp.mb59
0757_20110719_173538_Langsethpp.mb59
0758_20110719_180535_Langsethpp.mb59
0759_20110719_183540_Langsethpp.mb59
0760_20110719_190536_Langsethpp.mb59

July 22
0867_20110722_001609_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
0871_20110722_021548_Langsethpp.mb59
0872_20110722_024550_Langsethpp.mb59
0873_20110722_031553_Langsethpp.mb59
0874_20110722_034552_Langsethpp.mb59
0875_20110722_041551_Langsethpp.mb59
0876_20110722_044552_Langsethpp.mb59
0877_20110722_051556_Langsethpp.mb59
0878_20110722_054549_Langsethpp.mb59
0879_20110722_061549_Langsethpp.mb59
0880_20110722_064554_Langsethpp.mb59
0881_20110722_071548_Langsethpp.mb59
0882_20110722_074552_Langsethpp.mb59
0883_20110722_081555_Langsethpp.mb59
0884_20110722_084553_Langsethpp.mb59
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0885_20110722_091550_Langsethpp.mb59
0886_20110722_094601_Langsethpp.mb59
0887_20110722_101551_Langsethpp.mb59
0888_20110722_104548_Langsethpp.mb59
0889_20110722_111554_Langsethpp.mb59
0890_20110722_114554_Langsethpp.mb59
0891_20110722_121552_Langsethpp.mb59
0892_20110722_124556_Langsethpp.mb59
0893_20110722_131558_Langsethpp.mb59
0894_20110722_134600_Langsethpp.mb59
0895_20110722_141607_Langsethpp.mb59
0896_20110722_144605_Langsethpp.mb59
0897_20110722_151555_Langsethpp.mb59
0898_20110722_154605_Langsethpp.mb59
0899_20110722_161601_Langsethpp.mb59
0900_20110722_164605_Langsethpp.mb59
0901_20110722_171605_Langsethpp.mb59
0902_20110722_174559_Langsethpp.mb59
0903_20110722_181605_Langsethpp.mb59
0904_20110722_184602_Langsethpp.mb59
0905_20110722_191602_Langsethpp.mb59
0906_20110722_194555_Langsethpp.mb59
0907_20110722_201605_Langsethpp.mb59
0908_20110722_204607_Langsethpp.mb59
0909_20110722_211607_Langsethpp.mb59
0910_20110722_214604_Langsethpp.mb59
0911_20110722_221558_Langsethpp.mb59
0912_20110722_224609_Langsethpp.mb59
0913_20110722_231608_Langsethpp.mb59
0914_20110722_234558_Langsethpp.mb59

July 23
0915_20110723_001558_Langsethpp.mb59
0916_20110723_004601_Langsethpp.mb59
0917_20110723_011559_Langsethpp.mb59
0918_20110723_014603_Langsethpp.mb59
0919_20110723_021604_Langsethpp.mb59

July 25
1033_20110725_111557_Langsethpp.mb59
1034_20110725_114610_Langsethpp.mb59
1035_20110725_121610_Langsethpp.mb59
1036_20110725_124603_Langsethpp.mb59
1037_20110725_131606_Langsethpp.mb59
1038_20110725_134603_Langsethpp.mb59
1039_20110725_141602_Langsethpp.mb59
1040_20110725_144609_Langsethpp.mb59
1041_20110725_151557_Langsethpp.mb59
1042_20110725_154558_Langsethpp.mb59 incomplete
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Appendix F: Data formats for other underway data 
Accessing data on the Langseth………………………………..F2 

Gravimeter data………….…………………………….….……F3 

Magnetometer data……………………………………….…….F4 

SVP data………………….…………………………………….F5 

Navigational echosounder……………………………………...F6 

CNAV GPS 3050….….…….………………………………….F7 

CNAV GPS…………………………………………………….F8 

EM122 Centerbeam depth……………………………………..F9 

Gyroscope data…….…………………………………………..F10 

OBSIP shotlog format…………………………………………F11 

POS/MV……………………………………………………….F12-13 

Meteorological data……………………………………………F14-15 

Seabird thermometer probe……………………………………F16 

Seapath navigational system…………………………………..F17-18 

Spectrum time and frequency system data……………………F19-21 

Speed log data…………………………….…...….….….……F22 

Streamer tension data…………………………………………F23 
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Cruise Facebook
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Accessing Data
This page describes the data storage facilites on board the ship, the locations of the various data sets, and how to access them.

Data Storage
Langseth is equipped with a Storage Area Network (SAN) accessible from laptops and workstations via a Network Attached Storage (NAS)
server. This server's address is named 'fserve'; the fully-qualified domain name is 'fserve.langseth.ldeo.columbia.edu'.

All of the science data is available from fserve.

Accessing FSERVE
FSERVE provides windows file services.

Windows

Click the start menu, go to 'Run', and type in the following:

\\fserve\MGLXXXX

Linux

Open up a file browser and type in the following:

smb://fserve/MGLXXXX

Data Locations

Instrument Format Location
C-Nav (Primary GPS) Serial/NMEA MGLXXXX/raw/serial/MGL-cnav.*
Seapath (Secondary GPS) Serial/NMEA MGLXXXX/raw/serial/MGL-seapath.*
POS-MV (Tertiary GPS) Serial/NMEA MGLXXXX/raw/serial/MGL-posmv.*
GC80 Gyro (Primary Gyro) Serial/NMEA MGLXXXX/raw/serial/MGL-gy01.*

Copyright � 2009 by The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, Lamont -Doherty Earth Observatory.

R/V Marcus G. Langseth. All rights reserved.

Accessing Data http://www/data_prog.html
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Gravimeter data
The gravimeter serial data is output in the following format:

01:025610 01

01:xxxxxx ff 

Item Definition Units
01 output frequency Hz
xxxxxx raw counts n/a
ff sensor status n/a

Gravimeter data http://www/formats/bgm.html

1 of 1 8/5/11 12:03 AM
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Geometrics 882 Magnetometer Data
The magnetometer serial data is output in the following format:

$ 53863.927,0652

$ xxxxx.xxx,vvvv 

Item Definition Units
xxxxx.xxx Magnetic field intensity nT
vvvv Reserved for future use n/a

Geometrics 882 Magnetometer Data http://www/formats/mag882.html

1 of 1 8/5/11 12:04 AM
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Applied Microsystems Sound Velocity Probe (Pod #2) Data
The sound velocity probe serial data is output in the following format:

1479.35

xxxx.xx

Item Definition Units
xxxx.xx Sound Velocity m/s

Applied Microsystems Sound Velocity Probe Data http://www/formats/svpod02.html

1 of 1 8/5/11 12:05 AM
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FE700 Navigational Echosounder data
The FE700 Navigational Echosounder outputs data in the following formats

$PFEC - unspecified
$SDDBT - Depth Below Transducer
$SDDBS - Depth Below Surface

$PFEC ,aaaa,x,x*hF

Item Definition Units
aaaa unspecified unspecified
x unspecified unspecified
x unspecified unspecified
*hF unspecified unspecified

PFEC sentence format

$DBT,x.x,f,x.x,M,x.x,F*hh
SDDBT sentence format
Item Definition Units
x.x Water depth feet
f f = feet n/a
x.x Water depth meters
M M = meters n/a
x.x Water depth fathoms
F F = fathoms n/a
*hh Checksum n/a

$DBS,x.x,f,x.x,M,x.x,F*hh
SDDBS sentence format
Item Definition Units
x.x Water depth feet
f f = feet n/a
x.x Water depth meters
M M = meters n/a
x.x Water depth fathoms
F F = fathoms n/a
*hh Checksum n/a

Bridge FE700 Echosounder data http://www/formats/fe700.html
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CNAV 3050 GPS receiver data
CNAV 3050 outputs data in NMEA 0183 compatible format. Currently* the following sentence types are enabled:

$GPVTG-GPS Velocity, Track made good and Ground speed data (computed by the CNAV GPS receiver).
$GPGGA-Gobal Positioning System Fix data (computed by the CNAV GPS receiver).

*Note: there are other sentence types available from CNAV. Please consult the software manual for more options.

$GPVTG, xxx.x, T,, M, m.mm, N, n.nn, K*hh

$GPVTG Sentence Fields
Item Definition Units

xxx.x Course over ground (COG) Degrees from True North
T Indicates course relative to True North n/a
M COG Degrees from Magnetic North
m.mm Speed over ground (SOG) Nautical miles per hour (knots)
N Indicates that the speed over ground is in knots n/a
n.nn SOG km/h
K Indicates that the SOG is in km/h n/a /td>
*hh Checksum (hexadecimal representation) n/a

$GPGGA,hhmmss.ss, ddmm.mmmmm, a, ddmm.mmmmm, a, x, xx, x.x, xx.xx, M, xx.xx, M, x.x, xyy*hh

$GPGGA Sentence Fields
Item Definition Units

hhmms.ss UTC time of position Hours/Minutes/Seconds.decimal.
ddmm.mmmmm Latitude Degrees/Minutes.decimal.

a

Direction of Latitude

N = North

S = South

n/a

ddmm.mmmmm Longitude Degrees/Minutes.decimal

a

Direction of Longitude

E = East

W = West

n/a

x

GPS Quality indicator

0 = fix not valid

1 = GPS Autonomous fix

2 = GcGPS Corrected Fix

n/a

xx Number of GPS satellites used in solution fix n/a
x.x Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) n/a
xx.xx C-NAV GPS receiver antenna altitude reference to Mean Sea Level (MSL) n/a
M Altitude units--M indicates meters n/a
xx.xx WGS-84 Geoidal separation distance from MSL based on the NIMA/NASA EGM96 15-minute (Earth Gravity Model) Meters
M Geosoidal separation units--M indicates meters n/a
x.x Age of GcGPS corrections used in solution fix n/a

xyy C-NAV GPS receiver reference identification
x is downlink satellite communication beam in use

yy is the GPS correction signal mode/type being used
*hh Checksum (hexadecimal representation) followed by CRLF terminator pair n/a

CNAV 3050 data http://www/formats/cnav3050.html
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CNAV GPS receiver data
CNAV outputs data in NMEA 0183 compatible format. Currently* the following sentence types are enabled:

$GPVTG-GPS Velocity, Track made good and Ground speed data (computed by the CNAV GPS receiver).
$GPGGA-Gobal Positioning System Fix data (computed by the CNAV GPS receiver).

*Note: there are other sentence types available from CNAV. Please consult the software manual for more options.

$GPVTG, xxx.x, T,, M, m.mm, N, n.nn, K*hh

$GPVTG Sentence Fields
Item Definition Units

xxx.x Course over ground (COG) Degrees from True North
T Indicates course relative to True North n/a
M COG Degrees from Magnetic North
m.mm Speed over ground (SOG) Nautical miles per hour (knots)
N Indicates that the speed over ground is in knots n/a
n.nn SOG km/h
K Indicates that the SOG is in km/h n/a /td>
*hh Checksum (hexadecimal representation) n/a

$GPGGA,hhmmss.ss, ddmm.mmmmm, a, ddmm.mmmmm, a, x, xx, x.x, xx.xx, M, xx.xx, M, x.x, xyy*hh

$GPGGA Sentence Fields
Item Definition Units

hhmms.ss UTC time of position Hours/Minutes/Seconds.decimal.
ddmm.mmmmm Latitude Degrees/Minutes.decimal.

a

Direction of Latitude

N = North

S = South

n/a

ddmm.mmmmm Longitude Degrees/Minutes.decimal

a

Direction of Longitude

E = East

W = West

n/a

x

GPS Quality indicator

0 = fix not valid

1 = GPS Autonomous fix

2 = GcGPS Corrected Fix

n/a

xx Number of GPS satellites used in solution fix n/a
x.x Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP) n/a
xx.xx C-NAV GPS receiver antenna altitude reference to Mean Sea Level (MSL) n/a
M Altitude units--M indicates meters n/a
xx.xx WGS-84 Geoidal separation distance from MSL based on the NIMA/NASA EGM96 15-minute (Earth Gravity Model) Meters
M Geosoidal separation units--M indicates meters n/a
x.x Age of GcGPS corrections used in solution fix n/a

xyy C-NAV GPS receiver reference identification
x is downlink satellite communication beam in use

yy is the GPS correction signal mode/type being used
*hh Checksum (hexadecimal representation) followed by CRLF terminator pair n/a

CNAV data http://www/formats/cnav.html
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EM122 Center Beam Depth
This page describes the EM122 centerbeam depth serial output, used for real-time depth display. For fulll multibeam data, please see the multibeam page.

The EM122 outputs serial data in the following formats:

KGDPT - Depth below transducer

$DBT,x.x,f,x.x,M,x.x,F*hh
SDDBT sentence format
Item Definition Units
x.x Water depth feet
f f = feet n/a
x.x Water depth meters
M M = meters n/a
x.x Water depth fathoms
F F = fathoms n/a
*hh Checksum n/a

EM122 Center Beam Depth http://www/formats/em122cbd.html

1 of 1 8/5/11 12:01 AM
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Gyroscope data
The gyroscope serial data is output in the following sentence formats:

PTKM,HEALM -- Unspecified
HEHDT -- Heading - True
HEROT -- Rate Of Turn

$PCICM,HEALM,xxxx,x,xx*hh

ALM sentence format
Item Definition Units
xxxx unspecified n/a
x unspecified n/a
*hh unspecified n/a

$HEHDT,xxx.x,T*hh

HDT sentence format
Item Definition Units
xxx.x Heading true degrees
T T = true n/a
*hh Checksum n/a

$HEROT,-xxx.x,A*hh

HEROT sentence format
Item Definition Units

xxxx.x Rate of turn Degrees per minute, Note: "-" means bow turns to port
A A = data valid n/a
*hh Checksum n/a

Gyro data http://www/formats/gc80.html
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OBSIP Shotlog Format
Each OBSIP shotlog contains a header followed by shot records:

#obsipshotfile v1.0 
#shotnumber date time sourceLat sourceLon shipLat shipLon waterDepth sciTag
0001280 2009-08-27 05:08:49.807873  48.495334 -129.201444  48.494097 -129.203017 2530.6 MGL0910_05 
0001279 2009-08-27 05:12:33.961869  48.491860 -129.204474  48.490060 -129.205425 2526.4 MGL0910_05 
0001278 2009-08-27 05:16:36.302883  48.488608 -129.206115  48.486807 -129.206944 2530.3 MGL0910_05 
0001277 2009-08-27 05:19:51.053880  48.485157 -129.209212  48.483406 -129.209755 2526.1 MGL0910_05 
0001276 2009-08-27 05:24:01.863875  48.480813 -129.212088  48.479293 -129.213152 2516.1 MGL0910_05 

Shot records are in the following format:

0001276 2009-08-27 05:24:01.863875  48.480813 -129.212088  48.479293 -129.213152 2516.1 MGL0910_05 
sssssss yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.ssssss  xx.xxxxxx  yyy.yyyyyy  vv.vvvvvv  www.wwwwww dddd.d llllllllllllllll

OBSIP record format
Item Definition Units

sssssss shot number n/a
yyyy-mm-dd date ISO8601 format
hh:mm:ss.ssssss time ISO8601 format
xx.xxxxxx source lat degrees, WGS84
yy.yyyyyy source lon degrees, WGS84
vv.vvvvvv vessel lat degrees, WGS84
ww.wwwwww vessel lon degrees, WGS84
dddd.d depth meters
llllllllllllllll linename n/a

OBSIP Shotlog Format http://www/formats/obsip.html

1 of 1 8/5/11 12:05 AM
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POS/MV Position and Orientation System for Marine Vessels
POS/MV outputs data using the NMEA 0183 format at rates of up to fifty sentences per second. The following seven different sentence formats are available.

1. $INGGA-Global System Position Fix Data
2. $INHDT-Heading - True data
3. $INVTG-Course over ground and Ground speed data
4. $INGST-GPS pseudorange noise statistics
6. $PRDID-Attitude data
7. $INZDA-Time and date

$INGGA, hhmmss.sss, llll.lllll, a, yyyyy.yyyyy, b, t, nn, v.v, x.x, M,,,c.c,rrrr*hh

$INGGA-Global System Position Fix Data
Item Definition Value Units

$INGGA Header $INGGA  

hhmmss.sss UTC time of position n/a

Hours/Minutes/Seconds.decimal.

Two fixed digits of hours.

Two fixed digits of minutes.

Two fixed digits of seconds.

Three digits for decimal fractions of a second.

llll.lllll Latitude -90 to +90

DegreeslMinutes.decimal.

Two fixed digits of degrees

Two fixed digits of minutes

Five digits for decimal minutes.
a N (north) or S (south) N or S  

yyyyy.yyyyy Longitude -180 to +180

Degrees/Minutes.decimal.

Three fixed digits of degrees.

Two fixed digits of minutes.

Five digits for decimal minutes.
b E (east) or W (west) E or W  

t GPS Quality Indicator

0 = Fix not available or invalid

1 = CIA standard GPS; fix valid.

2 = DGS mode; fix valid.

3 = PPP mode; fix valid.

4 = RTK fixed

5 = RTK float

6 = free inertial

 

nn Number of satellites used in fix 0 to 32  
v.v Horizontal dilution of precision   
x.x Altitude of the IMU above or below the mean sea level. A negative value indicates below sea level. n/a Metres
M Units of measure = metres M  
Null Null   
Null Null   
c.c Age of differential corrections in records since last RTCM-104 message. 0 to 99.9 Seconds
rrr DGPS reference station identity 0000 to 1023  
*hh Checksum 00 - FF  
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF  

Note that, in the case of the HDOP, IMU altitude and age of differential connections, POS/MV adds leading digits as required (i.e. if the value exceeds 9.9). Also, note that commas separate all items, including null
fields. The information is valid at the location of the vessel frame.

$INHDT, x.x, T*hh

$INHDT-Heading - True data
Item Definition Value Units

$INHDT Header $INHDT  
x.x True vessel heading in the vessel frame o to 359.99 degrees
*hh Checksum n/a  
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF  

$INVTG, x.x, T,, M, n.n, N, k.k, K*hh

$INVTG-Course over ground and Ground speed data
Item Definition Value Units

%INVTG Header $INVTG  
x.x True vessel track in the vessel frame 0 to 359.99 degrees
T True T  
null Not supported null  
M  M  
n.n Speed in the vessel frame n/a Knots
N Knots N  
k.k Kilometres K  
*hh Checksum n/a  
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF  

Note that, in the case of the track and the speed fields, POS/MV adds the leading digits as required (i.e. if the value exceeds 9.9). ALso, note that commas separate all items in the including null fields.

$INGST, hhmmss,sss,,smjr.smjr,smnr.smnr, o.o, l.l, y.y, a.a *hh

POS/MV Data http://www/formats/posmv.html
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$INGST-GPS pseudorange noise statistics
Item Definition Value Units

$INGST Header $INGST  

hhmmss.sss UTC time of position n/a

Hours/Minutes/Seconds.decimal.

2 fixed digits of hours.

2 fixed digits of minutes.

2 fixed digits of seconds.

Three digits for decimal fractions of a second.
null Not supported null  
smjr.smjr Standard Deviation of semi-major axis of error ellipse n/a Metres
smnr.smnr Standard deviation of semi-minor axis of error ellipse n/a Metres
o.o Orientaion of semi-major axis ellipse 0 to 359.9 Degrees from true north
l.l Standard deviation of latitude n/a Metres
y.y Standard deviation of longitude n/a Metres
a.a Standard deviation of Altitude n/a Metres
*hh Checksum n/a  
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF  

Note that, in the case of all fields POS/MV adds leading digits as required (i.e. if the value exceeds 9.9). Also, note that commas separate all items, including null fields. The information is valid at the location of the
vessel frame.

Note that commas separate all items

Two attitude data strings are available. The strings are identical except for the definition of roll and pitch angles. One string uses Tate-Bryant angles and the

other uses TSS angles. Use the POS/MV Controller program to set the required angle convention.

$PRDID, PPP.PP, RRR.RR, xxx.xx*hh

$PRDID-Attitude data
Item Definition Value Units

$PRDID Header $PRDID  
PPP.PP Pitch -90.00 to +90.00 Degrees
RRR.RR Roll -90.00 to +90.00 Degrees
xxx.xx Sensor heading 0 to 359.99 Degrees
*hh Checksum n/a  
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF  

Note that commas separate all items

Two attitude data strings are available. The strings are identical except for the definition of roll and pitch angles. One string uses Tate-Bryant angles and the

other uses TSS angles. Use the POS/MV Controller program to set the required angle convention.

$INZDA, hhmmss.ss, DD, MM, YYYY,, *hh

$INZDA-Time and date
Item Definition Value Units

$INZDA Header $INZDA  

hhmmss.sss UTC time n/a

Hours/Minutes/Seconds.decimal.

2 fixed digits of hours

2 fixed digits of minutes

2 fixed digits of seconds

Three digits for decimal fractions of a second
DD Day of month 01 to 31  
MM Month of year 01 to 12  
YYYY Year   
Null Null   
Null Null   
*hh Checksum n/a /CR/LF

POS/MV Data http://www/formats/posmv.html
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RM Young Meteorological Station Data
The meteorological data from the RMYoung integrated weather station is output in the following sentence format:

 12.6  13.2  12.6  16.9   1 335   2   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 355 355   0 -11.9 -23.8 *****   7.3  8  4  9 1006.9

aaa.a bbb.b ccc.c  dd.d eee fff ggg hhh.h iii.i jjj.j kkk.k lll mmm nnn -oo.o -pp.p -qq.q -rr.r ss tt uu vvvv.v

Langseth WX station sentence format
Item Definition Units

aaa.a bird 1 speed, instantaneous knots
bbb.b bird 1 speed, 60 second average knots
ccc.c bird 1 speed, 60 minute average knots
ddd.d bird 1 speed, 60 second peak knots
eee bird 1 direction, instantaneous knots
fff bird 1 direction, 60 second average knots
ggg bird 1 direction, 60 minute average knots
hhh.h bird 2 speed, instantaneous knots
iii.i bird 2 speed, 60 second average knots
jjj.j bird 2 speed, 60 minute average knots
kkk.k bird 2 speed, 60 second peak knots
lll bird 2 direction, instantaneous knots
mmm bird 2 direction, 60 second average knots
nnn bird 2 direction, 60 minute average knots
ooo.o temperature, instantaneous Degrees C
ppp.p temperature, 60 minute average Degrees C
qqq.q temperature, 60 minute low Degrees C
rrr.r temperature, 60 minute high Degrees C
ss relative humidity, instantaneous %
tt relative humidity, 60 minute low %
uu relative humidity, 60 minute high %
vvvv.v Baromoeter, instantaneous knots

RM Young Meteorological Station Data http://www/formats/wx.html
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RM Young Meteorological Station Data
The meteorological data from the RMYoung integrated weather station is output in the following sentence format:

 12.6  13.2  12.6  16.9   1 335   2   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 355 355   0 -11.9 -23.8 *****   7.3  8  4  9 1006.9

aaa.a bbb.b ccc.c  dd.d eee fff ggg hhh.h iii.i jjj.j kkk.k lll mmm nnn -oo.o -pp.p -qq.q -rr.r ss tt uu vvvv.v

Langseth WX station sentence format
Item Definition Units

aaa.a bird 1 speed, instantaneous knots
bbb.b bird 1 speed, 60 second average knots
ccc.c bird 1 speed, 60 minute average knots
ddd.d bird 1 speed, 60 second peak knots
eee bird 1 direction, instantaneous knots
fff bird 1 direction, 60 second average knots
ggg bird 1 direction, 60 minute average knots
hhh.h bird 2 speed, instantaneous knots
iii.i bird 2 speed, 60 second average knots
jjj.j bird 2 speed, 60 minute average knots
kkk.k bird 2 speed, 60 second peak knots
lll bird 2 direction, instantaneous knots
mmm bird 2 direction, 60 second average knots
nnn bird 2 direction, 60 minute average knots
ooo.o temperature, instantaneous Degrees C
ppp.p temperature, 60 minute average Degrees C
qqq.q temperature, 60 minute low Degrees C
rrr.r temperature, 60 minute high Degrees C
ss relative humidity, instantaneous %
tt relative humidity, 60 minute low %
uu relative humidity, 60 minute high %
vvvv.v Baromoeter, instantaneous knots

RM Young Meteorological Station Data http://www/formats/mwv.html
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Seabird SBE38 Thermometer Probe (Pod #1) Data
The sound velocity probe serial data is output in the following format:

8.2221

xx.xxxx

Item Definition Units
xx.xxxx Temperature Celcius

Seabird SBE38 Thermometer Probe Data http://www/formats/temppod01.html

1 of 1 8/5/11 12:06 AM
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SEAPATH 200 Intertial Navigation System
SEAPATH outputs data in NMEA format using the following sentence formats:

 1. $INGGA-Global System Position Fix Data
 2. $INHDT-Heading - True data
 3. $INVTG-Course over ground and Ground speed data
 4. $INZDA-Time and date

$INGGA, hhmmss.sss, llll.lllll, a, yyyyy.yyyyy, b, t, nn, v.v, x.x, M,,,c.c,rrrr*hh

$INGGA-Global System Position Fix Data
Item Definition Value Units

$INGGA Header $INGGA  

hhmmss.sss UTC time of position n/a

Hours/Minutes/Seconds.decimal.
Two fixed digits of hours.
Two fixed digits of minutes.
Two fixed digits of seconds.
Three digits for decimal fractions of a second.

llll.lllll Latitude -90 to +90
DegreeslMinutes.decimal.
Two fixed digits of degrees
Two fixed digits of minutes
Five digits for decimal minutes.

a N (north) or S (south) N or S

yyyyy.yyyyy Longitude -180 to +180
Degrees/Minutes.decimal.
Three fixed digits of degrees.
Two fixed digits of minutes.
Five digits for decimal minutes.

b E (east) or W (west) E or W

t GPS Quality Indicator

0 = Fix not available or invalid
1 = CIA standard GPS; fix valid.
2 = DGS mode; fix valid.
3 = PPP mode; fix valid.
4 = RTK fixed
5 = RTK float
6 = free inertial

nn Number of satellites used in fix 0 to 32
v.v Horizontal dilution of precision  
x.x Altitude of the IMU above or below the mean sea level. A negative value indicates below sea level. n/a Metres
M Units of measure = metres M  
Null Null
Null Null
c.c Age of differential corrections in records since last RTCM-104 message. 0 to 99.9 Seconds
rrr DGPS reference station identity 0000 to 1023  
*hh Checksum   
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF  

$INHDT, x.x, T*hh

$INHDT-Heading - True data
Item Definition Value Units

$INHDT Header $INHDT  
x.x True vessel heading in the vessel frame o to 359.99 degrees
*hh Checksum n/a
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF  

$INVTG, x.x, T,, M, n.n, N, k.k, K*hh

$INVTG-Course over ground and Ground speed data
Item Definition Value Units

$INVTG Header $INVTG  
x.x True vessel track in the vessel frame 0 to 359.99 degrees
T True T  
null Not supported null  
M  M  
n.n Speed in the vessel frame n/a Knots
N Knots N  
k.k Kilometres K  
*hh Checksum n/a
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF

$INZDA, hhmmss.ss, DD, MM, YYYY,, *hh

SEAPATH Data http://www/formats/seapath.html
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$INZDA-Time and date
Item Definition Value Units

$INZDA Header $INZDA  

hhmmss.sss UTC time n/a

Hours/Minutes/Seconds.decimal.
2 fixed digits of hours
2 fixed digits of minutes
2 fixed digits of seconds
Three digits for decimal fractions of a second

DD Day of month 01 to 31
MM Month of year 01 to 12
YYYY Year
Null Null  
Null Null
*hh Checksum n/a
/CR/LF Carriage return and line feed /CR/LF

SEAPATH Data http://www/formats/seapath.html
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Spectrum TM-4 time and frequency system data
The TM-4 is used as an event logger to log shot times from digishot. The 'tagger' data set includes all output from the TM-4. The 'shot' data set includes only the event messages (message #62)

Spectra provides primary shot timing aboard Langseth. The TM-4 is used for qc and backup purposes.

Message descriptions
Message
# Type Form Explanation

50 ACKNOWLEDGE CRLF  

51 DATE AND TIME MMDDYYYY,HHMMSSCRLF MMDDYYYY is UTC month, day, and year HHMMSS is UTC hours, minutes and
seconds

52 POSITION WWWW.WW,X,YYYYY.YY,Z,A,NCRLF

W = latitude in DDMM.MM

X = hemisphere N or S

Y = longitude in DDDMM.MM

Z = hemisphere E or W

A = GPS availability (0 = not available, 1 = available)

N = number of satellites used (0-9, A[10], B[11], C[12])

53 ALTITUDE SXXXXX,MCRLF

S = sign (+ or -)

X = altitude (5 digits)

M = altitude units (meters)

55
MASK ANGLE AND
MAP DATUM
SETTING

X,47CRLF

X = 0 for 5 degrees

X = 1 for 15 degrees

X = 2 for 20 degrees

47 = two digit map datum code (fixed at WGS84)

56 USER TIME BIAS SXXXXXCRLF
S = sign (+ or -)

X = bias value (5 digits)

57 TIMING MODE XCRLF

X = 0 for Dynamic Timing Mode

X = 1 for Static Timing Mode

X = 3 for Auto Survey Mode

59
GEOMETRIC
QUALITY AND
ALMANAC STATUS

X,YCRLF

X = GQ (0-9)

Y = 0 (Almanac OK)

Y = 1 (no Almanac)

Y = 2 (Almanac is old)

60
TIME PORT DATA
RATE AND
MULTIPLEXER #1
STATUS

X,YCRLF

X = 0 (1200 baud) Y = 0 for 10 MHz output

X = 1 (2400 baud) Y = 1 for 5 MHz output

X = 2 (4800 baud) Y = 2 for 1 MHz output

X = 3 (9600 baud) Y = 3 for 100 kHz output

X = 4 (19200 baud) Y = 4 for 10 kHz output

X = 5 (38400 baud) Y = 5 for 1 kHz output

X = 6 (57600 baud) Y = 6 for IRIG output (if installed)

X = 7 (115200 baud) Y = 7 for PPS output

Y = 8 for OFF (newer TM-4's only)

61 TIMING STATUS W,CRLF
W = 0 (time not valid)

W = 1 (Time Valid)

62 EVENT TIME-TAG MMDDYYYY,HHMMSS.SSSSSSSCRLF
MMDDYYYY = UTC date of event

HHMMSS.SSSSSSS = UTC time of event

63 POP/ETT STATUS X,P,MMDDYYYY,HHMMSS.SSSSSSS,RRRRRRRRCRLF

X = 0 for ETT/POP OFF

X = 1 for POP One-Shot

X = 2 for POP Repeat

X = 3 for ETT

P = + for positive polarity

P = - for negative polarity

P = 0 when POP/ETT Mode is OFF

MMDDYYYY is the POP date (UTC)

HHMMSS.SSSSSSS is the POP time (UTC)

RRRRRRRR is the POP repeat interval

64 OSCILLATOR
TUNING MODE XCRLF

X = 1 for Mode 1 (oscillator warm-up)

X = 2 for Mode 2 (course adjust)

X = 3 for Mode 3 (course adjust standby)

X = 4 for Mode 4 (fine adjust)

X = 5 for Mode 5 (fine adjust hold)

Note: See OSCILLATOR MODES on page 11 of the Spectrum manual for an
explanation of these Oscillator Tuning Modes.

Spectrum Time Tagger Data http://www/formats/tm4.html
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65 ALARM STATUS X,Y,ZCRLF

X = 0 for No Coast condition

X = 1 for Coast Alarm condition See Message #79 for Coast Timer.

Y = 0 for Antenna Good

Y = 1 for Antenna Current Sense Fault condition

Z = 0 for 10 MHz Frequency Output Good

Z = 1 for 10 MHz Frequency Output Fault condition

See HARDWARE FAULT MONITORING on page 14 of Spectrum manual for an
explanation of Antenna Alarm.

68 MULTIPLEXER #2
STATUS XCRLF

X = 0 for 10 MHz output

X = 1 for Mux1 mirror

X = 2 for PPS

X = 3 for output option 1

X = 4 for output option 2

X = 5 for output option 3

X = 6 for baseband IRIG (if installed)

X = 7 for baseband NASA-36 (if installed)

X = 8 for OFF (newer TM-4's only)

69 TRACKING
CHANNEL STATUS VV,W,X,Y,....VV,W,X,Y,ZCRLF

VV = PRN of satellite being tracked

W = constellation status:

0 = not included in current constellation

1 = included in current constellation

X = tracking status:

A = acquisition/reacquisition

S = searching

0-9 = SQ

Y = Ephemeris status:

0 = not collected

1 = collected

Z = receiver status:

2 = search the sky

3 = Almanac collect

4 = Ephemeris collect

5 = acquisition

6 = position

NOTE: VV,W,X,Y repeats twelve times, corresponding to each of the twelve
channels.

70 SERIAL TIME
MESSAGE FORMAT XCRLF

X = 0 for standard output

X = 1 for NTP output (optional)

X = 2 for NMEA output

71 SERIAL TIME CODE
FORMAT XCRLF

X = 0 for IRIG B output

X = 1 for NASA-36 output

72 ETT PARAMETERS X,PCRLF
X = 0 (ETT off)

X = 1 (ETT on)

74
POP PARAMETERS
(Simultaneous ETT/POP
units)

X,P,MMDDYYYY,HHMMSS.SSSSSSS,RRRRRRRR,WCRLF

X = 0 for POP Off

X = 1 for POP One-Shot

X = 2 for POP Repeat

P = + for positive polarity

P = - for negative polarity

MMDDYYYY is the POP date (UTC)

HHMMSS.SSSSSSS is the POP time (UTC)

RRRRRRRR is the POP repeat interval in milliseconds

W = 0 for 1 Î¼s pulse width

W = 1 for 10 Î¼s pulse width

W = 2 for 100 Î¼s pulse width

W = 3 for 1 ms pulse width

W = 4 for 10 ms pulse width

W = 5 for 50 ms pulse width

W = 6 for 100 ms pulse width

W = 7 for 250 ms pulse width

Spectrum Time Tagger Data http://www/formats/tm4.html
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W = 8 for Level Hold

75 SPEED OVER LAND
and HEADING SSS.SS,HHH.HCRLF

SSS.SS indicates speed over land in meters/sec

HHH.H indicates course in degrees decimal

76 ADDITIONAL NMEA
INFORMATION DDMM.MMMM,N,DDDMM.MMMM,W,SAAAAA.A,M,G,UU,PP.P,ZZZ.ZZ,YYY.YCRLF

DDMM.MMMM is latitude in degrees and decimal minutes

N is north or south (N, S)

DDDMM.MMMM is longitude in degrees and decimal minutes

W is west or east (W, E)

S is sign of altitude above or below sea level (+,-)

AAAAA.A is altitude (in meters) (0-18000)

M is altitude units (meters)

G is GPS status (0= fix not valid, 1= fix valid)

UU is number of satellites used in navigation solution (0-12)

PP.P is estimated horizontal dilution of precision (0-99.9)

ZZZ.ZZ is speed over ground in knots

YYY.Y is course over ground in degrees

77 PHASE LOCK STATUS X,CRLF

78 ADDITIONAL USER
OPTION SETTINGS A,B,C,D,E,FCRLF

A = 0 for Antenna Alarm Disabled

A = 1 for Antenna Alarm Enabled (default)

B = 0 for PPS Source 0 (See Message #24 for definitions)

B = 1 for PPS Source 1

B = 2 for PPS Source 2

B = 3 for PPS Source 3

Fields C-F are reserved.

79 COAT TIMER HHHHMMSSCRLF HHHHMMSS = Amount of time (Hours, Minutes, Seconds) that the unit has been in
Coast (Mode 3 or Mode 5)

80 PHASE LOCK STATUS X, CRLF

81 LEAP SECONDS?GPS
TIME X,Y,±ZZCRLF

X = 0 for TM-4 operation in GPS Time (reserved for future feature, currently
disabled)

X = 1 for TM-4 operation in UTC Time (default)

Y = 0 for Leap Second data not valid

Y = 1 for Leap Second data valid

±ZZ = UTC/GPS Time Offset, in whole seconds

The difference between UTC Time and GPS Time is the number of Leap Seconds
that have been introduced to UTC Time since the beginning of GPS Time. (GPS
Time is never adjusted for Leap Seconds.) The Ã¬UTC OffsetÃ® from GPS Time is
in the information data stream broadcast by the GPS satellites. The TM-4 stores the
previously known value, but until the TM-4 makes contact wisatellites and
downloads the current"UTC Offset", the data cannot be considered to be valid.

Spectrum Time Tagger Data http://www/formats/tm4.html
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Speed log data
Speed log data is formatted in the following sentences:

VHW - Water speed and heading
VBW - Dual Ground/Water Speed

$VHW,x.x,T,x.x,M,x.x,N,x.x,K*hh

VHW sentence fields
Item definition units
x.x degrees true ?
T T=true n/a
x.x degrees Magnetic ?
M M = Magnetic n/a
x.x Speed of vessel relative to water Knots/hour
N N = Nots n/a
x.x Speed of vessel relative to water Km/hour
K K = Kilometers n/a
*hh Checksum n/a

$VBW,x.x,x.x,A,x.x,x.x,A*hh

VBW sentence fields
Item Definition Units
x.x Longitudinal water speed, "-" means astern ?
x.x Transverse water speed, "-" means port ?
A A = Data Valid n/a
x.x Longitudinal ground speed, "-" means astern ?
x.x Transverse ground speed, "-" means port ?
A A = data valid, V = data invalid n/a
*hh Checksum n/a

Speed Log data http://www/formats/slog.html
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Streamer Tension Unit Data
STU outputs data in the following sentence format:

aaa bbb cc dd ee f g hhhh iiii jjjj kkkk l m nnnn oooo pppp qqqq r s tttt uuuu vvvv wwww x y zzzz !!!! @@@@ ####

STU Data
Item Definition Value Units

aaa na n/a n/a
bbb Julian Day 1 to 366 day
cc Hour 0 to 24 integer
dd Minutes 0 to 60 integer
ee Seconds 0 to 60 integer
f # 1 ID 1 integer
g # 1 Channel # 0 integer
hhhh # 1 Peak Tension n/a lbs
iiii # 1 Average Tension n/a lbs
jjjj # 1 Delta Tension n/a n/a
kkkk # 1 Temperature n/a Celcius
l # 2 ID 1 integer
m # 2 Channel # 1 integer
nnnn # 2 Peak Tension n/a lbs
oooo # 2 Average Tension n/a lbs
pppp # 2 Delta Tension n/a n/a
qqqq # 2 Temperature n/a Celcius
r # 3 ID 1 integer
s # 3 Channel # 2 integer
tttt # 3 Peak Tension n/a lbs
uuuu # 3 Average Tension n/a lbs
vvvv # 3 Delta Tension n/a n/a
wwww # 3 Temperature n/a Celcius
x # 4 ID 1 integer
y # 4 Channel # 3 integer
zzzz # 4 Peak Tension n/a lbs
!!!! # 4 Average Tension n/a lbs
@@@@ # 4 Delta Tension n/a n/a
#### # 4 Temperature n/a Celcius

Streamer Tension Unit Data http://www/formats/stu1.html
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Appendix G: Seismic Oceanography 

Motivation 
Seismic Oceanography (SO) is a recent discipline, which consists of the use of multi-channel seismic reflection 
(MCS) technique, traditionally used for geological prospection, to image the oceanic water column. Oceans have 
inner coherence structures of salt and temperature contrasts such as fronts, currents, eddies, etc, generated by mixing 
processes that determine the energy and material transport. The MCS oceanographic data consist on seismic waves 
that are artificially released from the sea surface and recorded in multiple floating sensors after they are reflected in 
the temperature and salinity contrasts of the oceanic structure. This method images the internal water column 
structure with a resolution on the order of 10 m, both horizontally and vertically, which is 100 times higher 
horizontal resolution than the one provided by classical oceanographic instrumentation. The high horizontal 
resolution of SO data provides new information about the lateral coherence and horizontal characteristics of the fine 
structure and its interaction with mesoscale structures that will be analyzed in order to better understand the mixing 
processes involved. 
 
Circulation in the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) is dominated by two current systems, the cyclonic subartic gyre in the 
basin and the Alaska Coastal Current (ACC) on the continental shelf. At the head of the GOA, the ACC turns 
southwestward following the shelf-break and forms the Alaska Stream. The GOA supports a rich ecosystem, 
including numerous species of fishes, marine mammals and seabirds. The significant amount of nutrients in the 
GOA is supplied by strong mechanisms of cross-shelf exchange and mixing, which include episodic upwelling, 
eddies and tidal mixing combined with bathymetric steering (Ladd et al., 2005; Cummis et al., 2001). The main goal 
of SO in this area is the imaging of the finestructure generated by these mixing processes along the shelf-break. The 
seismic data will be compared with temperature, sound speed and salinity profiles simultaneously acquired with 
XBT, XSV and XCTD probes. 

Data acquisition 
The design of the seismic oceanography part of the survey was carried out by Berta Biescas (UTM & Dalhousie 
University), Mladen Nedimovic (Dalhousie University) and Barry Ruddick (Dalhousie University). William 
Crawford and Nick Bolingbroke (Institute of Ocean Sciences, Sidney, B.C., Canada) also collaborated in preparing 
the altimetry figures. Oceanographic probes were deployed along six seismic sections (Figure G.1). There were 
successfully deployed: 125 XBTs, 83 XSVs and 12 XTCDs. The deployments were done using two plastic plumes 
installed at the starboard and port streamer decks (Figure G.2). During the first two lines almost all the wires of the 
oceanographic probes broke before reaching 500 m depth. Much greater success was achieved with deployments on 
subsequent lines. Several factors affected the success of the launching and recording data:  

1. The paravanes (after one of the paradines was removed from the water the wire brakes were less frequent);  
2. The distance between the lower end of the PVC pipes and the sea surface (outer side of the PVC pipes must 

to be as close as possible to the water; during the first two lines the outer part was quite high and probably 
the tension in the wire was stronger resulting in brakes); 

3. The wind (strongly moved the PVC pipes, so the less windy side was always chosen for the launching).  
We deployed in alternating order XBTs and XSVs (Figure G.3). During Lines 5 to 3 the XBT and XSV pairs were 
as close as possible, ~0.6 km. The distance from one XBT to the next one was ~3.5 km, in order to sample approx 
60 km along the slope. During Lines 1-2 and 6, the spacing between all probes was as short as possible, ~0.6 km. 

Altimetry data was checked to see if sampling an eddy is possible. Unfortunately, the satellite information 
(Figure G.4) showed that the only eddy generated in the Gulf of Alaska during that time was out of the survey area. 
The altimetry data was obtained from the Real-Time Altimetry Project of the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics 
Research. 

Water samples were acquired using plastic bottles simultaneously with the oceanographic probes to measure and 
calibrate the salinity. We took three bottles for each line, at the beginning, half and ending points and we also took 
one water sample for each XCTD.  
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Figure G.1:  Location of the seismic lines and the oceanographic probes that were simultaneously acquired. 

  

  
Figure G.2:  Port (left) and starboard (right) plumes installed on the RV Marcus Langseth for the launching of 

oceanographic probes. When used, the PVC pipes were lowered.  
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Figure G.3:  The probes were deployed by alternating XBTs (yellow) and XSVs (red) to deduce the salinity.  

  

  
Figure G.4:  Altimery data showing the eddies (Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research). 
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Preliminary results 
Oceanographic data (Figure G.5, G.6 and G.8) show a warm temperature layer below the mixing layer and above 
400 m depth, that was attached to the continental slope. Some examples of single profiles acquired in the survey are 
shown in Figures G.7, G.9 and G.10. These profiles show some finestructure above 400 m depth and smooth profiles 
at deeper water. The seismic data that were processed on board (Figure G.11) show very weak reflections above 400 
m depth, strongly affected by the direct wave. A better processing must be done in order to remove the direct wave 
and to enhance the weak reflectivity of the water. 

  

  
Figure G.5:  Temperature XBT data acquired on Line 3. 
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Figure G.6:  Sound speed XSV data acquired on Line 3. 
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Figure G.7:  Temperature profile recorded on Line 3. 
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Figure G.8:  Temperature XBT and XCTD data recorded on Line 1. 
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Figure G.9:  Salinity profile acquired on Line 1 using an XCTD. 
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Figure G.10:  Temperature profile acquired on Line 1 using an XCTD. 

  

  
Figure G.11:  Stacked seismic section of Line 1. 
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Appendix H. Summary of Disk Storage 
 
LDEO 
UNGA :  

- RAW SEGD from TAPE 0002 to TAPE 0201 
 
CHIGNIK: 

- RAW SEGD from TAPE 201 to TAPE 0279 
- DSK FILES PART 1 

o L01a.dsk 
o L01b.dsk 
o L02.dsk 
o L02R.dsk 
o L03b.dsk 
o L03.dsk 
o L05.dsk 
o L23A.dsk 
o L23B.dsk 
o L45.dsk 

 
TUGIDAK1: 

- docs (from MGL1110 on fserve) 
- MCS 

o Brute stacks 
o DSK FILES PART 2 

 L01a.dsk 
 L01b.dsk 
 L01c.dsk 
 L04.dsk 
 L06.dsk 
 L12B.dsk 
 L12C.dsk 
 L23C.dsk 
 L23D.dsk 

o Nav 
o Shotlogs 

- multibeam 
- OBS  
- Public (from MGL1110 on fserve) 
- raw (all but multibeam, from MGL1110 on fserve) 

 
TUGIDAK2: 

- DSK FILES PART 3 
o L07A.dsk 
o L07B.dsk 
o L12A.dsk 
o L12D.dsk 
o L12E.dsk 
o L12F.dsk 
o L56.dsk 
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o L67A.dsk 
o L67B.dks 

- focus_proc (from proc1) 
- knudsen 
- mgl110-working (from fserve) 
- processed (from MGL1110 on fserve) 

 
 
DALHOUSIE 
ALASKA_RAW_MCS1 

- RAW SEGD from TAPE 0002 to 209 
 

ALASKA_RAW_MCS2 
- RAW SEGD from TAPE 0210 to 0279 
- 9 DSK files 
- Multibeam RAW 
- Knudsen 

 
ALASKA_MCS3 

- 16 DSK files 
 
EXTRA_DISK 

- ADCP 
- Docs 
- Errorlists 
- FMT Focus nav files (made from p190) 
- Focus jobs 
- Grid_locs 
- Cruise_report 
- Mcs_scripts 
- Multibeam 
- P190 files 
- Processed 
- Public 
- REGULAR_CDP_TXTFILES (CDP grids) 
- SEGD_LISTS 
- Serial 
- Sioseis_proc 
- Spectra 
- Survey_plan 
- TSG 
- XBT 

 
 
FREECOM_HDD 

- OBS directory 
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Appendix I: Marine Mammal Protocols 
Below is a brief description of our protocols for operations with respect to marine mammals. The 
rest of this appendix contains the Incidental Harassment Authorization (IHA) issued by the 
National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS). 

Power downs 

A “power down” is defined as changing from shooting the full airgun array to a single 40 cu in 
gun, the smallest volume gun in the array (“mitigation gun).  A power down was instituted when 
a mammal entered the safety radius for the full array for a given water depth, but was still 
outside the safety radius for the mitigation gun.  

• If the mammal left the radius within 9 minutes, we could immediately return to full 
volume.  

• If the mammal is observed to leave the safety radius after 9 minutes, we can immediately 
begin ramping up the array to the full volume (which requires 30 minutes. The ramp up 
procedure involves firing the guns every 17 s, adding one gun for each shot. 

• If the mammal is not observed any more after the sightings, we had to observe radius for 
30 minutes. If it was not observed in that time, we could initiate the ramp up. 

• In low visibility times (or at night), if a mitigation gun is firing, we can ramp up to full 
volume. 

Shut downs 

A “shut down” is defined as completely ceasing firing any air gun. A shut down was instituted if 
a mammal entered the safety radius for the mitigation gun. Then, we followed procedures above 
apply for ramping up. In low visibility times or at night, we cannot ramp up from a shut down 
until the full radius can be observed again. 

 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT DF CDMMERCE 
NatlDnal Doel!llnic and Atmol!llpheric AdmlniatratlDn 

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES S E RVICE 

Silv er Spring, MD 20910 

Meagan 1. Cummings JUN 2 4 2011 
Marine Environmental & Safety Coordinator 

Department of Marine Operations 

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory 

P.O. Box 1000 

Palisades, New York 10964-8000 

Dear Ms. Cummings: 

Enclosed is an Incidental Harassment Authorization (IHA) issued to the Lamont-Doherty 

Earth Observatory, under the authority of Section 101(a)(5)(D) of the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 1361 et seq.), to harass small numbers of marine mammals, by 

Level B harassment, incidental to the R!V Marcus G. Langseth's marine seismic survey 

in the western Gulf of Alaska during June to August, 2011 . 

You are required to comply with the conditions contained in the IHA. In addition, you 

must cooperate with any Federal, state, or local agency monitoring the impacts of your 

activity and submit a report to the National Marine Fisheries Service's (NMFS) Office of 

Protected Resources within 90 days of the completion of the cruise. The IHA requires 

monitoring of marine mammals by qualified individuals before, during, and after seismic 

activities and reporting of marine mammal observations, including species, numbers, and 

behavioral modifications potentially resulting from this activity. 

If you have any questions concerning the IHA or its requirements, please contact Howard 

Goldstein or Jolie Harrison, Office of Protected Resources, NMFS, at 301-713-2289. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Protected Resources 

Enclosures 

*Printed on Recycled Paper 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmoepherlc Administration 
NATIONAL MARIN E F ISHE RIE S S ERVICE 

Silver Spring, MD 20810 

Incidental Harassment Authorization 

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, P.O. Box 1000, Palisades, New York 10964-8000, is hereby 

authorized under section 101(a)(5)(D) of the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) (16 

U.S.C. 1371(a)(5)(D)), to harass small numbers of marine mammals incidental to a marine 

geophysical (seismic) survey conducted by the R!V Marcus G. Langseth (Langseth) in the 

western Gulf of Alaska (GOA), June to August, 2011: 

1. This Authorization is valid from June 28 through September 4, 2011. 

2. This Authorization is valid only for the Langseth's activities associated with seismic survey 

operations that shall occur in the following specified geographic area: 

In the western GOA, in the area 52.5° to 59° North, 147.5° to 161 ° West, from the 

Shumagin Islands to east of Kodiak Island, within the Exclusive Economic Zone of the 

United States in water depths ranging from 25 to greater than 6,000 m (82 to 19,685 ft) 

and adjacent International Waters, as specified in L-DEO's Incidental Harassment 

Authorization application and the National Science Foundation's (NSF) associated 

Environmental Assessment. 

3. Species Authorized and Level of Takes 

(a) The incidental taking of marine mammals, by Level B harassment only, is limited to 

the following species in the waters off of the western GOA: 

(i) Mysticetes - see Table 2 (attached) for authorized species and take numbers. 

(ii) Odontocetes - see Table 2 (attached) for authorized species and take numbers. 

(iii) Pinnipeds - see Table 2 (attached) for authorized species and take numbers. 

(iv) If any marine mammal species are encountered during seismic activities that 

are not listed in Table 2 (attached) for authorized taking and are likely to be 

exposed to sound pressure levels (SPLs) greater than or equal to 160 dB re 1 JlPa 

(rms), then the Holder of this Authorization must alter speed or course, power-

down or shut-down the airguns to avoid take. 

(b) The taking by injury (Level A harassment) serious injury, or death of any of the 

species listed in Condition 3(a) above or the taking of any kind of any other species of 

marine mammal is prohibited and may result in the modification, suspension or 

revocation of this Authorization. 

*Printed on Recycled Paper 



4. The methods authorized for taking by Level B harassment are limited to the following 

acoustic sources without an amendment to this Authorization: 

(i) a 36 Bolt airgun array with a total capacity of 6,600 in
3 

(or smaller); 

(ii) a multi-beam echosounder; 

(iii) a sub-bottom profiler; and 

(iv) an acoustic release transponder used to communicate with ocean bottom 

seismometers (OBS). 

S. The taking of any marine mammal in a manner prohibited under this Authorization must be 

reported immediately to the Office of Protected Resources, National Marine Fisheries Service 

(NMFS), at 301-427-8401. 

6. The Holder of this Authorization is required to cooperate with NMFS and any other Federal, 

state, or local agency monitoring the impacts of the activity on marine mammals. 

7. Mitigation and Monitoring Requirements 

The Holder of this Authorization is required to implement the following mitigation and 

monitoring requirements when conducting the specified activities to achieve the least 

practicable adverse impact on affected marine mammal species or stocks: 

(a) Utilize two, NMFS-qualified, vessel-based Protected Species Visual Observers 

(PSVOs) (except during meal times and restroom breaks, when at least one PSVO shall 

be on watch) to visually watch for and monitor marine mammals near the seismic source 

vessel during daytime airgun operations (from nautical twilight-dawn to nautical twilight-

dusk) and before and during start-ups of airguns day or night. The Langseth's vessel 

crew shall also assist in detecting marine mammals, when practicable. PSVOs shall have 

access to reticle binoculars (7xSO Fujinon), big-eye binoculars (2SxlSO), and night vision 

devices. PSVO shifts shall last no longer than 4 hours at a time. PSVOs shall also make 

observations during daytime periods when the seismic system is not operating for 

comparison of animal abundance and behavior, when feasible. 

(b) PSVOs shall conduct monitoring while the airgun array and streamer(s) are being 

deployed or recovered from the water. 

(c) Record the following information when a marine mammal is sighted: 

(i) species, group size, age/size/sex categories (if determinable), behavior when 

first sighted and after initial sighting, heading (if consistent), bearing and distance 

from seismic vessel, sighting cue, apparent reaction to the airguns or vessel (e.g., 

none, avoidance, approach, paralleling, etc., and including responses to ramp-up), 

and behavioral pace; and 
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(ii) time, location, heading, speed, activity of the vessel (including number of 

airguns operating and whether in state of ramp-up or power-down), Beaufort sea 

state and wind force, visibility, and sun glare; and 

(iii) the data listed under Condition 7( c )(ii) shall also be recorded at the start and 

end of each observation watch and during a watch whenever there is a change in 

one or more of the variables. 

(d) Utilize the passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) system, to the maximum extent 

practicable, to detect and allow some localization of marine mammals around the 

Langseth during all airgun operations and during most periods when airguns are not 

operating. One NMFS-qualified Protected Species Observer (PSO) and/or expert 

bioacoustician (i.e., Protected Species Acoustic Observer [PSAO)) shall monitor the 

P AM at all times in shifts no longer than 6 hours. An expert bioacoustician shall design 

and set up the PAM system and be present to operate or oversee PAM, and available 

when technical issues occur during the survey. 

(e) Do and record the following when an animal is detected by the PAM: 

(i) notify the on-duty PSVO(s) immediately of a vocalizing marine mammal so a 

power-down or shut-down can be initiated, if required; 

(ii) enter the information regarding the vocalization into a database. The data to 

be entered include an acoustic encounter identification number, whether it was 

linked with a visual sighting, date, time when first and last heard and whenever 

any additional information was recorded, position, and water depth when first 

detected, bearing if determinable, species or species group (e.g., unidentified 

dolphin, sperm whale), types and nature of sounds heard (e.g., clicks, continuous, 

sporadic, whistles, creaks, burst pulses, strength of signal, etc.), and any other 

notable information. 

(f) Visually observe the entire extent of the exclusion zone (EZ) (180 dB re 1 flPa [rms] 

for cetaceans and 190 dB re 1 flPa [rms] for pinnipeds; see Table 1 [attached] for 

distances) using NMFS-qualified PSVOs, for at least 30 minutes (min) prior to starting 

the airgun array (day or night). If the PSVO finds a marine mammal within the EZ, L-

DEO must delay the seismic survey until the marine mammal(s) has left the area. If the 

PSVO sees a marine mammal that surfaces, then dives below the surface, the PSVO shall 

wait 30 min. If the PSVO sees no marine mammals during that time, they should assume 

that the animal has moved beyond the EZ. If for any reason the entire radius cannot be 

seen for the entire 30 min (i.e., rough seas, fog, darkness), or if marine mammals are 

near, approaching, or in the EZ, the airguns may not be ramped-up. If one airgun is 

already running at a source level of at least 180 dB re 1 flPa (rms), L-DEO may start the 

second airgun without observing the entire EZ for 30 min prior, provided no marine 

mammals are known to be near the EZ (in accordance with Condition 7[h] below). 
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(g) Establish a 180 dB re 1 I-lPa (nns) and 190 dB re 1 I-lPa (nns) EZ for marine mammals 

before the 4-string airgun array (6,600 in
3

) is in operation; and a 180 dB re 1 I-lPa (nns) 

and 190 dB re 1 JlPa (nns) EZ before a single airgun (40 in
3

) is in operation, respectively. 

See Table 1 (attached) for distances and EZs. 

(h) Implement a "ramp-up" procedure when starting up at the beginning of seismic 

operations or anytime after the entire array has been shutdown for more than 9 min, 

which means start the smallest gun first and add airguns in a sequence such that the 

source level of the array shall increase in steps not exceeding approximately 6 dB per 5-

min period. During ramp-up, the PSVOs shall monitor the EZ, and if marine maIl1Il1als 

are sighted, a power-down, or shut-down shall be implemented as though the full array 

were operational. Therefore, initiation of ramp-up procedures from shut-down requires 

that the PSVOs be able to view the full EZ as described in Condition 7(f) (above). 

(i) Alter speed or course during seismic operations if a marine mammal, based on its 

position and relative motion, appears likely to enter the relevant EZ. If speed or course 

alteration is not safe or practicable, or if after alteration the marine mammal still appears 

likely to enter the EZ, further mitigation measures, such as a power-down or shut-down, 

shall be taken. 

(j) Power-down or shut-down the airgun(s) if a marine mammal is detected within, 

approaches, or enters the relevant EZ (as defined in Table 1, attached). A shut-down 

means all operating airguns are shut-down (i.e., turned off). A power-down means 

reducing the number of operating airguns to a single operating 40 in
3 

airgun, which 

reduces the EZ to the degree that the animal(s) is no longer in or about to enter it. 

(k) Following a power-down, if the marine mammal approaches the smaller designated 

EZ, the airguns must then be completely shut-down. Airgun activity shall not resume 

until the PSVO has visually observed the marine mammal(s) exiting the EZ and is not 

likely to return, or has not been seen within the EZ for 15 min for species with shorter 

dive durations (small odontocetes and pinnipeds) or 30 min for species with longer dive 

durations (mysticetes and large odontocetes, including spenn, pygmy sperm, dwarf 

spenn, killer, and beaked whales). 

(1) Following a power-down or shut-down and subsequent animal departure, airgun 

operations may resume following ramp-up procedures described in Condition 7(h). 

(m) Marine geophysical surveys may continue into night and low-light hours if such 

segment(s) of the survey is initiated when the entire relevant EZs are visible and can be 

effectively monitored. 

(n) No initiation of airgun array operations is pennitted from a shut-down position at 

night or during low-light hours (such as in dense fog or heavy rain) when the entire 

relevant EZ cannot be effectively monitored by the PSVO(s) on duty. 
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(0) Ifa North Pacific right (Eubalaenajaponica), sei (Balaenoptera borealis), blue 

(Balaenoptera musculus), and/or beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas) is visually 

sighted, the airgun array shall be shut-down regardless of the distance of the animal(s) to 

the sound source. The array shall not resume firing until 30 min after the last 

documented whale visual sighting. 

(P) Concentrations of humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae), fin (Balaenoptera physalus) , 

and/or killer (Orcinus orca) whales shall be avoided, if possible, and the array shall be 

powered-down if necessary. A concentration or group of whales shall consist of when 

three or more individuals are visually sighted that do not appear to be traveling (e.g., 

feeding, socializing, etc.). 

(q) Seismic operations in Chignik Bay will be conducted from nearshore to offshore 

waters. 

(r) To the maximum extent practicable, schedule seismic operations (i .e., shooting 

airguns) during daylight hours and OBS operations (i .e., deploy/retrieve) to nighttime 

hours. 

(s) Avoid areas where subsistence hunting and fishing activities are occurring. 

8. Reporting Requirements 

The Holder of this Authorization is required to: 

(a) Submit a draft report on all activities and monitoring results to the Office of Protected 

Resources, NMFS, within 90 days of the completion of the Langseth 's western GOA 

cruise. This report must contain and summarize the following information: 

(i) Dates, times, locations, heading, speed, weather, sea conditions (including 

Beaufort sea state and wind force), and associated activities during all seismic 

operations and marine mammal sightings; 

(ii) Species, number, location, distance from the vessel, and behavior of any 

marine mammals, as well as associated seismic activity (number of power-downs 

and shut-downs), observed throughout all monitoring activities. 

(iii) An estimate of the number (by species) of marine mammals that: (A) are 

known to have been exposed to the seismic activity (based on visual observation) 

at received levels greater than or equal to 160 dB re 1 (rms) and/or 180 dB re 

1 (rms) for cetaceans and 190 dB re 1 JlPa (rms) for pinnipeds with a 

discussion of any specific behaviors those individuals exhibited; and (B) may 

have been exposed (based on reported and corrected empirical values for the 36 

airgun array and modeling measurements for the single airgun) to the seismic 

activity at received levels greater than or equal to 160 dB re 1 JlPa (rms) and/or 
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180 dB re 1 IlPa (nns) for cetaceans and 190 dB re 1 IlPa (nns) for pinnipeds with 

a discussion of the nature of the probable consequences of that exposure on the 

individuals that have been exposed. 

(iv) A description of the implementation and effectiveness of the: (A) tenns and 

conditions of the Biological Opinion's Incidental Take Statement (ITS) 

(attached); and (B) mitigation measures of the Incidental Harassment 

Authorization. For the Biological Opinion, the report shall confinn the 

implementation of each Tenn and Condition, as well as any conservation 

recommendations, and describe their effectiveness, for minimizing the adverse 

effects of the action on Endangered Species Act-listed marine mammals. 
r 

(b) Submit a final report to the Chief, Pennits, Conservation, and Education Division, 

Office of Protected Resources, NMFS, within 30 days after receiving comments from 

NMFS on the draft report. IfNMFS decides that the draft report needs no comments, the 

draft report shall be considered to be the final report. 

9. In the unanticipated event that the specified activity clearly causes the take of a marine 

mammal in a manner prohibited by this Authorization, such as an injury (Level A harassment), 

serious injury or mortality (e.g., ship-strike, gear interaction, and/or entanglement), L-DEO shall 

immediately cease the specified activities and immediately report the incident to the Chief of the 

Pennits, Conservation, and Education Division, Office of Protected Resources, NMFS, at 301-

427-8401 and/or by email to Michael.Payne@noaa.gov and Howard.Goldstein@noaa.gov and 

the Alaska Regional Stranding Coordinators (AleriaJensen@noaa.gov and 

Barbara.Mahoney@noaa.gov). The report must include the following infonnation: 

(a) time, date, and location (latitude/longitude) of the incident; the name and type of 

vessel involved; the vessel's speed during and leading up to the incident; description of 

the incident; status of all sound source use in the 24 hours preceding the incident; water 

depth; environmental conditions (e.g., wind speed and direction, Beaufort sea state, cloud 

cover, and visibility); description of marine mammal observations in the 24 hours 

preceding the incident; species identification or description of the anima1(s) involved; the 

fate of the animal(s); and photographs or video footage of the animal (if equipment is 

available). 

Activities shall not resume until NMFS is able to review the circumstances of the prohibited 

take. NMFS shall work with L-DEO to detennine what is necessary to minimize the likelihood 

of further prohibited take and ensure MMPA. L-DEO may not resume their activities until 

notified by NMFS via letter or email, or via telephone. 

In the event that L-DEO discovers an injured or dead marine mammal, and the lead PSO 

detennines that the cause of the injury or death is unknown and the death is relatively recent (i.e., 

in less than a moderate state of decomposition as described in the next paragraph), L-DEO will 

immediately report the incident to the Chief of the Pennits Conservation, and Education 
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Division, Office of Protected Resources, NMFS, at 301-427-8401, and/or by email to 

Michael.Payne@noaa.gov and Howard.Goldstein@noaa.gov, and the NMFS Alaska Stranding 

Hotline (1-877-925-7773) and/or by email to the Alaska Regional Stranding Coordinators 

(AleriaJensen@noaa.gov and Barabara.Mahoney@noaa.gov). The report must include the same 

information identified in the Condition 9(a) above. Activities may continue while NMFS 

reviews the circumstances of the incident. NMFS will work with L-DEO to determine whether 

modifications in the activities are appropriate. 

In the event that L-DEO discovers an injured or dead marine mammal, and the lead PSO 

determines that the injury or death is not associated with or related to the activities authorized in 

Condition 2 of this Authorization (e.g., previously wounded animal, carcass with moderate to 

advanced decomposition, or scavenger damage), L-DEO shall report the incident to the Chief of 

the Permits, Conservation, and Education Division, Office of Protected Resources, NMFS , at 

301-427-8401, and/or by email to Michael.Payne@noaa.gov and Howard.Goldstein@noaa.gov, 

and the NMFS Alaska Stranding Hotline (1-877-925-7773) and/or by email to the Alaska 

Regional Stranding Coordinators (AleriaJensen@noaa.gov and Barbara.Mahoney@noaa.gov), 

within 24 hours of the discovery. L-DEO shall provide photographs or video footage (if 

available) or other documentation of the stranded animal sighting to NMFS and the Marine 

Mammal Stranding Network. 

10. L-DEO is required to comply with the Terms and Conditions of the ITS corresponding to 

NMFS's Biological Opinion issued to both NSF and NMFS's Office of Protected Resources 

( attached). 

11. A copy of this Authorization and the ITS must be in the possession of all contractors and 

PSOs operating under the authority of this Incidental Harassment Authorization. 

JUN 2 4 2011 

Date 

Office of Protected Resources 

National Marine Fisheries Service 

Attachments 
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Attachment  

Table 1. Exclusion Zone Radii for Triggering Mitigation.  

Source and 

Volume 

Tow Depth 

(m) 

Water 

Depth (m) 

Predicted RMS Distances (m) 

Shut-down EZ 

for Pinnipeds 

190 dB 

Shut-down EZ 

for Cetaceans 

180 dB 

Level-B 

Harassment 

Zone 

160 dB 

Single Bolt 

airgun 

40 in
3 

6 to 12 

Shallow 

«100) 150 296 1,050 

Intermediate 

(100 to 

1,000) 

18 60 578 

Deep 

( > 1,000) 12 40 385 

4 strings 

36 airguns 

6,600 in
3 

12 

Shallow 

«100) 770 2,520 23 ,470 

Intermediate 

(100 to 

1,000) 

615 1,810 13,395 

Deep 

( > 1,000) 460 1,100 4,400 
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Table 2. Authorized Take Numbers for Each Marine Mammal Species in the Western Gulf 

of Alaska. 

Species Authorized Take in the 

Western GOA Study Area 

Mysticetes 

North Pacific right whale 

(Eubalaena japonica) 
1 

Gray whale (Eschrichtius 

robustus) 
6 

Humpback whale 

(Megaptera novaeangliae) 
1,824 

Minke whale 

(Balaenoptera acutorostrata) 
60 

Sei whale 

(Balaenopteraphysalus) 
1 

Fin whale 

(Balaenoptera borealis) 
598 

Blue whale 

(Balaenoptera musculus) 
1 

Odontocetes 

Spenn whale 

(Physeter macrocephalus) 
5 

Cuvier's beaked whale 

(Ziphius cavirostris) 

12 

Baird's beaked whale 

(Berardius bairdii) 
4 

Stejneger's beaked whale 

(Mesoplodon stejnegeri) 
15 

Beluga whale 

([)elphinapterusleucas) 
0 

Pacific white-sided dolphins 

(Lagenorhynchus obliquedens) 
127 

Risso's dolphin 

(Grampus griseus) 
33 

Killer whale 

(Orcinus orca) 

415 

Short-finned pilot whale 

(Globicephala macrorhynchus) 

50 

Harbor porpoise 

(Phocoenaphocoena) 

180 

Dall's porpoise 

(Phocoenoides dalli) 

1,167 

Pinnipeds 

Northern fur seal 0 
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(Callorhinus ursinus) 

Northern elephant seal 

(Mirounga angustirostris) 

0 

Harbor seal 

iPhoca vitulina richards i) 

218 

California sea lion 

(Zalophus c. californianus) 

0 

Steller sea lion 

(Eumetopias jubatus) 

270 
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